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Preface
My PhD research work was supervised by Dr. Jeﬀrey Allen and Dr. Chang Kyoung
Choi at Michigan Technological University from 2014 to 2018. The work in this
dissertation has been published in 7 peer reviewed articles and at least one more
article will be submitted in the near future. Out of the 7 published articles, 3 are
full length peer reviewed journal publications and 4 are peer reviewed photogallery
entries in the Journal of Heat transfer.
Chapter 2 contains material previously published in Cryogenics by Bellur et al. [19].
I was part of the team that conducted cryo-neutron imaging experiments at the
National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) in January 2015. The ex-
periments were a group eﬀort that included my advisors Dr. Jeﬀrey Allen and Dr.
Chang Kyoung Choi, Dr. Ezequiel Medici and myself from MTU along with Dr.
Daniel Hussey, Dr David Jacobson, Dr. Jacob LaManna and Dr. Juscelino B. Leao
from NIST. In addition to experiment preparation and setup, my contribution also
included setting up the data/image acquisition, data analysis, post-processing and in-
terpretation of test data. Thermal model described in section 3 of the manuscript was
primarily the work of Arun Tamilarasan and Dr. James Hermanson from University
of Washington. However, I collaborated with Arun remotely, provided constant feed-
back and helped develop the boundary conditions for the results published. Section 4
xxi
was a collaborative eﬀort between myself, Manan Kulshreshta and Dr. Vinaykumar
Konduru. The manuscript text was a group eﬀort written primarily by myself, Dr.
Jeﬀrey Allen, Dr. Ezequiel Medici and Dr. Vinaykumar Konduru.
Chapter 3 contains material previously published in Journal of Flow Visualization
and Image Processing by Bellur et al. [23]. In addition to the January 2015 exper-
iments, this work includes data from the July 2015 and September 2015 of which
I was an integral part. I’m responsible all aspects of the data analysis and image
processing presented in the manuscript. Manan Kulshreshta and I developed the
interface tracking method under the supervision of Dr. Vinaykumar Konduru and
while I developed the optical density method with the help of Dr. Daniel Hussey. I’m
the primary author of all text, ﬁgures and tables in the manuscript.
Chapter 4 contains material previously published in Cryogenics by Bellur et al. [20].
I built the thermal model published in this manuscript from scratch. Although the
geometry of the model is similar, the approach used is diﬀerent from that used by
Arun Tamilarasan in Bellur et al. [19] and Chapter 2 of this dissertation. I’m the
primary author of all text, ﬁgures and tables in the manuscript.
Chapter 7 contains material previously published in Journal of Heat Transfer by
Bellur et al. [21, 22, 24], Konduru et al. [77]. These are short, rapid publication pho-
togallery entries that focus on various unique results obtained from neutron imaging.
I’m the primary author of all text and ﬁgures in Bellur et al. [21, 22, 24] while
xxii
Dr. Vinaykumar Konduru is the primarily responsible for the analysis that resulted
in Konduru et al. [77] while I helped with some aspects of image processing and
manuscript generation.
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Abstract
The control of propellant boil-oﬀ is essential in long-term space missions. However,
a clear understanding of cryogenic propellant phase change and the values of ac-
commodation coeﬃcients are lacking. To that eﬀect, a new method to determine
accommodation coeﬃcients using a combination of neutron imaging, thin ﬁlm evapo-
ration modeling and CFD modeling has been established. Phase change experiments
were conducted in the BT-2 Neutron Imaging Facility at the National Institute of
Standards and Technology (NIST) by introducing cryogenic vapor (H2 and CH4)
at a set pressure into Al6061 and SS316L test cells placed inside a 70mm cryostat.
Condensation is achieved by lowering the cryostat temperature below the saturation
condition and vice versa for evaporation. Neutron imaging is used to visualize the
liquid-vapor interface inside metallic containers due to the diﬀerence in attenuation
between the cryogen and the metal. Phase change tests are conducted using liquid
hydrogen and methane at a range of saturation points between 80 - 230 kPa and cor-
responding phase change rates were determined. The contact resistances and other
transient heat transfer properties of the cryostat setup is determined from the com-
bination of a CFD thermal transport model and a dry thermal cycling test. The
calibrated CFD model then allows for the determination of the inner wall tempera-
ture proﬁle. Results from neutron imaging and the thermal model serve as boundary
conditions to a multiscale evaporation model. A macroscale 2D FEA model is used to
xxvii
compute evaporation ﬂux in the bulk meniscus while a thin ﬁlm evaporation model
is used to account for enhanced evaporation near the contact line. Using a combi-
nation of neutron imaging, CFD thermal model and a multiscale evaporation model,
there is a possibility to extract the accommodation coeﬃcient while accounting for
the curvature, disjoining pressure and a variable interface temperature. The accom-
modation coeﬃcient of H2 decreases from 0.65±0.12 at 88 kPa to 0.22±0.1 at 226
kPa and is independent of container material/geometry. The error is dominated by
the uncertainty in the temperature measurements (0.25K).
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Phase change is ubiquitous and kinetic theory is shown to be very eﬀective in de-
scribing liquid-vapor phase change. However, the ability to predict the rate of phase
change inside propellant tanks remains a challenge primarily due to the absence of
evaporation/condensation coeﬃcients, also called accommodation coeﬃcients. These
coeﬃcients are inputs to the kinetic theory equations and are necessary to develop
reliable models for predicting boil-oﬀ and cryo-storage stability for liquid propellants
in low gravity. For water alone, decades of research has yielded accommodation co-
eﬃcients that span several orders of magnitude. The current state of knowledge on
evaporation/condensation processes is insuﬃcient for designing large cryogenic depots
critical to long-term space exploration missions. There is currently no experimental
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data available on controlled evaporation/condensation rates or corresponding accom-
modation coeﬃcients of cryogenic propellants.
The objective of this study is to develop a combined experimental and computational
technique to determine accommodation coeﬃcients of cryogenic propellants. Neutron
imaging was employed as a visualization tool to measure and characterize evapora-
tion/condensation rates of liquid hydrogen and methane inside Al 6061 and SS 316
test cells of various sizes and shapes. Tests were conducted at various saturation
conditions and a variety of phase change rates were obtained through accurate pres-
sure and temperature control. During the experiments, temperature measurements
could only be made at discrete points on the outer wall of the test cells. In order to
characterize the thermal transport and estimate an inner wall temperature distribu-
tion from discrete outer wall temperature measurements a thermal transport model
was built. Finally, a multi-scale evaporation model was built such that the imaging
results provide the physical boundary conditions and the phase change rates while a
thermal model provides the temperature boundary conditions. Using a combination
of neutron imaging results, thermal modeling and multi-scale evaporation modeling,
a unique value of the accommodation coeﬃcient could be obtained. The variation in
the measured coeﬃcient with size of the test cell, vapor pressure, surface chemistry
is described.
Chapter 2 contains material previously published in Cryogenics by Bellur et al. [19].
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It focuses on the experimental setup including temperature-pressure control, cryostat
operation and details preliminary results of neutron imaging.
Chapter 3 contains material previously published in Journal of Flow Visualization
and Image Processing by Bellur et al. [23]. It focuses on the neutron imaging setup
and post-processing of captured neutron images.
Chapter 4 contains material previously published in Cryogenics by Bellur et al. [20].
It focuses on the thermal transport model aimed at determining the inner wall, solid-
ﬂuid interface temperature distribution from discrete outer wall temperature mea-
surements.
Chapter 5 details the multi-scale evaporation model and the methodology used to
determine the accommodation coeﬃcients for hydrogen. It is formatted as a draft of
a manuscript to be submitted to a high impact journal shortly after the completion
of the degree.
Chapter 6 contains an overview of the entire research eﬀort and outlines possible
avenues for fundamental investigations on evaporation/condensation processes in ad-
dition to phase change with cryogens.
Chapter 7 contains material previously published in Journal of Heat Transfer by
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Bellur et al. [21, 22, 24], Konduru et al. [77]. These are short, rapid publication pho-
togallery entries that focus on various unique results obtained from neutron imaging.
In summary, this dissertation is a compilation of 7 previously published articles and 1
article that will be submitted in the near future. Out of the 7 published articles, there
are 3 full length peer reviewed journal publications and 4 peer reviewed photogallery
entries in the Journal of Heat transfer.
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Chapter 2
A new experiment for investigating
evaporation and condensation of
cryogenic propellants
Passive and active thermal and ﬂuid control systems are routinely used to manipu-
late cryogenic liquids in microgravity and to mitigate boil oﬀ. Computational ﬂuid
dynamics (CFD) modeling of the propellant coupled with a lumped thermodynamic
treatment of the vapor phase has been used to study pressurization within cryogen
tanks [13, 99–102]. From these models, a thin (approximately 1mm) liquid layer sep-
arating the vapor phase from the wall was shown to form. Accurately predicting the
The material contained in this chapter was previously published in Cryogenics by Bellur et al. [19].
See Appendix A for documentation of permission to republish this material.
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stability of the liquid layer and evaporation/condensation remains a challenge due to
the absence of reliable values of evaporation and condensation coeﬃcients and the
ability to computationally capture the local thermodynamics [60, 99, 101].
Additional experimental evidence that suggests understanding local thermodynamic
states is critical to predicting phase change of liquid hydrogen and methane were
found during recent tests conducted at National Aeronautics and Space Administra-
tion (NASA) Glenn Research Center located in Cleveland, Ohio. These experiments
focused on determination of bubble-point pressure, i.e. vapor break through, for liq-
uid oxygen, methane, and hydrogen in liquid acquisition screens. The uncertainty
in the experimental data was largely attributed to uncertainty in the evaporation at
the screen surface [60–62]. Meniscus phase change is signiﬁcantly diﬀerent than that
of pool boiling, where vapor pressure and wall temperature are generally suﬃcient
to predict heat ﬂux. Two additional factors aﬀect phase change at a meniscus, such
as those present in a screen. The ﬁrst is curvature, which gives rise to a pressure
jump across the liquid-vapor interface due to surface tension. The second factor is
the presence of the contact line, which results in non-uniform evaporation over the
liquid surface due to anisotropy in the liquid stresses within the thin liquid ﬁlm due to
disjoining pressure eﬀects [106]. Curvature and disjoining pressure eﬀects have been
incorporated into evaporation and condensation models [1, 106, 110, 124], but accu-
rate measures of the evaporation and condensation coeﬃcients remains a challenge,
especially for cryogenic liquids.
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Liquid-vapor (evaporation or condensation) phase change is a complex, multiscale,
conjugate problem. Diﬀerent phase change models have been proposed to quantify
the rate of mass transfer form one state to the other. These models can be classiﬁed
as diﬀusive or kinetic models. Diﬀusive models rely upon relative partial pressure for
triggering phase change. Diﬀusive evaporation or condensation models are material
independent, generating the same mass ﬂux regardless of the contact angle or liquid
phase curvature. These models have been applied to study phase change in liquid
reservoirs with large open surface area. In contrast, models traditionally used for
investigating phase change in smaller liquid reservoirs where the exposed surface is
comparable to the meniscus size, such as in porous media, are kinetics based. Kinetic
models are dependent upon the material properties, the location of liquid phase within
the material and may take into account the eﬀect of disjoining pressure, meniscus
curvature, and non-equilibrium interface temperature [98].
When evaporation is diﬀusion limited, the rate of phase change is proportional to the
interfacial area and to the concentration diﬀerence between the vapor and the liquid-
vapor interface, which for the modeling purposes is considered to be saturated vapor.
A change in substrate material has no eﬀect on the rate of phase change. As the
interfacial area decreases with respect to contact line length, the rate of evaporation
is no longer proportional to the area and a diﬀerent model is needed to predict the
mass ﬂux based on the molecular dynamics taking place at the contact line region.
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The contact line is an apparent intersection of three phases – vapor, liquid and solid.
This intersection is commonly described using the static contact angle, θ, which refers
to the apparent angle between the liquid and the solid (as measured through the liq-
uid). The contact line is a continuum region and is often described for wetting liquids
as a continuously thinning ﬁlm that terminates in an absorbed layer. Figure 2.1 delin-
eates regions of interest along a wetting evaporating meniscus according to the com-
ponent of normal stress most aﬀecting the thermo-ﬂuid dynamics. The normal stress
in the bulk is mostly aﬀected by capillarity, or interface curvature. The adsorbed
ﬁlm region is characterized by intermolecular forces and is not optically accessible.
Both intermolecular forces and curvature aﬀect the normal stress in the contact line
region. A typical value of the maximum thickness of the contact line region where
intermolecular forces begin to aﬀect the liquid interface shape is 1 micrometer.
The contact line region has a dramatic eﬀect on evaporation (and condensation).
Typically during phase-change a relatively large temperature gradients is setup in
the contact line region both parallel and perpendicular to the solid surface that may
result in thermocapillary stresses. For non-polar and/or wetting liquids, the result
is that 60% to 90% of the total evaporation occurs in the contact line region [43,
47, 49, 53, 55, 65, 93, 97, 106, 108, 109, 114, 115, 121, 126, 127]. Though speciﬁc
experiments have been empirically analyzed and numerical models validated against
these experiments [43, 106, 115], the eﬀect of contact angle and contact line length
on total evaporation is not quantitatively predictable in a general sense.
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Figure 2.1: Extended meniscus with regions delineated by normal stress
components.
A kinetic model depends upon the local interface conditions in the contact line region,
speciﬁcally in the contact line region. The amount of mass undergoing phase change is
proportional to the size of the contact line region as well as the local properties such as
partial pressure of vapor, temperature, and relative humidity. The mass undergoing
phase change can be expressed in the form of the Hertz-Knudsen-Schrage equation
[1, 106, 116]. Originally developed from kinetic theory for planar evaporation, this
model has been expanded to include the eﬀects surface tension [110] and surface
curvature [124] through the use of the Clapeyron equation:
J =
2α
2− α
(
M
2πRTlv
)1/2 [
pvMhfg
RTvTlv
(Tlv − Tv)− vlpv
RTlv
(Π + σκ) +
Mgpv
RTv
x
]
, (2.1)
where J is the evaporative ﬂux, α is the is the evaporation or condensation coeﬃcient
(often referred to as the accommodation coeﬃcient), Tlv is interfacial temperature,
Π is the disjoining pressure (the net pressure reduction within the ﬁlm due to the
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solid-liquid intermolecular forces), σ is surface tension, and κ is the surface curvature.
Other parameters are standard thermodynamic properties [124].
Evaporation and condensation coeﬃcients, often referred to as accommodation coeﬃ-
cient, are derived from kinetic theory and represent the fraction of molecules striking
the liquid surface [1]. The accommodation coeﬃcient is considered to be a ther-
modynamic property of kinetic models of evaporation and condensation. Accurate
prediction of the rate of phase change typically requires a measured value of the
accommodation coeﬃcient.
Unfortunately, there is signiﬁcant discrepancy in reported values of the accommo-
dation coeﬃcient. For water alone the values have varied by two to three orders
of magnitude depending on the researcher or the method used to determine this
coeﬃcient. An indication of why there is such a large discrepancy in the mass accom-
modation coeﬃcient can be inferred from experiment details described by Cammenga
et al. [33] and reiterated in Marek and Straub [89]. An evaporation coeﬃcient of
0.002 was found for water in a glass vessel, but when the glass vessel was replaced
with a copper vessel the evaporation coeﬃcients increased two orders of magnitude
to values between 0.25 and 0.38. With the exception of the vessel wall material, both
experiments were conducted in the same apparatus. Thus, the reported values of
the accommodation coeﬃcient do not reﬂect the local conditions nor the non-uniform
evaporation that occurs due to the presence of a contact line.
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To solve for the mass ﬂux undergoing phase change the temperature in the liquid
phase is required. The liquid temperature depends on the adjacent solid surface tem-
perature. Liquid and solid temperature proﬁles can be obtained from a conjugate
heat transfer model that incorporates representative boundary conditions of the sys-
tem under observation. For this research, a computational thermal model of the test
cell and sample well developed in ANSYS/Fluent is used to obtain the temperature
proﬁle on the interior solid surface of the test cell. The liquid temperature proﬁle
is obtained through integration of a lubrication model [127] using the computational
results for the thermal boundary conditions. The total mass evaporated, and sub-
sequent heat transfer, is found by integrating equation (2.1) from the absorbed ﬁlm
region to the bulk meniscus region.
To that end, a new type of experiment with complimentary computational analysis
has been undertaken to determining the evaporation and condensation coeﬃcients
for liquid hydrogen and methane. A combined modeling and experimental eﬀort
is being pursued with the experiments conducted at the Neutron Imaging Facility
(NIF) located at the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) located
in Gaithersburg, Maryland. Results from evaporation and condensation experiments
will be discussed in forthcoming manuscripts. The focus of this manuscript will be
restricted to the use of the dry cell tests for calibration of a CFD thermal model and
edge detection of liquid hydrogen surfaces inside the aluminum and stainless steel test
cells.
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2.1 Neutron Imaging Experiments
Experiments examining the bulk evaporation and condensation of liquid hydrogen
were conducted during January 2015 at the NIST Center for Neutron Research
(NCNR) in the Neutron Imaging Facility. Thermal neutrons (E ≈ 25meV) neu-
trons from a ﬁssion reactor penetrate a cryostat that contains a steel or aluminum
test apparatus. The large neutron scattering cross section of hydrogen as compared
to that of steel and aluminum allows for signal-to-noise levels suﬃcient for imaging
the location of the liquid hydrogen surface within the test cells.
The scintillator used for imaging is a 7.6 mg/cm2 Gadoxysulﬁde screen with a thick-
ness of 20µm. An Andor NEO sCMOS (scientiﬁc Complementary Metal Oxide Semi-
conductor) camera with a pixel pitch of 6.5µm and variable exposure time is used to
capture the images. An 85 mm Nikon lens with a PK13 extension tube was used to im-
age the scintillator light. This detector conﬁguration has suﬃcient spatial (< 50µm)
and temporal (< 10 s) resolution to measure local curvature and evaporation rates of
liquid hydrogen. Additional details on the Neutron Imaging Facility (NIF) and the
hydrogen infrastructure used for the experiments described herein can be found in
Hussey et al. [68, 69].
A schematic of the cryostat is shown in ﬁgure 2.2. The sample well passes through
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concentric vacuum and cryogen annuli and then extends below these annuli into an
evacuated chamber through which the neutron beam passes. The outer most cryogen
annulus is ﬁlled with liquid nitrogen that evaporates and vents to the atmosphere
thereby maintaining a temperature of 77K. An inner liquid helium jacket also evapo-
rates. The rate of helium evaporation and therefore the rate of cooling and minimum
temperature is controlled through a throttling valve that can be adjusted. For addi-
tional cooling a vacuum can be pulled on the vapor side of the throttling valve. The
helium throttle valve is part of an assembly referred to as the copper block that is po-
sitioned at the separation between the cryostat and the lower chamber through which
the neutron beam passes. An electric heater is also located in this copper block. In
this manner, the temperature of the copper block can be set and controlled. Thermal
energy is transferred to and from the test cell (suspended in the bottom of the sample
well) by a combination of (i) conduction from the copper block through an aluminum
radiation baﬄe and down a stainless tube to the test cell, and (ii) convection in low
pressure helium gas circulating between the test cell and the sample well housing.
The stainless tube with radiation baﬄes to which the test cell is attached is referred
to as the sample stick.
The cryostat is prepared by ﬁlling with liquid nitrogen and liquid helium to begin
the cool down. The sample well is ﬁlled with helium gas at approximately 135 kPa
absolute (19.6 psia). The helium is allowed to continuously ﬂow into and out of the
sample well so as to prevent the introduction of air or water vapor. While the helium
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gas is ﬂowing through the sample well, the sample stick with the test cell assembly
is inserted and secured with an o-ring seal in the top ﬂange. Then the helium gas is
completely evacuated from the sample well to a pressure of 10−6 torr and reintroduced
at 125 kPa to 135 kPa absolute. This evacuation and reﬁlling procedure is performed
three times in order to thoroughly purge the sample well of any residual air and water
vapor that might form an ice blockage and prevent free movement of the sample stick.
Following the last evacuation of the sample well, a small quantity of helium gas is
reintroduced with a pressure between 10Pa and 200Pa absolute. At the time of these
experiments, the exact pressure of the sample well during testing was not available.
Even with this pressure known, however, the density of helium surrounding the test
cell would be diﬃcult to determine due to the temperature gradient that exists along
the sample well (≈ 20K) from the test cell up to the ﬂange seal (≈ 300K). Since the
density of the helium in the sample well is not known, a sequence of complimentary
experiments and numerical simulations are performed in order to characterize the
conductive and convective heat transfer from the cryostat copper block to the test
cell. This procedure is discussed later.
A hydrogen generator with a control manifold is used for these tests. For the hy-
drogen evaporation-condensation experiments, the manifold is conﬁgured to allow for
three functions. The ﬁrst is to be able to pull a hard vacuum on the entire manifold
and the test cell, which is connected to the manifold via a 1/8 inch diameter stainless
steel line. In this manner, the test cell can be evacuated and a leak check performed
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Figure 2.2: Overview of experiments conducted at the NIST Neutron
Imaging Facility (NIF). (a) Neutron Imaging Facility with cryostat in beam
line. (b) Cryostat with test cell installed. (c) Location of copper block used
for heating and cooling the test cell and helium gas in the sample well. (d)
Sample holder with 10-mm test cell attached. (e) Cutaway view of the 10
mm diameter test cell and lid.
prior to introduction of the hydrogen. The second function of the manifold is to
purge the manifold and the test cell with gaseous helium for pressurized leak checks.
Finally, the third function of the manifold is to introduce hydrogen to the test cell
and to accurately control the vapor pressure. For evaporation tests, the vapor pres-
sure established at the manifold is set slightly below the saturation pressure at the
temperature set point of the cryostat. Alternatively, the set point of the cryostat can
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be set above the saturation temperature of the pressure set point of the manifold.
For condensation, these conditions are reversed.
Once the leak checks were satisfactorily completed, hydrogen gas is delivered to the
manifold at 1380 kPa (200 psig) from the generator. The pressure of the hydrogen
gas is decreased using a regulator to between 100 kPa and 200 kPa absolute (15 psia to
30 psia). The hydrogen ﬂows continuously through the manifold to the atmospheric
vent. The pressure in the gas manifold is adjusted to the desired saturation pressure
± 100Pa (± 1mbar) by throttling the pressure from the manifold to the vent using
a needle valve. With this arrangement, hydrogen could be transferred to or from the
test cell during condensation or evaporation, respectively, without changing the pres-
sure set point. When testing at hydrogen saturation pressures close to atmospheric
pressure, the manifold is vented through a vacuum pump prior to exiting at the at-
mospheric vent. In this way, there remains suﬃcient pressure diﬀerential across the
throttling valve for accurate pressure control.
Four test cell conﬁgurations were used during testing. The conﬁgurations were var-
ied in order to investigate the eﬀect of (i) surface properties that aﬀect the disjoin-
ing pressure term in equation 2.1, (ii) geometric properties that aﬀect the curvature
term, and (iii) contact line length to liquid-vapor surface area. Additional design con-
straints include volume restrictions for safety considerations and diameter constraints
for imaging considerations. The latter required that there be suﬃcient liquid-vapor
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interface curvature so that there was never the possibility of interface-pixel align-
ment; that is, the liquid-vapor interface never aligns with a single row of pixels. This
condition would result in a large uncertainty in the interface location since the pixel
dimensions are 25micrometers. In addition, the diameter of the test cell needed to
be large enough that there were suﬃcient pixels across the interface for accurate edge
detection. This latter condition was met by maintaining a Bond number between 1
and 100. The Bond number is deﬁned as ∆ρgr2/σ, where ∆ρ is the density diﬀerence
across the liquid-vapor interface, g is gravitational acceleration, r is the radius of the
test cell, and σ is surface tension. Table 2.1 lists the pertinent details of each test
cell.
The ﬁrst test cell is a 5 mm diameter cylinder connected to a 30 mm diameter cylinder
through a conical section with a 10 degree slope from the horizontal. Figure 2.3(a)
illustrates this test cell. The remaining three of the test cells are cylindrical in shape.
One purpose of the conical test cell was to investigate the possible existence of a ﬁnite
contact angle with hydrogen on aluminum, which was suggested from preliminary
experiments conducted in September 2014. The preliminary experiments suggested a
contact angle as large as 10 degrees. If this condition were to exist, then the liquid-
vapor interface should be perfectly ﬂat in the 10 degree conical transition regardless
of the Bond number. From ﬁgure 2.3(a), the interface is indeed ﬂat in this region.
While suggestive of a ﬁnite contact angle, a more quantitative analysis of interface
curvature and the possibility of a ﬁnite contact angle is discussed later. All test cells
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Table 2.1
Test cells used during hydrogen experiments conducted in January 2015 at
the NIST Neutron Imaging Facility.
Test Inner Wall Bond
Cell Material Shape Diameter Thickness number
1 6061 Al conical 5 mm & 30 mm,
10◦ transition
3 mm 2.3, 84.5
2 316L SS cylindrical 10 mm 3 mm 9.3
3 6061 Al cylindrical 30 mm 3 mm 84.5
4 6061 Al cylindrical 10 mm 3 mm 9.3
used a common lid fabricated from 316L stainless steel. The test cell lid includes a
vapor passage that is also shown in ﬁgure 2.3(a).
The four test cells and stainless steel lid were cleaned using an acid solution, which is
made from sulfuric acid (H2SO4, 96% concentration) and hydrogen peroxide (H2O2,
35% concentration) in 3:1 volumetric ratio, respectively. The parts to be cleaned were
immersed in the acid solution for 10 to 20 seconds after which it was immediately
immersed in a beaker with 90 ◦C distilled water. The part was then immersed in
another beaker with distilled water at room temperature. After rinsing with distilled
water, the components are blown clear of any residual water using dry nitrogen,
allowed to cool and sealed in plastic bags. For the aluminum test cells, this procedure
results in an oxide formation and an increase in the surface roughness. The mean
surface roughness is between 1 micrometer and 10 micrometers.
Instrumentation for these experiments consisted of pressure measurements on the
test cell feed line and manifold as well as temperature measurements on the test cell
exterior, the helium in the sample well, and the cryostat. Three Lakeshore silicon
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diode DT-670 temperature sensors were mounted on the outside of the test cell and
secured in place by use of custom fabricated 306 stainless steel springs that wrapped
around the test cell exterior. A fourth sensor was suspended in the sample well near
the test cell to measure the temperature of the circulating helium gas. Test cell tem-
peratures were logged using a Lakeshore Model 340. Calibration curves incorporated
into the Lakeshore Model 340 for this series of sensor were used for converting the
sensor signals to temperatures. The uncertainty in the test cell temperature measure-
ments is ±0.25K. The uncertainty in the cryostat heater temperature is ±0.1K. The
temperature of the copper block (NTC RTD X45720 sensor) and the sample holder
temperature (Scientiﬁc Instruments Si410B sensor) were logged using a Lakeshore
Model 331 that was also used to control the heater temperature. Pressures were
logged using two Mensor pressure transducers. One sensor (Mensor CPG 2500) was
connected to the hydrogen gas feed connected to the test cell. The second pressure
transducer (Mensor DPG 15000) was connected to the manifold. The uncertainty in
the pressure measurements is 0.01% of the reading.
For each test cell, three types of experiments were conducted – dry cell, condensation,
and evaporation. The ‘dry cell’ tests were conducted to provide transient thermal
response data to be used later in calibrating the computational thermal model. A
vacuum of 10−6 torr was pulled on the manifold which was open to the test cell.
While under continuous vacuum, the temperature of the test cell was increased and
decreased by adjusting the cryostat set point.
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(a) Conical test cell & lid. (b) LH2 in conical section. (c) Image normalized.
Figure 2.3: (a) Cutaway view of conical test cell. The smaller cylinder
is 5 mm diameter and the larger cylinder is 30 mm diameter. The conical
section has a 10 degree slope from the horizontal. (b) Liquid hydrogen in
an aluminum 6061 test cell. A silicon diode sensor attached to the 5 mm
diameter section is faintly visible. The flat hydrogen interface in the conical
portion indicates the presence of a contact angle of approximately 10 degrees.
(c) Normalized image emphasizing liquid hydrogen location.
2.2 Thermal Modeling of Test Cells
The design of the experiment is such that no temperature measurements can be made
on the inside of the test cell and no transient heat transfer data is available for the
cryostat. In order to extract the evaporation and condensation coeﬃcients, the evap-
oration model (equation 2.1) requires a thermal boundary condition on the interior
wall of the test cell. In order to determine the appropriate interior wall temperature
distribution, an axisymmetric computational thermal model was developed using AN-
SYS/Fluent. Coupling of pressure and velocity is achieved using the SIMPLEC (Semi
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Implicit Method for Pressure Linked Equations Coupled) algorithm and the conver-
gence criteria were set to 10−6 for all residuals of momentum, energy and continuity
equation. Temperature dependent material properties of the test cell and cryostat
were employed to improve solution accuracy.
The ANSYS/Fluent thermal model includes the test cell and lid, the sample stick up
to the ﬁrst radiation baﬄe, the cryostat copper block and the sample well enclosure,
which is an aluminum canister secured to the copper block. These components are
illustrated in ﬁgure 2.2. Heat is transferred to and from the test cell by a combination
of heat conduction through the radiation baﬄe and sample stick as well as through
convection in the helium gas surrounding the test cell and contained within the sample
well enclosure. The amount of helium in the sample well surrounding the test cell
could not be precisely measured and the amount of helium changes when changing out
the test cell being tested. The pressure in the sample well is estimated to be between
10Pa and 200Pa. An added complexity arises from the the helium surrounding the
test cell interacting with helium in the sample well above the bottom radiation baﬄe,
which supports a temperature gradient increasing from the bottom to the top of the
cryostat. As the test cell is cooled and heated, there is net movement of helium gas
between the sample well enclosure and the sample well volume above the bottom
radiation baﬄe.
The thermal model is tuned using the transient response of the test cell and the sample
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well helium gas during the dry cell thermal cycling tests. The sample well enclosure,
which is fabricated from aluminum 6061, is initially set to the same temperature as
the copper block and the test cell. The transient temperature of the copper block is
varied in the model to match the experimental results. The numerical temperatures
that correspond in location to the experimental sensors, three on the test cell and
one in the helium gas, are determined from the simulation and compared to the
experimental values. Matching the transient response for all four sensors requires
minor adjustments to the thermal diﬀusivity of the helium gas and contact resistance
between the copper block and the bottom radiation baﬄe. This procedure is repeated
for each test cell. Once the thermal model results match the transient sensor data,
then the eﬀective heat transfer conditions, namely contact resistances and helium
gas density, for each test cell are established. These conditions are presumed to
remain constant during the subsequent condensation and evaporation experiments.
Figure 2.4 illustrates a ‘matched’ transient response for one of the silicon diode sensors
on the 10-mm-diameter 316L SS test cell.
After the heat transfer conditions were established for the 10-mm-diameter aluminum
test cell, a grid sensitivity study for the thermal model was conducted using 20000,
30000, 46000, and 65000 nodes. After 350 seconds of simulation, the deviation of the
numerically predicted temperature from the measured temperature at the bottom of
the test cell varied between 0.9% at the two highest node counts, 1.2 percent at 30000
nodes, and 2.15% at 20000 nodes. A node count of 30000 was selected as the optimum
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Figure 2.4: Experimental and numerical time response for the dry cell
experiment with the 10 mm diameter 316L SS test cell.
balance between accuracy and computational speed.
2.3 Liquid-Vapor Interface Shape Determination
Preliminary testing indicated the possibility of the existence of a contact angle of
approximately 10 degrees between liquid hydrogen and aluminum. The conical tran-
sition in the ﬁrst test cell was designed to qualitatively probe the possible existence
of a contact angle between hydrogen and aluminum. Figure 2.3(a) is a neutron radio-
graph of liquid hydrogen in the conical section of this test cell. The notable feature
is the ﬂatness of the liquid-vapor interface despite the Bond number being approx-
imately 9. At this Bond number, the interface will have signiﬁcant curvature in a
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circular cylinder as seen in ﬁgure 2.5. Figure 2.3(c) is the log transform of the nor-
malized image. These images suggest the presence of a ﬁnite contact angle between
liquid hydrogen and aluminum.
While the general consensus may be that cryogens are perfectly wetting, there are
many studies that indicate wetting transitions and ﬁnite contact angles. Cheng et al.
[38] investigated the wetting transition of liquid hydrogen on an alkali metal surface
using a quartz microbalance. They conﬁrmed the existence of a wetting transition
temperature between 17.8K and 18.0K for a relative pressure of 1.0. As the relative
pressure decreased (less than standard pressure), the wetting transition temperature
increased. The behavior of hydrogen and helium wetting transition was used by
Herminghaus et al. [63] as a model system for investigation of wetting phenomena.
The wetting transition was optically investigated using a Surface Plasmon Resonance
(SPR) imaging system. Droplets of liquid hydrogen were observed to form on a
homogeneous ﬁlm absorbed to a gold ﬁlm (used to generate the plasmons), which
indicates a ﬁnite contact angle. Similarly, Ross et al. [112] observed the formation of
isolated droplets of liquid hydrogen on cesium below the wetting transition tempera-
ture. They optically measured the contact angle of liquid hydrogen on an alkali metal
surface below the wetting transition temperature, reported as 20.6K, and concluded
that the liquid-solid interfacial energy is “not negligibly weak as has been assumed.”
There is also a strong posssibility that viscous stresses in the contact line region due
to phase change may alter the apparent contact angle of a meniscus. Krahl et al. [79],
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using drop tower experiments and independent computational studies, developed a
dimensionless correlation of the apparent contact angle shift with a temperature dif-
ference between the substrate and the liquid phase. The correlation is based on an
apparent contact angle measured at a location on the meniscus where the liquid ﬁlm
thickness is 140µm. Additional experimental support for the experimentally observed
and computationally predicted shift in contact angle is reported in Kulev and Dreyer
[82] and Fuhrmann and Dreyer [54]. Using the correlation of Krahl et al. [79], a 4
degree apparent contact angle for an evaporating hydrogen meniscus requires a 0.18K
temperature diﬀerence between the liquid and the test cell wall. This temperature
diﬀerence is less than the uncertainty of the experimental measurements, but within
the uncertainty of the computational predictions of the thermal model.
In order to more accurately determine if a ﬁnite contact angle exists, the meniscus
proﬁles from the cylindrical sections of the four test cells are matched to the the-
oretical Laplace curves. Laplace curves are determined by numerically integrating
the Laplace-Young equation (equation 2.2) for a axisymmetric cylinder in cylindrical
coordinates [40].
df(ψ)
dψ
=
sinψ
Bof − (sinψ)/r + λ,
dr(ψ)
dψ
=
cosψ
Bof − (sinψ)/r + λ, (0 < ψ <
π
2
− θ)
(2.2)
f(ψ) = r(ψ) = 0 at ψ = 0 and r(ψ) = 1 at ψ = π/2− θ. The origin of the coordinate
system lies at the center of the meniscus. f(r) is the dimensionless height of the
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surface at a dimensionless distance r from the center, λ is twice the curvature of the
meniscus at the origin and Bo is the Bond number. θ is the contact angle between the
meniscus surface and the cylinder wall and ψ = tan−1(df/dr) is the angle between
the meniscus and a horizontal plane. The equation is solved numerically in MATLAB
using ode113 which is a variable order Adams-Bashforth-Moulton predictor-corrector
solver. Once the appropriate Laplace curve is found for the hydrogen meniscus, the
contact angle is the value of the ﬁrst derivative of f at r = 1.
The noise in the images posed diﬃculties in accurately determining the meniscus
shape, especially near the test cell wall. Diﬀerent types of noise are present in the
images, namely salt noise (bright pixels in diﬀerent locations for diﬀerent images) and
Poisson noise (variance in pixel intensities about a mean). Salt noise is characterized
by pixels with very high intensity values, with values ranging from few times (2× to
3×) to more than 40× higher than the adjacent pixels. These are removed by replacing
the hot pixels with the median intensity of the surrounding pixels intensities. Poisson
noise is diﬃcult to attenuate. At the center of the test cell the meniscus location
is more accurately identiﬁed due to larger gradients in the pixel intensities at the
liquid-vapor interface. Moving radially from the center, the thickness of the liquid
cross-section decreases with an accompanying decrease in signal-to-noise. The total
exposure time for each image is 10 seconds.
Poisson noise is reduced by stacking multiple images and averaging the stacked image.
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Figure 2.5: Stacked and averaged images with variation in pixel intensities
along the highlighted row and column.
During evaporation or condensation, the meniscus is moving. Therefore, the image
is re-centered for stacking. A sequence of stacked and averaged images is shown ﬁg-
ure 2.5. The images have been cropped to 1101×301 pixels with an interior diameter
of 10mm.
The meniscus shape is determined by examining the pixel intensity variation from
the liquid to the vapor along vertical columns of pixels. In the liquid the pixel
intensity remains relatively constant as shown in Figure 2.5. The pixel location at
which the intensity drops below the average liquid intensity indicates the presence of
the meniscus. The threshold for the limiting intensity is calculated by averaging the
intensity of all the pixels in the vertical column constrained between the bottom of the
test cell to the row corresponding to the meniscus apex. The average pixel intensity
for each column of pixels varies from a minimum at the center of the test cell to a
maximum at the test cell wall. Thus, the value of the limiting threshold increases
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Figure 2.6: Laplacian curve fit to the detected meniscus edge on stacked
image of liquid hydrogen in Aluminum test cell. Symbols are the meniscus
edge and the line is the Laplace curve representing the best fit to the edge
data.
automatically resulting in an adaptive threshold. The use of a ﬁxed threshold is
avoided as it alters the location of the meniscus based upon the value selected for
threshold.
Once the meniscus edge is determined, the data is scaled, non-dimensionalized and
ﬁt to a Laplace curve. The error is calculated as the sum of the normal distance
between the points on the meniscus and the Laplace curve [67]. The Laplace curve
that results in the minimum error is the curve that represents meniscus. The resulting
Laplace curve suggest that a contact angle of 4◦ ± 4◦ for liquid hydrogen in the 10
mm diameter aluminum test cell. The relatively large uncertainty is the result of the
image noise and the meniscus motion during imaging. The shift in meniscus position
during a single 10 second exposure varied between 6 and 16 pixels depending upon
the rate of evaporation or condensation. In addition, for very small contact angles
the calculated contact angle is highly sensitive to the errors in the meniscus edge
detection and the accuracy of meniscus edge detection to limited to ±3 pixels.
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2.4 Summary
A new method for imaging liquid hydrogen menisci undergoing phase change has
been developed using the NIST Neutron Imaging Facility. The eventual objective
is to couple the macroscale imaging to a computational thermal model and then to
a microscale model of the contact line region in order to extract evaporation and
condensation coeﬃcients for liquid hydrogen. The methodology for conducting the
neutron imaging experiments are discussed in detail and stable control of evaporation
and condensation of hydrogen in aluminum and stainless steel cylindrical test cell was
achieved. Neutron imaging experiments with liquid methane are being conducted at
the time of writing this paper. The computational thermal model, necessary to predict
the inner wall temperature distribution for the microscale model, accurately tracks
the thermal transients of the experiment despite signiﬁcant uncertainty in the mass of
helium gas serving to convect heat to and from the test cell in the cryostat. Finally,
initial observations suggest the existence of a non-perfectly wetting condition with
hydrogen.
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Chapter 3
Visualization of the Evaporation
and Condensation Phenomena in
Cryogenic Propellants
3.1 Introduction
One of the key challenges in long duration space missions is the ability to store and
predict evaporation and condensation of cryogenic propellants. The most commonly
Reprinted from Journal of Flow Visualization and Image Processing, Vol 23 by Bellur, Konduru,
Medici, Hussey, Jacobson, LaManna, Allen & Choi K, “Visualization of the Evaporation and Con-
densation Phenomena in Cryogenic Propellants”, 137-156, 2016 with permission from Begell House,
Inc. See Appendix A for documentation of permission to republish this material.
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used propellants are liquid hydrogen and methane that must be stored at tempera-
tures as low as 20K and 110K respectively, under atmospheric pressure, to prevent boil
oﬀ. The propellants are extremely sensitive to temperature/pressure variations and
undergo phase change, even in space, resulting in self pressurization of tanks. Long
term storage and transfer of propellants are mission critical technologies at NASA
[41]. Computational ﬂuid dynamics (CFD) models have been used to predict the
pressure and behavior of the cryogens inside large tanks and it was found that a thin
(≈1mm) liquid ﬁlm exists between the vapor and the solid phase [13, 99–102]. Sev-
eral bubble point pressure and vapor breakthrough experiments conducted at NASA
Glenn suggest that the understanding of local thermodynamics is critical and much
of the uncertainty was attributed to phase change [60–62]. The type of phase change
encountered here is diﬀerent from pool boiling and depends on several other factors in
addition to temperature and equilibrium vapor pressure. The curvature of the liquid
meniscus near the contact line results in an anisotropy in the liquid stresses including
a pressure jump at the interface due to the surface tension. The intermolecular forces
between the solid phase and the liquid become important in this thin ﬁlm and give
rise to a net pressure drop (disjoining pressure eﬀect). As a result of these factors,
the evaporation is non-uniform and most of the evaporation occurs in the thin liquid
ﬁlm called the contact line region. For wetting ﬂuids, it has been shown that 60-90%
of the evaporation occurs in the contact line region [53, 98, 106, 127]. Hence, the
experimental eﬀort to measure evaporation must focus on visualization and accurate
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determination of the liquid-vapor interface, especially in the contact line region.
Curvature and disjoining pressure eﬀects have been incorporated in some phase change
models [1, 106, 110, 124], but the results involve ﬁtting the model’s results to experi-
mental data. Accurate modeling is still a challenge due to the lack of reliable experi-
mental data on controlled phase change of cryogenic propellants [3, 4, 99]. Controlled
experimental evaporation/condensation tests of cryogenic propellants are diﬃcult to
perform due to the fact that conventional visualization techniques cannot be used
to image liquids inside metallic containers. Cryogenic propellants such as hydrogen
and methane undergo phase change at 20K and 110K respectively at atmospheric
pressures. During evaporation, the pressure builds up and a sophisticated manifold
with a control system is necessary to control both pressure and temperature inside
the metallic container. Further, ﬂash evaporation of highly combustible propellants
such as hydrogen invoke safety issues that require extreme caution during experiment
design.
In the present study, neutron imaging is used as a visualization technique to detect
the condensed propellant inside cylindrical Al 6061 test cells. Propellant vapor is
introduced at a preset pressure into a cryostat cooled by liquid helium and liquid
nitrogen. Condensation is achieved in the test cell by dropping the cryostat tempera-
ture lower than the saturation temperature and subsequent evaporation is achieved by
raising the cryostat temperature above the saturation temperature. These tests were
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conducted at the BT-2 neutron imaging facility at the National Institute of Standards
and Technology (NIST) at Gaithersburg, MD. This article details the visualization
technique employed to capture the liquid-vapor interface and image analysis to obtain
the phase change rates.
3.1.1 Neutron Imaging
Using neutrons for imaging can be dated back to the 1940’s [59] but it was during
the advances in digital photography and image processing that it became popular as
a reliable tool for non-destructive testing [78]. Although the resolution obtained from
neutron imaging is currently limited to about 10 µm, the capability to easily record
and manipulate image data for 3D tomography studies spurred the development of
digital neutron imaging. Brenizer [26] provides an extensive review of neutron imag-
ing from its conception to the present day. Neutrons have no charge and interact with
matter through the strong nuclear force, and as a result have good penetrating power
through most metals. Neutrons do not deposit appreciable energy into a sample(if
the entire beam was absorbed, the energy is of order µW/cm2). Neutron imaging
is a radiographic technique similar to x-rays, which makes use of the diﬀerences in
attenuation characteristics of diﬀerent elements [58]. Neutron interaction with matter
can be broadly classiﬁed in 3 ways: (1) scattering due to interaction with the sample
atoms (2) absorption by the nucleus (3) transmission through the interstitial spaces
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between the atoms. Neutron scattering and absorption are characterized by cross
sections (σ). The cross section is a probability expressed in units of area that denotes
the likelihood of the neutron interaction with the medium of interest (ﬁgure 3.1).
Crossections can be deﬁned for both absorption (σa) and scattering (σs). The inten-
sity of transmitted neutrons obeys the Beer-Lambert law of exponential attenuation
(equation 3.1).
I = I0e
−µd (3.1)
In equation 3.1, I0 is the intensity of the incident beam, µ is the macroscopic cross
section (also known as attenuation coeﬃcient) given by µ = nσ, σ = σa + σs, n is
the number density given by n = ρA
M
, ρ is the density of medium, A is the Avogadro
number,M is the molar mass and d is the thickness of the medium. Thermal neutrons
are almost transparent to many metals but are strongly attenuated by light atoms
such as hydrogen, lithium and boron. Table 3.1 compares the scattering lengths
and attenuation coeﬃcients of hydrogen, aluminum, iron and carbon. All hydro-
genated compounds such as methane also exhibit strong neutron attenuation. It is
this diﬀerence in attenuation coeﬃcients that allows for the visualization of the liquid
propellant meniscus through an aluminum cylinder. Neutron imaging allows not only
for qualitative measurements but also quantitative measurements of the meniscus
shape. Neutron imaging has successfully been used in a variety of liquid detection
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applications such ﬂuid transport in porous media [48, 72, 104], fuel cells [17, 80, 113]
and heat pipes [39, 74, 128]. To the authors’ best knowledge, these are the ﬁrst known
neutron images of cryogenic propellant phase change.
Incident neutron beam (Io)
Scattering (1s)
Absorption (1a)
Transmission (I)
d
(a) Neutron interaction with matter
Incident neutrons
H
Absorption cross section (1a)
Scattering cross section (1s)
(b) Absorption and scattering cross sections
Figure 3.1: Neutron interaction with matter and cross sections
Table 3.1
Neutron cross sections and attenuation coefficients for 20meV neutrons [36]
Species σ (b) Density (g/cm3) µ (cm−1)
Hydrogen(liquid) 33.75 0.0707 1.437
Hydrogen(vapor) 33.75 0.0013 0.026
Aluminum 1.34 2.7 0.083
Carbon 5.02 2.25 0.566
The objective of the current study is to establish a method to accurately determine
the phase change (evaporation/condensation) rates by measuring the liquid propellant
volume in every image. Two diﬀerent methods are employed to measure volume: (1)
Interface tracking method and (2) Optical density method. The interface tracking
method involves using traditional image processing concepts such as spatial ﬁltering
and edge detection. The shape of the liquid vapor interface is determined and the
interface is tracked as a function of time to calculate the liquid volume. The optical
density method uses the beam hardness corrected Beer-Lambert law to transform
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every pixel’s gray value into a liquid thickness from which the volume is computed.
3.2 Experiment
3.2.1 Test setup
A 70 mm bore cryostat was used to cool and eventually condense the propellant vapor
introduced into the test cell. The cryostat consists of annular rings ﬁlled with cryogens
with the test cell at the center in a space called the ”sample well”. The cryostat is
cooled by an outer jacket of liquid nitrogen that is constantly boiling at atmospheric
pressure maintaining a constant temperature of 77K. An inner jacket is ﬁlled with
liquid helium that also undergoes phase change by throttling. The vaporization of
liquid helium cools a copper heater block that in turn cools the cryostat’s sample well.
The vaporized helium then rises up the innermost annulus cooling the entire inner
wall of the cryostat. The helium vapor is then either removed by a vacuum pump or
vented to the ambient atmosphere depending on the cooling rate needed. The throttle
valve and a helium exhaust valve serve as a means of controlling the vapor pressure
and hence the cooling power of the cryostat. The cryostat is being cooled constantly
as long as the cryogens are replenished. The copper heat exchanger has a temperature
sensor and an electric heater embedded in it. Steady state operation is obtained by
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matching the electric heater power to the cooling power from the cryogens.
The test cell is mounted to a long hollow stainless steel sample stick by use of a custom
fabricated SS 316 lid and inserted into the cryostat’s sample well(ﬁgure 3.2). The lid
has a 1/8” male VCR ﬁtting brazed to its side to allow for connection to a vapor feed
line. An internal groove then transfers the vapor from the feed line to through the lid
and into the test cell. The lid is connected to the test cell by use of 6 Al 4-40 screws
and an Indium O-ring. The entire setup and all ﬁttings were helium leak checked
prior to testing. The instrumented sample stick is inserted into the cryostat while
the sample well is being ﬂooded with helium vapor about 135 kPa. Helium ﬂooding
of the sample well is essential to prevent the introduction of ambient air along with
the sample stick. Once the stick is inserted, it is secured with an O-ring seal and
the sample well is pumped down to a pressure of 10−3 Pa to remove any traces of of
other gases that might be present. Helium vapor is reintroduced into the sample at
135 kPa and the process is repeated at-least 3 times. After the ﬁnal evacuation, a
small amount of helium is added to act as a heat exchange gas between the sample
well and the copper heat exchanger/cryostat inner wall. The amount of helium added
determines the transient thermal response between the heat exchanger and the test
cell. During the time of the experiments, the ﬁnal helium pressure in the sample well
could not be measured. Numerical simulations are being conducted by the authors
to characterize the thermal response and will be published in a future article. The
stick contains several radiation baﬄes to prevent heat leaks by radiation from the top
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Figure 3.2: Test setup showing the instrumented test cell attached to the
end of a long SS sample stick which inserted into the sample well of the 70
mm ”orange cryostat”.
Three Lakeshore* silicon diode DT-670 (S2-S4) sensors are mounted on the outside
of the test cell by use of Kapton tape and were secured in place by use of custom
made stainless steel springs. A fourth sensor (S1) is suspended in the helium ex-
change gas close to the test cell (ﬁgure 3.2). The DT-670 sensors were connected to
a Lakeshore model 340 temperature controller for datalogging. The corresponding
calibration curves for DT-670 sensors are built into the temperature controller. The
temperature of the copper heat exchanger (NTC RTD X45720 sensor embedded in the
heater housing) of the cryostat and the stick temperature (Si410B sensor embedded
into the bottom of the stick) is logged by a Lakeshore model 331. Auto PID closed
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loop control is set up for the cryostat’s copper block temperature. All tests were
conducted at a 5 W maximum setting. The uncertainty in the DT-670 temperature
measurements is ±0.25 K. The uncertainty in the cryostat heat exchanger tempera-
ture is ±0.1 K. The pressures are logged by two independent pressure transducers.
One transducer (Mensor* CPG 2500) was connected to the feed line and the other
transducer (Mensor DPG 15000) was connected to the manifold. The uncertainty in
the pressure measurements were 0.2% at 100 kPa, increasing to 1% at 25 kPa. The
computer used for data logging is a Windows* XP SP3 machine running Intel* Xenon
X5550 @ 2.67 GHz, 4 GB RAM and 2TB hard drive. The Lakeshore controllers and
pressure transducers are connected to the logging computer via serial ports and data
is logged every second. Additional details on the experimental setup can be found at
[19].
3.2.2 Imaging setup
The sample stick-test cell assembly after being inserted into the cryostat is placed in
the collimated neutron beam such that the center of the beam passes through the
center of the test cell. A scintillator (screen that captures neutrons and emits photons
along with gamma radiation) is placed downstream to detect neutron transmission
(ﬁgure 3.2). The scintillator used was a 7.6 mg/cm2 Gadoxysulﬁde screen that had a
thickness of 20 µm. The visible (green) light emitted by the scintillator is captured
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by a Andor NEO sCMOS (scientiﬁc Complementary Metal Oxide Semiconductor)
camera with a pixel pitch of 6.5 µm with variable exposure time. A 85 mm Nikon
lens with a PK 13 extension tube was used to focus the scintillator light onto the
camera. The experiments were conducted at the Neutron Imaaging Facility (NIF)
NIST Center for Neutron Research (NCNR) in the BT-2 thermal beam line. Details
on the NIF facility and the beamline layout can be found at [68, 69].
The generation of the neutron beam is an inherently random process, so that the
statistics of the image formed by the neutron beam are well described by a Poisson
distribution. The standard deviation of this distribution reduces with exposure time
at the expense of temporal resolution [80]. An exposure time of 10 s was found to
be an appropriate compromise for the phase change rates being tested and the liquid
interface moves by no more than 15 pixels in two consecutive images. The image
formation process is well described by pinhole optics and geometric blur arises as a
result. Further, the detector resolution can limit the spatial resolution. The image
can be enhanced by deconvolution with an estimated point spread function (PSF)
determined from a sharp edge on the image as described by [68]. The estimated PSF
and the results of deconvolution is discussed in a later section.
During the experiment, images are captured while saturated vapor at a constant
pressure is introduced into the test cell and the cryostat temperature is lowered to
achieve condensation of the propellant. When suﬃcient condensation is obtained,
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the cryostat temperature is then increased above the saturation condition to achieve
evaporation. The imaging is stopped when all the liquid has evaporated. During every
test, images were captured with the neutron beam turned oﬀ, in order to characterize
the background radiation from the reactor. The attenuation coeﬃcient of hydrogen
is almost 56 times greater than that of aluminum. Hence the neutrons easily pass
through the aluminum container but are then blocked by the hydrogen. The high
neutron cross-section of the liquid propellant in comparison to both the containment
vessel material and propellant vapor allows for the visualization of the liquid.
3.3 Image Preprocessing
The images obtained from the camera are stored as single precision 32 bit FITS images
with an imaging array size of 2160×2560 pixels. The pixel gray values represent
neutron transmission intensities as observed from the scintillator light. Figure 3.3
shows a condensation/evaporation test from January 2015. The hydrogen vapor was
set at a constant pressure of 120.6 kPa corresponding to a saturation temperature
of 21 K. Temperature of the cryostat was lowered to 19 K for condensation and
increased to 23 K for evaporation. The dark region of the captured images represents
low neutron transmission (liquid propellant) while the bright regions represent high
neutron transmission (metals and propellant vapor).
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(a) 11 s (b) 997 s (c) 1218 s (d) 1438 s
(e) 2654 s (f) 3316 s (g) 3867 s (h) 4475 s
Figure 3.3: Time lapse images of liquid hydrogen phase change in a 10 mm
Al 6061 test cell
Prior to using any method to determine the liquid volume, several parameters such as
the location of the liquid-wall interface, pixel pitch and inherent rotation of the image
must be determined and accounted in the forthcoming analysis. These preprocessing
routines are common between both volume determination methods: interface tracking
method and optical density method.
3.3.1 Liquid-Wall interface
Accurate determination of the liquid-wall interface location is vital for the curvature
ﬁtting with the interface tracking method and volume measurements with both meth-
ods. Assuming the outer wall of the cryostat and helium vapor does not signiﬁcantly
aﬀect the neutron intensities, the attenuation due to thickness of liquid and the test
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cell wall can be modeled using the Beer Lambert’s law (equation 3.1). The pixel
intensities of the wall region are ﬁrst ﬁtted with an exponential model (equation 3.1).
The results of this ﬁt are then applied to the liquid region where the neutrons travel
through both the test cell wall and the liquid. This is done using a two term expo-
nential model where one term represents the test wall thickness and the other term
represents the liquid thickness. The point of intersection of the liquid and the wall
ﬁts are evaluated as shown in ﬁgure 3.4(a). The plot represents exponential ﬁts to
the pixel intensities shown by the red line and arrow in ﬁgure 3.4(b).
3.3.2 Pixel pitch
A correlation between the actual physical dimension and the pixel size is essential for
any data analysis. Since the sample geometry was accurately machined and measured,
it was used to calculate the eﬀective pixel pitch. This is done by counting the number
of pixels that make up the diameter of the test cell and scaling the obtained number
by the measured diameter of the test cell. This was done for 10 images and at 5
diﬀerent locations chosen at random on the test cell and then averaged. The eﬀective
pixel pitch was found to be 14.4 µm per pixel for the January 2015 tests and 16.5 µm
per pixel for the September 2016 tests. Figure 3.4(b) shows the pixel pitch for the
January 2015 setup.
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Figure 3.4: Determination of (a) rotation & (b) liquid-wall interface and
pixel pitch using pixel intensities shown by the red line and arrow. The
image represents liquid hydrogen at 21K in a 10 mm Al6061 test cell.
3.3.3 Image Rotation
In order for the interface tracking and the curvature determination to be accurate,
the images containing the test cell and liquid meniscus must be as vertical as possi-
ble. An error of 0.5° in rotation results in an increase of the corresponding volume
measurement by up to 2% and the measured contact angle by up to 5°. The rotation
was determined by analyzing images that have cryogens ﬁlled almost to the top of the
vessel. The relative distance between the wall coordinates determined by analyzing
points of the highest gradient was logged and measured for a sample of images. A
correlation between the relative drift in the x-coordinate (δx), at various δy distances
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was obtained. The slope of the linear ﬁt of δx vs δy is the tangent of the rotation
angle. The rotation angle determined from image preprocessing is about 0.12° for the
the January 2015 tests and 0.41° for the September 2016 tests.
3.3.4 Deconvolution
Assuming the test cell is perfectly aligned in the beam, the inner bottom center edge
of the test cell was analyzed to determine the imaged width of the assumed sharp
edge. This spread of pixel intensities was ﬁtted to a Gaussian distribution and it
was found that the standard deviation was about 3.5 pixels. Hence a symmetric
Gaussian PSF with a standard deviation of 3.5 was used to deconvolve the images
with 3 iterations of the Richardson-Lucy algorithm in MATLAB.
3.4 Image Analysis
3.4.1 Interface Tracking Method
The interface tracking method is an extension of the curvature measurement technique
that involves an adaptive threshold edge detection and is validated by a ﬁt to the
theoretical Young-Laplace curve. Determining the liquid-vapor interface shape and
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tracking the interface in every image involves considerable spatial ﬁltering in addition
to the deconvolution to account for inherent noise in the neutron images. Although
the image is a 32 bit image, it was determined that the pixel gray levels of importance
are between 100 and 340. The original neutron images, however, contain several spots
of intensities (gray levels) well above 20000 due to intrinsic noise in the camera or
deposition of energy into the sensor from gamma rays. These intensities are essentially
background noise and can be removed by using a spatial median ﬁlter. The pixel
intensity histogram (ﬁgure 3.5) shows 3 peaks at about 160, 240 and 260 corresponding
to liquid hydrogen, aluminum wall and hydrogen vapor. In order to avoid unnecessary
blurring of the image instead of using a spatial median ﬁlter, intensities above 340
are set to 340 and all intensities were subtracted by 100 to remove the initial oﬀset.
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Figure 3.5: Histogram of pixel intensities for a typical liquid hydrogen in
Al 6061 neutron image
Upon initial investigation it was observed that the curvature of the liquid-vapor in-
terface does not change considerably with evaporation or condensation even though
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the contact line is moving. This is due to the slow phase change rates in the exper-
iment in conjunction with the spatial resolution limits of the imaging setup. Any
curvature change with contact line motion would require spatial resolution less than
5 µm. Hence, the signal to noise ratio in the captured images could be enhanced by
image stacking. This is done by tracking the lower apex of the meniscus and cropping
out the liquid-vapor interface in every image. The cropped images are then aligned,
stacked and averaged to remove gamma noise. Salt noise was removed by using a
5×5 median ﬁlter prior to stacking. The ﬁnal image obtained (ﬁgure 3.5) has high
signal to noise ratio so that edge detection and a Laplace ﬁt can be performed.
The liquid-vapor interface has a three dimensional curvature with contribution from
both the in plane and the through plane components. Hence, a 1D edge detection
does not suﬃce. The liquid-vapor interface region looks smeared because the image
is essentially a shadow graph and the intensity reduces exponentially with ﬁlm thick-
ness and eventually becomes smaller than the resolution of the detector system. The
pixel intensities change in both directions of the obtained 2D image. Variation in the
vertical direction is due to reducing ﬁlm thickness and intensity changes in the hori-
zontal direction are due to the cylindrical geometry of the sample. In such a case, if a
constant limiting intensity threshold is used, it would result in an erroneous meniscus
shape. In order to overcome these challenges, a unique curvature determination is
employed using an adaptive threshold. The preprocessed parameters along with the
stacked images are used in a preliminary 1D vertical scan to obtain the ﬁrst guess of
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the liquid-vapor interface. Based on the initial scan, the 2D meniscus is divided into
3 zones for processing: (1) a central zone where the curvature variation is small owing
to a ﬂat interface in the center, (2) an intermediate zone, where the 2D curvature
changes signiﬁcantly and (3) a corner zone where the curvature variation drops again
and the ﬁlm thickness is lower than ≈ 2 mm. The image is sliced vertically and the
three zones are analyzed separately (ﬁgure 3.6).
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Figure 3.6: Stacked image showing the three zones of analysis, horizontal
and vertical intensities along the centerline
All the pixels in the central zone are processed through a vertical 1D median ﬁlter of
size 10 and a vertical 1D sgolay ﬁlter of size 10 in MATLAB and then averaged to
remove any remaining neutron noise. A 1D vertical scan is made along every pixel col-
umn to ﬁnd the ﬁrst pixel location whose intensity is equal to the average intensity of
the liquid region pixels in the same column. Hence, the limiting intensity constantly
changes and results in an adaptive threshold. This adaptive threshold method ac-
counts for the horizontal intensity smear as one gets closer to the wall. A quadratic
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curve ﬁt to this edge provides a more accurate representation of the meniscus in the
central zone. The ends of the quadratic ﬁt serve as initial parameters for the interme-
diate zone left of the central zone. A diagonal edge detection is performed by scanning
in both the x and y coordinates to ﬁnd pixel positions that have intensities equal to
the average intensity of all the liquid region pixels in the particular column directly
underneath the current x range. Hence a modiﬁed adaptive threshold method is used
in the intermediate zone to account for both the vertical and horizontal intensity
distribution. The end point of the intermediate zone serves as an initial point for
the left corner zone. The corner zone is analyzed using a 1D horizontal scan and the
adaptive threshold method. The process is repeated for the right intermediate and
the right corner zones. The resulting pixel location and intensities are extracted and
a cubic spline ﬁt is performed to ensure continuity between the zones. The ﬁnal edge
detected interface is shown in ﬁgure 3.7.
The obtained edge detected interface is scaled and curve ﬁtted to a theoretical Young-
Laplace curve for validation. The Young-Laplace equation for an axisymmetric cylin-
der in cylindrical cordinates is given by equation 3.2 [40].
df(ψ)
dψ
=
sinψ
Bof − (sinψ)/r + λ,
dr(ψ)
dψ
=
cosψ
Bof − (sinψ)/r + λ, (0 < ψ <
π
2
− θ)
(3.2)
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Additional conditions at the ends are given by f(ψ) = r(ψ) = 0 at ψ = 0 and
r(ψ) = 1 at ψ = π/2− θ. The apex is taken as the origin of the co-ordinate system.
f(r) is the dimensionless height of the interface at a dimensionless distance r from the
apex, λ is twice the curvature of the interface at the origin, Bo is the Bond number,
θ is the contact angle and ψ = tan−1(df/dr). The equation is solved numerically
using ode113 (a variable order Adams-Bashforth-Moulton predictor-corrector solver
in MATLAB. The equation is evaluated for a variable curvature at the origin and a
least squares ﬁt is performed. Once the appropriate Laplace curve is found for the
interface, the contact angle is the value of the ﬁrst derivative of f at r = 1. Figure 3.7
shows the edge detected curve in comparison with the ﬁtted Young-Laplace curve.
The analysis presented here suggests a contact angle of 0-4 ° for hydrogen in contact
with aluminum oxide. A description of the possible existence of a contact angle and
the errors involved with measurement is discussed in [19, 22, 77].
Edge detection
Young-Laplace Curve Fit
Figure 3.7: Edge detected and Young Laplace curves of liquid hydrogen in
a 10 mm Al cell at 19.9K
Within the limits of the imaging resolution, the curvature of the liquid vapor interface
does not change during phase change. Hence the shape of the interface from the
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Laplace ﬁt and the height of the meniscus apex from the inner bottom of the test
cell are the only two parameters needed for accurate volume determination. All
neutron images from a test run are processed through a [5×5] median ﬁlter and a
[5×5] sgolay ﬁlter in MATLAB to remove stray neutron noise. Once a full meniscus is
formed after condensation, the central scan described above is repeated on the entire
image. The minimum of the quadratic ﬁt provides the apex location needed for the
volume determination. An axisymmetric 2D shape is constructed with the Laplace
ﬁt displaced by the apex height obtained for each image. The area and centroid of
this 2D shape is determined using the trapezoidal rule and the volume is determined
using Pappu’s second centroid theorem. The process is repeated for each image and
the volume at every timestamp is logged.
3.4.2 Optical density method
The optical density method converts every pixel intensity (gray value) into a liquid
thickness and thus relies on the intensity resolution. Every image with liquid is
normalized with a dry image of the test cell (prior to condensation), the background
image is removed and an attenuation coeﬃcient for the liquid is measured. The
coeﬃcient is then used to transform the pixel intensities of the normalized image to
a liquid transmission thickness using a modiﬁed Beer-Lambert equation. The liquid
transmission thickness of the entire image is summed and multiplied with the pixel
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pitch to obtain the total volume.
In the images of the test cell just prior to condensation and just after evaporation,
there is no visible liquid in the test cell but vapor at a set pressure is present. The
attenuation from propellant vapor is not suﬃcient for visualization. These images are
median combined to form a ”reference” image so that the only diﬀerence between the
reference image and the test image is presence of the liquid propellant. Images with
the neutron beam turned oﬀ was used characterize the background radiation from the
reactor. These images are median combined as well to form a ”background” image.
As in the interface tracking method, further denoising routines are needed in addition
to the deconvolution to remove the gamma noise. In this method, one must preserve
most of the original pixel intensities and not intentionally blur the image with spatial
ﬁlters to obtain a true volume from the original pixel intensities. Gamma noise or hot
spots are randomly formed on every image and a temporal running median ﬁlter with
a window of 3 images is used to remove them. Since the interface moves by less then
15 pixels in every test, a window of 3 images ensured that the temporal resolution
is not severely aﬀected. The ﬁlter is constructed such that the pixel intensities of
a previous image, current image and next image is compared and a median value is
chosen as the pixel intensity of the current image. This process is repeated for every
pixel of every image of the test. The resulting images are mostly free of gamma noise
and erratic jumps in intensity while preserving both spatial and temporal detail.
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The processed neutron images from the phase change test (ITEST ) are converted
into an optical density image (IOD) by removing the background (IB), normalizing
resulting image with the reference image (IREF ). A logarithmic transform of the
resulting normalization is the optical density image (equation 3.3). A sample optical
density image of condensing hydrogen (temperature = 19K , pressure = 120.6 kPa)
in a 10 mm Al 6061 cell during the January 2015 tests is shown in ﬁgure 3.8.
IOD = −log
(
ITEST − IB
IREF − IB
)
(3.3)
In order to account for the polychromatic neutron beam at the NIST BT-2 facility,
a beam hardening correction must be applied to the exponential attenuation law to
convert the optical density image into a liquid transmission thickness image (equa-
tion 3.4).
OD = µd+ βd2 (3.4)
The coeﬃcients to equation 3.4, µ and β are calculated from the sample optical den-
sity image by considering the horizontal line proﬁle of optical density values along
the condensed liquid (solid green line in ﬁgure 3.9). Assuming the test cell to be a
perfect cylinder, the geometric thickness of the liquid (neutron transmission distance)
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can be calculated. The measured optical density is then ﬁtted to the liquid thickness
using the beam hardening model (equation 3.4) to obtain the attenuation coeﬃcient µ
and beam hardening correction factor β for the particular test run. Figure 3.9 shows
a line proﬁle of optical densities along with the the geometric liquid thickness and
the results of a beam hardening ﬁt. Figure 3.10 shows the almost linear variation of
optical density with liquid thickness with a slight second order beam hardening cor-
rection. At low liquid thickness (<0.2mm) the ﬁt is bad due to the spatial resolution
of neutron imaging combined with the quadratic nature of the ﬁlm geometric ﬁlm
thickness. µ and β are weak functions of density and since pressure changes by less
than 5kpa during the course of an condensation/condensation test, the coeﬃcients
are assumed to remain constant and are only calculated once per test run. The atten-
uation coeﬃcient calculated from optical density images for liquid hydrogen at 120
kPa is 1.431 which compares very well with the theoretically calculated coeﬃcient of
1.437 (Table 3.1).
The calculated coeﬃcients (µ and β) are then used to estimate a liquid transmission
thickness value from every optical density pixel value using equation 3.4. The volume
of liquid at each pixel is calculated based on each pixel’s liquid transmission thickness
and the pixel pitch. The volume of liquid in the entire image is summed based on
the individual volumes represented by each pixel. Phase change rate can then be
computed based on the liquid value from every image.
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Figure 3.8: Sample optical density image of condensed liquid hydrogen in
a 10 mm Al 6061 cell from the January 2015 test
3.5 Results and Discussion
Two diﬀerent methods of measuring the volume of condensed liquid is discussed in
the previous section. While the optical density method is robust to calculate volume
from all images, the interface tracking method needs a fully formed meniscus for
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Figure 3.9: Line profile of optical density along the liquid along with geo-
metric liquid thickness (solid green line in figure 3.8)
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Figure 3.10: Beam hardening fit to calculate attenuation coefficient
its use. Further, it was noticed in the September 2015 images with methane that
condensation is seen on the top corner of the lid. The interface tracking method
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cannot compute the volume of this corner section and thus is only applicable when a
single fully formed meniscus is seen. Condensation on the top corner was not captured
in the January experiments due to the ﬁeld of view of the imaging setup. The Young-
Laplace ﬁts in the interface tracking method suggests the possible existence of a ﬁnite
contact angle. However, the optical density method shows that there exists a thin
ﬁlm of propellant on the walls of the test cell at all times. Figure 3.11(a) shows a
sample image from the September 2015 test with condensed methane at 117.2 kPa
and 110 K and ﬁgure 3.11(b) shows the line proﬁle corresponding to the dashed red
line. Condensation on the top corner is clearly observed and the line proﬁle shows
two clear peaks near the wall and an oﬀset in optical density at the center of the cell.
Both these features indicate a thin liquid ﬁlm on the wall. The average thickness of
the ﬁlm in ﬁgure 3.11 is estimated to be 15 µm. It is the authors’ hypothesis that
the ﬁlm thickness is a function of the condensation/evaporation rate and this will be
explored in a future publication.
The temporal resolution of the measured volume is estimated to be ±15.1 mm3 due to
the image exposure time of 10s. This estimate is based on the maximum movement of
the liquid meniscus (≈15 pixels) in consecutive images during the experiment. This
temporal uncertainty applies to liquid volume determined by both methods described.
Volume determination from the interface tracking method has additional uncertainty
from edge detection, estimated to be a maximum of ±5.7 mm3 due to a ±5 pixel
error in interface detection. The errors add in quadrature and total uncertainty in
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Figure 3.11: Sample optical density image of condensed methane at 110
K and 117.2 kPa, from the September 2015 test (a) and the corresponding
line profile scan along the dashed red line
the interface tracking volume measurement is ±16.14 mm3.
An additional uncertainty in the optical density method is based on neutron counting
statistics in addition to the temporal uncertainty. Neutron transport to the imaging
detector is a random process and the number of neutrons at a given time in a de-
tector pixel is described by a Poisson distribution [68]. Ignoring the beam hardening
correction and the uncertainty in the linear attenuation coeﬃcient, the error in liquid
volume from optical density can be estimated by equation 3.5.
δv =
1
µ
√
2N
IoATη
(3.5)
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where, N is the number of pixels used to calculate the volume, Io = 5× 106cm−2s−1,
the incident ﬂuence rate, A is the area of each pixel, T is the exposure time and η is the
detection eﬃciency (0.8 for the GadOX screen used). The random error in the volume
measurement with optical density method calculated from equation 3.5 is ±0.56 mm3
and the total uncertainty is ±15.11 mm3. Uncertainty in the volume measured from
the edge detection method is about 6% greater than the volume uncertainty in the
optical density method.
Figure 3.12 shows the results from one such test with hydrogen at saturated at 21K
in a 10 mm Al 6061 cell. The result corresponds to time lapse images in ﬁgure 3.3.
Volume of liquid in the test cell based on neutron images is computed using both the
interface tracking method and the optical density method and the agreement is very
good.
3.6 Summary
A new experimental technique to observe the liquid-vapor interface during phase
change of cryogenic propellants is presented. Using the 70 mm orange cryostat and the
BT-2 Neutron imaging facility at NIST, Gaithersburg, controlled phase change tests of
liquid propellants were conducted and images of the liquid inside the opaque metallic
containers were obtained through neutron transmission imaging. A new technique
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Figure 3.12: Phase change rates for hydrogen in the 10 mm Al cell satu-
rated at 21 K. Condensation test is conducted at 19 K and evaporation at
23 K
to accurately identify the liquid-wall interface has been determined using a simple
exponential attenuation law. Two methods to determine condensed liquid volume
are discussed and results are compared. The interface tracking method uses edge
detection on a stacked image to compute the liquid vapor curvature and eventually
measure the volume. The optical density method transforms every pixel gray value
into liquid thickness and computes volume. Despite the fact that interface tracking
method makes an assumption that the interface curvature is constant during a test,
the measured volume agrees very well with the optical density measurement of volume.
The volume measurement error with the interface tracking method is ±16.14 mm3
while the volume measurement with the optical density method is ±15.11 mm3, about
6% lower. The interface tracking method cannot be used unless a full meniscus is
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formed while the optical density method can work on any image. Further, the optical
density technique can detect thin liquid ﬁlms on the cell wall while the interface
tracking method cannot. Hence, for an estimation of phase change rates from simple
steady evaporation/condensation processes, an interface tracking method is shown to
suﬃce but for high accuracy volume measurements and thin ﬁlm analysis the optical
density method should be preferred.
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Chapter 4
Determining solid-fluid interface
temperature distribution during
phase change
4.1 Introduction
One of the limiting factors in long duration space missions is the ability to main-
tain propellant storage depots. Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) along with a
lumped parameter treatment of the vapor has been used to study pressurization in
The material contained in this chapter was previously published in Cryogenics by Bellur et al. [20].
See Appendix A for documentation of permission to republish.
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cryogen tanks and these have shown that a thin (≈1mm) liquid layer separating the
vapor phase from the wall is obtained [13, 100–102]. Propellants exist as liquid-vapor
mixtures that constantly undergo phase change. Liquid-vapor phase change is a com-
plex, multi-scale problem and kinetic theory has provided the framework for modeling
evaporation/condensation for over a century. Classical kinetic theory is a statistical
description of the behavior of gases based on velocities of the constituent molecules.
Although kinetic models have shown to be very eﬀective in capturing phase change,
the use of the models is still limited due to the fact that kinetic theory only describes
the maximum phase change ﬂux possible for a given thermodynamic situation [64].
In reality, the phase change ﬂux may be lower than the maximum value depending
on the molecular species under consideration [116]. Evaporation and condensation
coeﬃcients were introduced by Knudsen [75] in order to account for the deviation
from the maximum phase change rate. Evaporation and condensation coeﬃcients are
often set equal to each other and referred to as the accommodation coeﬃcient. CFD
modeling of propellant behavior utilizes the accommodation coeﬃcient as an input to
capture phase change [14, 15, 101]. This is particularly challenging due to the lack of
available evaporation/condensation coeﬃcients and the inability to suﬃciently resolve
local thermodynamics at the liquid-vapor interface [3, 4, 19, 99]. These coeﬃcients
must be determined experimentally [1].
At an evaporating or condensing meniscus, the normal stress in the bulk liquid is pri-
marily inﬂuenced by interface curvature. Far from the meniscus, the adsorbed region
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consists of a nanoscale, non-evaporating layer of liquid molecules where intermolec-
ular forces dominate. Between these two exists a transition ﬁlm region in which the
normal stress is aﬀected by both intermolecular forces and interface curvature. For
non-polar/wetting liquids, 60-90% of the evaporation occurs in the thin ﬁlm region
close to the wall [43, 47, 53, 65, 106, 108, 127].
Most thin ﬁlm evaporation models use a constant wall temperature condition in the
transition ﬁlm region [2, 25, 42, 43, 53, 56, 94, 108, 115, 127]. However, due to
non-uniform evaporation there exists temperature gradients along the wall near the
transition region as demonstrated by Stephan and Busse [120]. The non-uniform wall
temperature can generate thermocapillary stresses at the interface, which in turn af-
fects the local normal stress in the liquid and subsequently the evaporation rate. In
order to accurately capture the thermophysics of evaporation at a contact line, ther-
mal boundary conditions should be representative of local temperature distributions
along the solid-liquid interface. Accounting for the non-uniform wall temperature is a
key factor to accurately model phase change and ultimately calculate the evaporation
and condensation coeﬃcients. Details of calculation of evaporation and condensation
coeﬃcients using kinetic theory are described elsewhere [19].
This paper represents one piece of the overall methodology; a thermal model that
serves to bridge the macroscale experiment observations with the micro-scale phase
change modeling. The goal of this thermal model is (1) determine the rate and mode
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of heat transfer to the cryogenic liquid in the test cell and (2) translate discrete exte-
rior surface temperature measurements to an interior wall temperature distribution
suitable for use in the microscale transport model.
4.2 Cryogenic Phase-Change Experiments
Cryogenic phase change experiments with hydrogen and methane were conducted,
using a 70-mm-cryostat at the Neutron Imaging Facility at the National Institute
of Standards and Technology (NIST). The experiments were conducted at absolute
pressures between 100 - 210 kPa, corresponding to saturation temperatures between
15 K - 30 K for hydrogen and 100 K - 120 K for methane.
Figure 4.1(a) illustrates the components of the cryostat. Test cells are suspended
in a sample well, below the cryostat using a 720-mm-long sample holder. The test
cell is mounted to the bottom of the sample holder via a ﬂange that includes a gas
exchange port to allow hydrogen or methane vapor to be introduced into the test
cell. The ﬂange is attached to the test cell using an indium seal and secured in place
with six screws. The sample holder is sealed at the top of the cryostat with ports for
sensor leads and a cryogen vapor feed line. Radiation baﬄes on the sample holder
minimize heat transfer from the top of the cryostat. The temperature in the sample
well is controlled using a combination of an electric heater and liquid helium phase
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Figure 4.1: Hardware configuration for cryogenic phase change experi-
ments. (a) Cryostat with test cell suspended in sample well. (b) Illustration
of the 10-mm diameter test cell. s1, s2, s3, and s4 are the temperature sen-
sors. The location of each (v1, v2, v3, v4) are relative to the bottom exterior
surface of the test cell.
change passing through an expansion valve. Helium boiling occurs continuously and
the heater is used to maintain sample well temperatures above the helium boiling
point.
The cryostat heater is attached to a copper annulus that is in contact with the
bottom radiation baﬄe. The heat path from the copper block to the test cell is
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through the bottom radiation baﬄe, sample holder, and ﬂange. Low pressure helium
gas introduced into the sample well provides a parallel conduction path between the
heater block and the test cell. The annular contact between the copper heater block
and the bottom radiation baﬄe is approximately 1 mm wide. The lower radiation
baﬄes are spring loaded to allow for the test cell position to be adjusted within the
sample well. As a result, the contact resistance between the lower radiation baﬄe
and the copper heater block changes with each test conﬁguration.
Figure 4.1(b) illustrates one of the test cells that has a 10-mm-diameter bore. Four
Lakeshore silicon diode DT-670 sensors were used to record temperature at various
locations. One sensor (s1) was suspended in the helium exchange gas approximately
1 cm from the test cell wall. The remaining three sensors (s2-s4) were mounted on the
external surface of the test cell. The sensors were secured to the outside of the test
cell using 316 SS wire with spring-wire tensioners. The temperatures sensors were
connected to a Lakeshore 340 temperature controller. The lower ﬂange mount on the
sample holder houses a ﬁfth Si-diode temperature sensor (Scientiﬁc Instruments SI-
410b). The copper heater block contains an NTC RTD X45720 sensor hereby referred
to as the ‘heater sensor’. The heater and the sample holder sensors were connected
to a Lakeshore 331 temperature controller. The heater temperature was set and
maintained using an auto-tuned PID control system built into the Lakeshore 331.
Gas manifold pressure was logged using a Mensor DPG 15000. The reader is directed
to the authors’ previous publications for additional details on the experimental setup
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Table 4.1
Test cells used in the hydrogen and methane experiments and the sensor
locations as indicated in figure 4.2. All dimensions are in mm.
Experiment Material D h1 v1 v2 v3 v4
Hydrogen
SS 316L 10 20 10 5 12 21
Al 6061 30 n/a n/a 7 16 25
Al 6061 10 20 10 7 14 25
Methane Al 6061 10 20 10 7 14 25
and cryostat operation [18, 19].
Two experimental campaigns are included in this discussion; tests with hydrogen and
with methane. Three diﬀerent test conﬁgurations were used in the hydrogen campaign
(Table 4.1). The 10 mm Al 6061 cell was reused in the methane campaign. Sensor
locations on the test cells, listed in Table 4.1, were measured after assembly. Two
types of tests were conducted with each test cell. The ﬁrst was thermal cycling of
an evacuated cell referred to as “dry” tests. The second was controlled phase change
with cryogenic liquid referred to as “wet” tests.
Dry tests were conducted with a hard vacuum inside the test cell. The cryostat
heater was thermally cycled though a range of temperatures and the corresponding
temperatures on the test cell, sample holder, heater, and helium gas in the sample
well were recorded. Prior to each dry test, the test cell assembly was maintained in
thermal equilibrium. Once a steady state temperature was attained, data logging was
initiated and the temperature set point on the heater was increased. Temperatures
from the four Lakeshore sensors, the sample holder sensor, the heater temperature
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Figure 4.2: Temperatures during thermal cycling of “dry” cell tests.
“Heater” refers to the temperature sensor located in the cryostat heater
block.
and the heater power were logged at 1 Hz. After the test cell assembly reached the
new equilibrium state, the heater set point was lowered.
The results from thermal cycling of evacuated cells tested in both the hydrogen and
methane experiments are shown in ﬁgure 4.2. Sensor s1 for the 30 mm Al cell setup
was damaged during the assembly, hence helium temperature data is unavailable for
this set of experiments. Dry test experiments in the methane campaign were carried
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about at temperatures between 90K - 110K (saturation temperature of methane
corresponding to 100 - 210 kPa). At these temperatures, the thermal transients are
longer than those observed in the 20 - 30K range during the hydrogen campaign. This
delayed response is due to increased resistances to the heat conduction path between
the baﬄe and the test cell as well as signiﬁcant changes in material properties with
temperature.
The source of hydrogen for the wet tests was 99.9995% pure, water vapor < 5 ppm,
N2 < 2 ppm, O2 < 1 ppm, all others undetectable. The methane purity was 99.97%.
Vapor was introduced through the feed line in the test cell at a preset pressure con-
trolled by the gas manifold outside the imaging facility. The vapor was condensed
inside the test cell by lowering the cryostat temperature below the saturation tem-
perature corresponding to the manifold pressure. After the condensation experiments
were complete, the cryostat temperature was increased above the saturation temper-
ature to induce evaporation. During the methane campaign, it was observed that
the time to a steady state thermal response upon unit change in temperature was at
least 2 orders of magnitude greater than that seen during the hydrogen campaign.
The higher temperatures for methane phase change, construction of the cryostat and
corresponding changes in material properties result in wait times of several hours
while access to the neutron beam was limited to a few days. Hence, in the interest of
time, once a steady temperature was attained, it was held constant and the manifold
pressure was changed instead to induce condensation and evaporation.
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4.3 Transient Thermal Modeling of Cryostat
The objective of the ANSYS/Fluent thermal model is to extract the inner wall tem-
perature distribution from the experimentally measured discrete outer wall temper-
atures. An axisymmetric model was built using the ANSYS design modeler™. The
computational domain encompassed the sample holder from the bottom radiation
baﬄe to the test cell, the cryostat heater, the sample well and the helium exchange
gas. Figure 4.4 is the axisymmetric computational domain with the symmetry axis
in the x-direction. The components are individually modeled as separate entities
so each component could be assigned independent thermal properties and boundary
conditions. Shadow walls are used at all component interfaces to transfer heat and
model thermal contact.
Data from the evacuated (dry) thermal cycling tests are used to tune the contact
resistances in the transient thermal model. Though the temperature change during
thermal cycling is modest at 10 to 20 K, values thermal conductivity and speciﬁc heat
for materials used in the experiments change by an order of magnitude. Temperature
dependent conductivity and speciﬁc heat for aluminum 6061 [88, 90], copper [90, 117],
stainless steel 316 [88, 122] are used in the thermal model. The change in density of
solids due to thermal contraction from 300K was accounted for using data provided
by [52]. For the helium exchange gas in the sample well, temperature dependent data
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Figure 4.3: Temperature dependent thermal properties
for viscosity, speciﬁc heat and thermal conductivity is used [9, 57, 91]. Correlations
between thermal conductivity, speciﬁc heat and temperature for these materials are
shown in ﬁgure 4.3. These material properties are tabulated in a lookup table that
is read by the ANSYS/Fluent model.
A quad dominant mesh is generated for the domain with size reﬁnement at all contact
interfaces. A coarse mesh was initially built and the mesh size in the all the zones was
monotonically reduced. The minimum spatial resolution in the test cell outer wall
was set to be 50µm. Increasing the number of elements beyond 19000 resulted in
the relative mean square error of the transient temperature proﬁle < 10−10 in the the
s1 and s2 locations and a maximum relative change less than 100µK. The optimal
trade-oﬀ between accuracy and computational overhead was found with using 19566
elements. The average computational time for a typical dry test is about 8 hours
when run in parallel on 16 cores.
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Figure 4.4: Computational domain of the thermal model
The heater temperature logged during the experiments is used as a boundary condi-
tion with all outer walls of the domain insulated. For the dry tests, the interior of
the test cell is evacuated. Radiation from the sample well to the test cell is less than
5% of the conductive heat transfer with a perfect vacuum in the sample well. The
presence of helium gas would only reduce the amount of heat transfer due to radi-
ation. Therefore, radiation has been neglected in the thermal model. The pressure
of the helium exchange gas was approximately 400Pa. This varied from test-to-test,
but not enough to signiﬁcantly alter the thermal properties of helium in the sample
well.
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4.4 Contact Resistances
Initial simulations with perfect thermal contact at all the solid-solid interfaces resulted
in steady-state predictions approximately four times faster than the experimental
values. Six locations were identiﬁed as having a signiﬁcant contact resistance. Five
of these resistances are in the conduction path from the heater to the sample holder
(stick) and test cell. The sixth resistance is in the conduction path through the helium
exchange gas.
Wall-to-Baﬄe: The bottom radiation baﬄe of the sample holder is in contact with
the heater on a 1 mm wide annulus with an inside diameter of 68 mm. The baﬄe is
spring loaded to ensure good contact and a direct heat conduction path. A second
heat conduction path exists between the baﬄe and the cryostat wall. The outer
circumference of the baﬄe is 69mm and the cryostat has a 70mm bore. The gap
between the baﬄe and cryostat wall is ﬁlled with helium that is in communication
with the sample well. The helium thermal conductivity is 0.01 to 0.03W/mK in the
temperature range of 5 to 20K [57]. The parallel heat path from the heater-to-baﬄe
and cryostat-to-baﬄe is modeled as a single contact resistance.
Baﬄe-to-Sample Holder: The radiation baﬄe is attached to a spring-loaded sleeve
that allows for adjusting the vertical location of the test cell within the sample well.
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The baﬄe is attached to the sleeve using a cryogenic epoxy (Stycast 2580FT) with a
thermal conductivity of 1.3W/mK at room temperature and 0.064W/mK at 4.2K.
Helium, in communication with the sample well, resides in the gap between the baﬄe
sleeve and sample holder. The combined serial resistances of the baﬄe to epoxy to
sleeve to helium to sample holder is modeled as a single contact resistance.
Sample Holder-to-Sensor: The sample holder includes a threaded element that houses
a si-diode temperature sensor (Scientiﬁc Instruments SI-410b). Data from the sample
holder temperature sensor is not used in this analysis because of the large uncertainty
with this particular sensor. Helium that is in communication with the sample well
resides within the sensor cavity so that there is a parallel heat path along the axis
of the sample holder. Heat is conducted through the solid-solid contact and through
the solid-helium-solid contact. This is modeled as a single contact resistance.
Sensor-to-Spacer: During the methane campaign, threaded aluminum 6061 spacers
were added between the sample holder and test cell ﬂange in order to increase the
contact pressure between the heater block and baﬄe and to provide additional ex-
tension of the test cell within the sample well. The conduction path from the sensor
housing to spacers (if present) is modeled as a single contact resistance.
Spacer-to-Flange: The ﬂange sealing the the top of the test cell and containing the gas
passage is attached to either a spacer or the sensor housing via a threaded connection.
The diameter of the threaded contact is 15mm. The sensor housing and spacers are
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aluminum 6061. The test cell ﬂange (lid) is 316L stainless steel.
Flange-to-Test Cell: The test cell is bolted to the ﬂange using six 4-40 aluminum bolts
and sealed against leakage using an indium seal. Figure 4.1(b) illustrates the test cell
to ﬂange geometry for the 10-mm-diameter test cells. The contact area between the
test cell and ﬂange varied with each test cell.
Heater-to-Sample Well: The sample well is bolted to the copper heater block and
provides a secondary heat conduction path from the sample well wall through the
helium exchange gas to the test cell. The contact between the heater block and the
sample well is modeled as a contact resistance.
Thermal contact resistances are modeled using the thin wall conduction model in
FLUENT, which solves a 1D conduction equation between the two shadow walls
that deﬁne the interface. The thin wall conduction model requires speciﬁcation of a
conductivity for an imaginary material of interface and a wall thickness. Initially all
contact interfaces are set to a thickness of 1mm and a conductivity of 0.1W/mK.
An iterative methodology is used to adjust the shadow wall thickness and thermal
conductivity for the six contact resistances.
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4.5 Determining Contact Resistances from Dry
Cell Thermal Cycling
The transient axisymmetric model is evaluated using ANSYS FLUENT to solve the
equations of continuity, momentum and energy. A pressure based approach is em-
ployed and the pressure velocity coupling is achieved using the Corrected Semi Im-
plicit Pressure Linked Equation with a zero skewness factor. The pressure, density,
momentum and energy is evaluated using the body force weighted method, second
order upwind, second order upwind and third order MUSCL methods respectively. A
ﬁrst order implicit time stepping method was used for temporal resolution. A time
step of 1 s was deemed to suﬃce since the time to steady state is on the order of
1000 s. The default under relaxation parameters were used in the simulation and
the residuals were set to 10−2 for continuity, 10−6 for x and y velocity components
and 10−16 for the energy equation. Approximately 50 iterations are necessary for
convergence at each time step. The convergence criteria was set at a minimum of 3
order reduction in the residuals of continuity, velocities and energy.
A manual optimization method is used to determine a set of resistances that accu-
rately captured the transient temperatures in both the helium gas (s1) the exterior
test cell surface (s2-s4). The Wall-to-Baﬄe resistance was set to that of a 1 mm wide
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annulus ﬁlled with helium gas at the heater temperature. The conjugate heat transfer
encountered here allows for the heat to propagate through a parallel path (helium gas)
if the resistance in the primary path (conduction through the baﬄe-sample holder)
is high. The highest resistance is at the baﬄe-sample holder interface due to the
sleeve and the cryogenic epoxy. Hence, the Baﬄe-to-Sample Holder resistance was
ﬁrst increased to minimize the diﬀerence in time constants between the simulation
and experiments. The time constants could be matched to within 30%, but further
increase in resistance beyond a certain value had no eﬀect on the time constant. The
Wall-to-Baﬄe resistance was ﬁxed at the value that resulted in less than 1% relative
change of the time constant. Then, the Sample Holder-to-Sensor and the Sensor-to-
Flange resistances were increased equally until the relative time constant change was
less than 1%. At this stage, the time constants could be matched to within 10%.
The remaining two resistances: Flange-to-Test Cell and Heater-to-Sample Well are
determined through a parametric least squares routine by comparing the simulation
results to the experimental helium gas temperature (s1) and the outer wall temper-
ature (s2). The process is terminated when the simulated time constant is within
1% of the experimental data and the simulation temperatures are within the sensor
uncertainty (±0.25 K). The error in the heater temperature was ±0.1 K. As a result,
the relative uncertainty in the reported resistance parameters are < 1.3%. The con-
tact resistances for the hydrogen and methane campaigns are listed in Tables 4.2 and
4.3, respectively.
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Table 4.2
Contact resistances determined from the hydrogen experiments. Units for
contact area are mm2, conductivities are W/mK, and resistances are K/W.
Contact
Interface
Wall -
Baﬄe
Baﬄe -
Sample
Holder
Sample
Holder -
Sensor
Sensor -
Flange
Flange -
Testcell
Heater -
Sample
Well
Contact area 4398.230 87.965 153.938 153.938 1178.097 2233.672
10 mm SS
(20K - 30K)
Conductivity 0.020 0.020 0.100 0.100 0.300 0.300
Resistance 11.368 852.616 64.961 64.961 2.829 1.492
30 mm Al
(20K - 30K)
Conductivity 0.025 0.025 0.100 0.100 0.350 0.300
Resistance 10.004 727.565 64.961 64.961 2.425 1.492
10 mm Al
(15K - 30K)
Conductivity 0.025 0.025 0.100 0.100 0.250 0.250
Resistance 9.095 682.093 64.961 64.961 3.395 1.791
Table 4.3
Contact resistances determined from the methane experiments with the 10
mm Al cell. Units for contact area are mm2, conductivities are W/mK,
and resistances are K/W.
Contact In-
terface
Wall -
Baﬄe
Baﬄe -
Sample
Holder
Sample
Holder -
Sensor
Sensor -
Spacer
Spacer -
Flange
Flange -
Testcell
Heater -
Sample
Well
Contact Area 4398.23 87.96 153.94 153.94 153.94 1178.10 2233.67
Conductivity 0.07 0.07 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.40 0.40
Resistance 3.25 243.60 64.96 64.96 64.96 2.12 1.12
In the methane simulations, the Sensor-to-Spacer and Spacer-to-Flange resistances
are changed in lieu of the Sensor-to-Flange resistance. This procedure provides one
of several possible sets of solutions that results in accurate tracking of transient tem-
peratures. To obtain a unique solution, experimental temperatures at several points
in the conduction path (for example, baﬄe, ﬂange, sample holder, etc) are needed.
Figures 4.5 and 4.6 compare the simulation results to the experimentally measured
temperatures from the hydrogen dry cell experiments. Figure 4.5(a) is of sensor s1
on the 10-mm SS 316 test cell and the 10-mm AL 6061 test cell. Figure 4.5(b) is
the same comparison shown as a log-temperature diﬀerence, in which the accuracy
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Figure 4.5: Comparison of simulation and hydrogen experiments for sensor
s1.
of the model to capture the time response of the cryostat assembly is evident. Fig-
ures 4.6(a) and 4.6(b) are the same comparison for sensor s2 with the addition of
the 30-mm AL 6061 test cell. Results for sensor s3 are not shown because these are
identical to sensor s2. Figures 4.7(a) and 4.7(b) compare the simulation results to the
experimentally measured temperatures from the methane dry cell experiments. The
marker size in ﬁgures 4.5, 4.6, and 4.7 is equivalent to the measurement uncertainty
at the corresponding temperature.
Variation in the exchange gas pressure had little eﬀect on the transient response.
Helium exchange gas pressure was varied in the model from 10Pa up to 1 kPa and
the resulting transient temperatures at the s2 location had a relative mean square
error less than 10−10 and a maximum relative change less than 100µK. Maximum
helium velocities in the simulations are on the order of 10−3m/s with corresponding
Rayleigh number (non-dimensional number that represents the ratio of buoyant forces
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Figure 4.6: Comparison of simulation and hydrogen experiments for sensor
s2.
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Figure 4.7: Comparison of simulation and methane experiments for sensors
s1 and s2.
to viscous forces) less than 100. In order to test the role of convection in the sample
well, the helium was modeled as a solid with a constant density and temperature
dependent properties of helium gas. These simulations yielded similar results as
the convective cases. Variation in temperatures between ﬂuid and solid simulations
are less than 100µK. Modeling the helium exchange gas as a solid decreases the
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computational time of the simulations by 15%.
4.6 Thermal Modeling for Phase Change Experi-
ments
Once the dry cell thermal cycling tests were completed, hydrogen or methane was
condensed in the test cell to begin the phase change (wet) tests. The hardware
conﬁguration remained the same. As such, the contact resistances determined from
the dry cell thermal cycling data remain valid for the wet tests. Figure 4.8 illustrates
the boundary conditions for the computational domain inside the test cell. On the
vapor side of the test cell domain, a uniform mass ﬂux boundary condition and
a constant pressure condition corresponding to saturation at the test cell exit are
imposed. Contact resistances determined from the dry cell thermal cycling data are
used and the heater temperature serves as a thermal boundary condition for heat ﬂux
to the test cell.
For all hydrogen tests, the measured evaporation rates for each run were between 0.4
to 0.6mg/s, corresponding to a bulk meniscus velocity of 14 to 25µm/s, which re-
mained constant throughout the evaporation test. The evaporation rate is slow with
a Peclet number less than 10−2, indicating that the dominant mode of heat transfer to
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the test cell during phase change is conduction. Because the liquid-vapor in the test
cell is near thermal equilibrium, the liquid domain is treated as a solid with tempera-
ture dependent properties corresponding to liquid hydrogen [86, 92]. Thermodynamic
properties of both liquid and vapor are determined using the fundamental equation
of state described by [83].
Simulation of liquid hydrogen evaporation presented here correspond to the 10 mm Al
test cell. During evaporation testing the manifold pressure corresponds to a saturation
temperature of 21K while the heater was set to 23K. The liquid-vapor interface
proﬁle and location is then imported into ANSYS design modeler™ and a cubic spline
ﬁt is performed. Meshing the interface as extracted from the images proved to be
a challenge especially when the ﬁlm thickness becomes less than 1µm. In order to
avoid a highly skewed mesh at the three phase contact point, the liquid ﬁlm was
terminated at 10µm as shown in ﬁgure 4.8. Computational expense increased by
two orders of magnitude for each order of magnitude reduction in ﬁlm thickness less
than 10µm. The mesh for all regions outside the test cell was the same as in the
dry model. Liquid and vapor regions inside the cell have a quad-dominant mesh with
nominal element size of 100µm in the bulk region gradually reducing to 10µm near
all interfaces (solid-liquid, liquid-gas and gas-solid). Further reduction in the mesh
size results an relative mean square error < 10−10 in the inner wall temperature and
a maximum relative change < 100µK.
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Experimentally measured meniscus proﬁles did not exhibit any hysteresis during re-
cession and the meniscus shape remained the same during evaporation and conden-
sation tests [18, 19]. Therefore, phase change is modeled as quasi-steady with a ﬁxed
interface location. Heat loss at the wall due to evaporation was modeled using a
uniform heat-sink on the liquid side of the liquid-vapor interface. The rate of en-
ergy and mass exchange during evaporation is determined from the experimentally
measured rate of meniscus recession within the test cell. Although the magnitude
of the total heat loss is known from macroscale observations, the appropriate loca-
tion of the heat sink in the thermal model is not. Thin ﬁlm evaporation modeling
suggests that a majority of the evaporative ﬂux occurs in the contact line region
[43, 47, 53, 65, 106, 108, 127]. For these simulations the evaporative ﬂux is uniformly
distributed along a 0.95mm section of the the contact line region beginning at the
10µm termination point. For a length over which the evaporative ﬂux is distributed
between 0.90 to 1.2 mm, the thermal model results do not change. If the length is
increased beyond 1.2 mm the prediction of the temperature at sensor s1, located in
the helium space, begins to deviate from experimental values.
The experimental inputs to the model are the temperature of the heater during evap-
oration, manifold pressure, and rate of evaporation. The heater temperature is held
constant at 23 ◦K. The manifold pressure is held constant at 121.5 kPa (abs), which
corresponds to a saturation temperature of 21 ◦K. And the evaporative mass rate is
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Figure 4.8: Boundary conditions for vapor domain and liquid-vapor inter-
face.
0.556mg/s. The steady-state temperature contours for the entire computational do-
main and velocity streamlines in the vapor domain are shown in ﬁgure 4.9. Within
the test cell, liquid, vapor and solid temperatures temperatures are within 0.1K of
saturation. Temperature variations between the liquid, vapor and/or test cell wall is
lower than resolution of the Si diode temperature sensors used but within the resolu-
tion of the thermal model. The maximum velocity in the hydrogen vapor is less than
0.02m/s corresponding to a Reynolds number below 300.
The inner and outer wall temperature distributions are shown in ﬁgure 4.10. The
distance is relative to the bottom of the test cell as shown in ﬁgure 4.1(b). The 10µm
thin ﬁlm termination is located at 10mm. Outer wall temperatures are within the
measured temperature uncertainty for sensors s1-s3 as shown in ﬁgure 4.10, where
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s1 is located in the helium exchange gas. Experimental readings from sensor s4 are
approximately 0.5K above that predicted by the thermal model. This diﬀerence is
due to a temperature dependent thermal oﬀset in the calibration of sensor s4, which
can also be observed in the dry cell thermal cycling data in ﬁgure 4.2. Sensor s4
consistently indicates a 0.5K higher temperature as compared to the other 3 sensors
even under equilibrium conditions. When corrected for this bias, the predicted tem-
perature at the s4 location also lies within the sensor uncertainty. The variation in
the inner wall temperatures due to the uncertainty in resistance values are < 10−3 K.
The inner wall distribution, shown in ﬁgure 4.10, exhibits a minimum temperature
in the contact line region. From the contact line region towards the heater, the
temperature increases linearly as expected,indicating steady conduction. From the
contact line region towards the bottom of the test cell, the temperature also increases,
though not strictly linearly. The temperature variation in the contact line region is
small in magnitude, approximately 10−2K, but the distance over which this variation
occurs is also small, approximately 50µm. As a result, the temperature gradient in
the contact line region is on the order of 103K/m, which is signiﬁcant considering the
liquid ﬁlm thickness at this location is on the order of 0.1 to 1µm.
At these thicknesses the temperature gradient along the liquid-vapor interface will
mirror that along the solid-liquid interface (wall) because of the short heat conduc-
tion path. Signiﬁcant thermocapillary stresses will occur even in a pure liquid-vapor
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system due to the localization of evaporative ﬂux. While soluto-capillary interface
stresses have been predicted for evaporation of binary mixtures [127], thermocap-
illary interface stresses are not thought to occur in single-component liquid-vapor
phase change because localized evaporation and condensation should equilibrate any
local temperature variation on the interface. Modeling results of thin liquid ﬁlms
tend to validate or presume this assumption, but these same models impose a con-
stant wall temperature condition [43, 53, 65, 106, 127]. The sustained non-uniformity
of the wall temperature distribution as shown in this thermal model has the poten-
tial to maintain thermocapillary stresses on the liquid-vapor interface even in pure
liquid-vapor systems in the contact line region. For this temperature gradient, ther-
mocapillary stresses will tend to suppress capillary ﬂow into the contact line region;
thereby decreasing the overall evaporation rate.
4.7 Summary and Conclusion
In summary, a thermal model of heat transfer of a cryostat environment has been
developed that accurately captures steady state and transient temperatures. Accurate
modeling is complicated by the number of contact resistances that can change between
tests and the temperature dependency of material properties. The contact resistances
were determined through an iterative method comparing predicted temperatures with
measured temperatures on the exterior of an evacuated test cell undergoing thermal
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Figure 4.9: Temperature contour in the sample well and velocity stream-
lines in the vapor space of the test cell during steady state phase change of
liquid hydrogen saturated at 21 K. The heater was set at 23 K. Streamlines
emanate from the contact region and terminate at the exit of the test cell.
Vapor velocities are less than 2 cm/s.
cycling. The purpose of the thermal model is to two-fold. Firstly, it is to determine the
temperature distribution on the interior of the test cell. Secondly, it is to establish an
accurate prediction of the rate of conduction heat transfer along the sample holder and
through the helium exchange gas during condensation/evaporation of liquid hydrogen
or liquid methane.
The thermal model was ﬁrst used to determine the eﬀective contact resistances
for each test conﬁguration, which covered two temperature ranges (hydrogen and
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Figure 4.10: Temperature distributions along the exterior and interior of
the test cell. The datum is located at the bottom of the test cell as shown in
figure 4.1. Sensor s4 deviation due to 0.5K bias error in the measurement.
The contact line is located at 10mm.
methane) and four test cell conﬁgurations. Then the thermal model was applied to
hydrogen evaporation at 21K in the 10-mm diameter Al test cell to predict inner
and outer wall temperature distributions. The outer wall temperature predictions
match the experimentally measured values during this test. The predicted temper-
ature gradient between the contact line location and the ﬂange provides the rate of
heat conduction from the heater. The thermal model also provides the rate of heat
conduction through the helium exchange gas on the liquid side of the test cell. The
inner wall temperature distribution exhibits a large gradient in the contact line region,
which will likely result in unanticipated thermocapillary stresses during evaporation.
Predictions by this thermal model will enable relaxation of the constant wall tem-
perature boundary condition. The more accurate thermal boundary conditions will
allow for deeper investigations into the kinetic model and the underlying physics of
phase change.
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Chapter 5
A combined experimental and
multi-scale modeling approach to
determine accommodation
coefficients of cryogenic propellants
Kinetic theory of phase change is an essential tool to develop reliable models for
predicting boil-oﬀ and cryo-storage stability for liquid propellants in low gravity. The
current state of knowledge on evaporation/condensation processes is insuﬃcient for
designing large cryogenic depots critical to the long-term space exploration missions
[41]. The ability to predict the rate of phase change inside propellant tanks remains
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a challenge primarily due to the absence of evaporation-condensation coeﬃcients and
the inability to computationally capture the local thermodynamics [3, 4, 18, 19, 60, 99,
101]. In addition to space technology, accurate modeling of phase change is essential
in atmospheric science and climate [76, 111], aerosol transport [95, 103] micro- and
nano-scale thermal transport in MEMS applications [16, 34, 118].
5.1 Kinetic Model of Phase Change
Classical kinetic theory is a statistical description of the behavior of gases based on
velocities of the constituent molecules. Kinetic theory has provided the basis for
modeling phase change in cases where the mass transport across the interface is not
limited by the diﬀusion in the vapor phase.
Under equilibrium conditions, the vapor in the vicinity of the liquid-vapor interface
can be approximated as a perfect (ideal) gas and the velocity distribution of the
vapor molecules follows a Maxwell Boltzmann distribution [37]. The reader is di-
rected to Appendix A of Carey [35] for a brief introduction to the fundamentals of
kinetic theory and the derivation of the Maxwell Boltzmann distribution. This ve-
locity distribution leads to an expression for the maximum frequency of collision of
the vapor molecules on the liquid-vapor interface and was ﬁrst developed by Hertz
[64]. However, the process is dynamic and undergoes simultaneous evaporation and
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condensation. Hence, a net phase change ﬂux can be deﬁned as an algebraic sum of
evaporation and condensation ﬂuxes. The mass ﬂux relationship developed by Hertz
[64] was found to be inconsistent with many experimental studies [51, 89]. Knud-
sen measured the evaporation rate of mercury and found that the experimentally
measured rate was always lower then the theoretical maximum described by Hertz.
He introduced evaporation and condensation coeﬃcients to account for the deviation
from the theoretical maximum rate [75].
m˙
′′
=
√
m
2πkb
(
αe
Pli√
Ti
− αc Pvi√
Tv
)
(5.1)
where m˙
′′
is the mass ﬂux, αe is the evaporation coeﬃcient, αc is the condensation
coeﬃcient, m is the mass of the molecule, kb is the Boltzmann’s constant, Pli is the
liquid pressure at the interface, Pvi is the vapor pressure at the interface, Ti is the
temperature of the liquid at the interface and Tv is the vapor temperature.
When a vapor molecule is incident on the interface, it can interact in 3 ways: (1)
the molecule can condense (i.e., the vapor molecule is absorbed into the bulk of the
liquid), (2) the molecule can be reﬂected back into the vapor space or (3) the molecule
can displace a liquid molecule thereby undergoing a simultaneous evaporation, con-
densation process. The deﬁnitions of the evaporation/condensation coeﬃcients vary
slightly between researchers but the general consensus is that the condensation co-
eﬃcient (αc) is deﬁned to be the ratio of molecules that undergo condensation to
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the number of molecules that are incident on the surface [12, 51, 89]. Therefore the
magnitude must be between 0 and 1. The evaporation coeﬃcient (αe) can be de-
ﬁned similarly from the liquid perspective. These coeﬃcients must be determined
empirically [1].
The most widely used kinetic approach to model phase change today was initially
developed by Schrage [116] in 1953. Schrage argued that during steady phase change
there is a net macroscopic velocity of the vapor molecules either towards or away from
the interface. This is also referred to as a “drift” velocity. He superimposed the drift
velocity with the Maxwell Boltzmann distribution to develop a correction factor (T ).
Schrage’s modiﬁed formulation can be expressed by,
m˙
′′
=
√
m
2πkb
(
αe
Pli√
Ti
− T (a)αc Pvi√
Tv
)
(5.2a)
where, a is the ratio of the drift velocity to the mean thermal velocity of the vapor
molecules (equation 5.2b) and T is the correction factor expressed by equation 5.2c.
a =
w0√
2kbTv/m
(5.2b)
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T (a) = exp(a2) + a√π[1 + erf (a)] (5.2c)
w0 is the drift velocity in equation 5.2b and is given by w0 = m˙
′′
/ρv, where ρv
is the vapor density. In equilibrium, the evaporation ﬂux is equal and opposite to
the condensation ﬂux. The Maxwellian assumption is strictly applicable only in
equilibrium [116]. However, it is common to use a Maxwellian distribution with
a negligible drift velocity to model liquid-vapor phase change [12, 35, 85]. If the
drift velocity is small in comparison to the thermal velocity, equation 5.2c reduces to
T (a) ≈ 1 + a√π [35]. If the ideal gas expression is used to evaluate ρv, then, in the
limit of small a, the original Schrage expression (equation 5.2a) can be reduced to
equation 5.2d [12, 35, 85].
m˙
′′
=
2
2− αc
√
m
2πkb
(
αe
Pli√
Ti
− αc Pvi√
Tv
)
(5.2d)
In the Hertz-Knudsen expression (equation 5.1) and simpliﬁed Schrage expression
(equation 5.2d), if αc = αe = α, then the kinetic factor in the Hertz-Knudsen ex-
pression 1 (equation 5.1) is simply α while in the Schrage expression (equation 5.2d
it is 2α/(2 − α). If α is assumed equal to 1, then the simpliﬁed Schrage expression
1A majority of papers erroneously refer to equation 5.2d as the original Schrage expression. Al-
though it is derived from the original equation developed by Schrage [116], there are two inherent
assumptions: (1) the drift velocity of the vapor molecules is small in comparison to the mean
thermal velocity (2) ideal gas equation used to evaluate vapor density.
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predicts twice the mass ﬂux predicted by the Hertz-Knudsen expression.
The modiﬁed Schrage expression is the most common form of the kinetic phase change
model used. The primary complication in evaluating this kinetic theory expression
(equation 5.2d) is that the interfacial temperature (Ti) and both kinetic coeﬃcients
are unknown. Even if Ti is measured or approximated, there remain two unknowns, αc
and αe, in the expression for m˙
′′
. For sake of closure it is common practice to assume
that the condensation coeﬃcient is equal to the evaporation coeﬃcient (αc = αe = α)
[11, 43, 44, 66, 89, 95, 106, 123–125]. Under this assumption the only remaining
coeﬃcient in equations 5.1 and 5.2d is α, which is referred to as the accommodation
coefficient. Several researchers further assume α=1 in their models even though this
is just the theoretical upper limit and a majority of reported values for α are one to
two orders of magnitude less than unity [89].
5.2 Interface Curvature
Experiments with cryogens in contact with liquid acquisition screens conducted at the
National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) Glenn Research Center fur-
ther suggest that an understanding of local thermodynamic state is essential to predict
phase change. Much of the uncertainty in the liquid acquisition screen (LAD) exper-
imental data was attributed to the evaporation/condensation at the screen surface
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[60–62]. In such a case, the liquid forms a meniscus and evaporation characteristics
are much diﬀerent from that of a planar surface. As the interfacial area decreases
with respect to contact line length, the rate of evaporation is no longer proportional
to the area. For a wetting system, the mass ﬂux predicted from these planar models
(such as Schrage’s original model) reaches a singularity at the three phase contact
point and an asymptotic treatment is necessary. In such a case, a multi-scale ap-
proach is needed to predict the mass ﬂux based on both the macro- and micro-scale
thermo/ﬂuid physics taking place at the contact line region.
The contact line region is a continuously thinning ﬁlm that terminates in an absorbed,
non-evaporating layer. Figure 5.1 delineates regions of interest along a wetting evap-
orating meniscus based on the dominant component of normal stress that aﬀects
the thermo-ﬂuid dynamics and their approximate length scales. The normal stress
in the bulk is governed by capillary forces, or interface curvature. The adsorbed
ﬁlm region is most aﬀected by intermolecular forces and is usually a nano-scale ﬁlm.
Both intermolecular forces and curvature aﬀect the normal stress in the transition
region. Further, resistance to thermal transport between the solid-liquid interface
and the liquid-vapor interface increases with liquid ﬁlm thickness. Hence, interfacial
temperatures can vary signiﬁcantly over the liquid-vapor interface.
Local variations in liquid-vapor interface curvature, interfacial temperature, and ﬁlm
thickness aﬀect the rate of phase change. For non-polar wetting liquids, 60-90% of
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rFigure 5.1: Regions of an evaporating wetting meniscus
the evaporation occurs in the transition ﬁlm region close to the wall [43, 47, 49, 53,
55, 65, 93, 97, 106, 108, 109, 115, 121, 126, 127]. This is due to the interplay of
thermal transport in the thin ﬁlm and the dominating normal stress component at
the interface. Anisotropy of the stresses in thin liquid ﬁlms can be attributed to
the disjoining pressure, which is a net pressure reduction in the nano-scale thin ﬁlm
due to intermolecular forces [47]. Curvature of the liquid-vapor interface gives rise
to a capillary pressure jump. Hence, there is a variation in the local thermodynamic
states in the contact line region that result in a non-uniform evaporation ﬂux over
the interface [106].
Several studies have been performed to determine the values of the accommodation
coeﬃcient, but the data reported is highly inconsistent [11, 46, 89, 95]. Even for a
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common ﬂuid such as water, the reported values of coeﬃcients vary by almost 3 orders
of magnitude depending on the researcher or experimental method used [89]. There
have been many attempts to investigate and explain the discrepancy of measured
values for these coeﬃcients, but no consensus has been reached [33, 45, 46, 89, 105].
As initially expressed by Cammenga et al. [33] and reiterated by Marek and Straub
[89], the coeﬃcient values published in literature vary depending on the material
of the container used to conduct the experiment. This observation suggests that
the wetting characteristics can aﬀect the rate of evaporation and the corresponding
computation of α. In most of the prior studies the coeﬃcient was determined using
equations 5.1 or 5.2d which are applicable only for a ﬂat interface. Further, in these
studies, the ﬂat interface equations were evaluated with bulk properties of the ﬂuid
and not the local interfacial properties [5–8, 10, 44, 46, 84, 87, 119, 129]. The accom-
modation coeﬃcient has been observed to vary with the length scale of the droplet or
container [12, 96]. The partial lack of repeatability suggests an unknown parameter
dependence [28].
In order to account for the geometrical eﬀects while still using the equation for a
ﬂat interface, several researchers have included a shape factor for the accommoda-
tion coeﬃcient. Burrows [29] noticed that the accommodation coeﬃcient varies with
geometry of the container used in the experiments and proposed a ﬁt for the ac-
commodation coeﬃcient that depends on the area of the condensing surface and an
empirically determined shape factor [29–32]. Kap lon et al. [73] claimed that the ﬁt
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developed by Burrows [30] was inaccurate and proposed a new empirical ﬁt. Similarly,
Bryson et al. [27, 28] proposed their own empirical ﬁts for the shape factor and the
accommodation coeﬃcients.
Wayner et al. [123, 124] adapted the planar kinetic model for phase change (equa-
tion 5.2d) for a curved interface. They used the Gibbs-Duhem equations for the bulk
liquid and vapor phases coupled with surface tension to develop a fugacity 2 expression
for the local interfacial thermodynamics. The expression was then integrated over a
region where small changes in fugacity can be assumed to be equal to the correspond-
ing change in vapor pressure. If the vapor density is neglected in comparison to the
liquid density and thermal equilibrium is assumed over the interface, evaporation ﬂux
along a curved interface could be expressed by equation 5.3 [123, 124].
m˙
′′
=
2α
2− α
(
M
2πRTi
)1/2 [
pvMhfg
RTvTi
(Ti − Tv)− vlpv
RTi
(Π + σκ)
]
(5.3)
where Π is the disjoining pressure, σ is surface tension, hfg is the enthalpy of vapor-
ization, R is the gas constant and κ is the surface curvature, pv is vapor pressure, M
is the molar mass and vl is the molar volume of the liquid.
2Fugacity is a corrected vapor pressure that accounts for the “non-ideal” nature of a real gas.
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5.3 Opportunity with Cryogenic Propellants
The diﬀerence in the neutron attenuation coeﬃcients between metals and cryogenic
propellants allow for neutron imaging to be an ideal tool to visualize evaporation and
condensation of hydrogenated propellants inside opaque metallic containers. In the
experimental setup, temperature sensors could be mounted only on the outer wall
of the test cell. Hence, a thermal model was used to characterize the heat transfer
paths and determine inner wall solid-ﬂuid interfacial temperature distributions from
discrete outer wall temperature measurements. The experimental data from neutron
imaging (Chapter 2 and 3) and corresponding solid-ﬂuid temperature distributions
from the thermal model (Chapter 4) allow for an opportunity to evaluate kinetic the-
ory expressions and determine the value of α. To the best of the author’s knowledge,
with the exception of this work, no measurements of α for cryogenic propellants are
reported till date.
Due to the multi-scale nature of phase change, it is often diﬃcult to develop a single
modelling framework that works well at all length scales. To that eﬀect, a multi-scale
method to determine α is developed from a combination of a macro-scale model and
a transition ﬁlm model. The macro-scale model covers the bulk of the liquid-vapor
interface but cannot resolve the thin ﬁlm transition region close to the wall. This
region is modeled using a thin ﬁlm evaporation model. The rest of this chapter is
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dedicated to the multi-scale approach to determine α for liquid Hydrogen from a novel
combination of experimental data and computational modeling.
5.4 Neutron imaging experiments
Phase change experiments with cryogenic propellants were conducted in the BT-
2 neutron imaging facility at the NIST Center for Neutron Research (NCNR) in
Gaithersburg, MD. The huge variation in neutron attenuation between metals and
cryogenic propellants allow for visualization of the liquid/vapor mixture inside opaque
metallic containers [19, 23].
Cylindrical test cells of diﬀerent sizes (10 mm and 30 mm diameter) and materials
(Al 6061 and SS 316) were used in the experiments to test changes in both surface
chemistry and curvature. By controlling both temperature and pressure, a range of
phase change rates were observed at various thermodynamic conditions. Table 5.1
summarizes results from various test cells, the vapor pressure, temperature setting
in the cryostat and corresponding phase change rates. In all these tests, the vapor
pressure was kept constant during each test run and temperature is varied from Tsat
to induce condensation and/or evaporation. Figure 5.2 shows time lapse images
captured during Run 1 using the 10 mm Al cell (corresponding to liquid volume
shown in ﬁgure 3.12). Images 1-4 of ﬁgure 5.2 show condensation of liquid hydrogen
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Table 5.1
Summary of Cryo-Neutron tests conducted with LH2.
Test Cell Test
Run
Pressure
(kPa)
Tsat
(K)
Cond.
Temp.
(K)
Cond.
Rate
(µg/s)
Evap.
Temp.
(K)
Evap.
Rate
(µg/s)
Surface
Area
(mm2)
Contact
Line
Length
(mm)
10mm SS
Run 1 120.9 20.98 19.9 70.62 22 16.05
152.42 31.4
Run 2 88.32 19.91 18.8 56.13 21 17.16
Run 3 201.96 22.95 21.9 59.21 23.5 21.14
Run 4 204.03 22.99 22.5 N/A 24 N/A
Run 5 204.03 22.99 22.5 34.25 28 76.39
30mm AL Run 1 121.94 21.01 20 81.14 24 102.8 1194.52 94.2
10mm AL
Run 1 121.3 20.99 19 116.6 23 55.2
152.42 31.4
Run 2 87.9 19.89 17 149.8 22 55.5
Run 3 204.38 23.01 20 214.4 26 92.9
Run 4 200.05 22.91 20.5 167.2 26 77.12
(shown in black) and images 4-8 show subsequent evaporation. Images from other
tests look very similar. There is no observable hysteresis in the shape of the liquid
vapor interface, within the spacio-temporal limits of the imaging system. Liquid
hydrogen perfectly wets both Al 6061 and SS 316 cells. Additional detail on the
experiment setup, neutron image analysis, bulk evaporation rate (m˙exp) and cryostat
operation is detailed in the authors’ previous publications [18, 19, 21–24, 77] and in
chapters 2 and 3.
The optical density method described in chapter 3 was used to estimate the equi-
librium ﬁlm thickness of the liquid meniscus. The ﬁlm thickness variation with a
set of condensation/evaporation images is shown in ﬁgure 5.3. The error in the ﬁlm
thickness measurement is dominated by neutron counting statistics and the standard
deviation (σ) is approximately 3.7 µm in the case of liquid hydrogen. At the onset
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Figure 5.2: Time lapse images captured during Run 1 using the 10 mm Al
cell
of condensation, the ﬁlm thickness begins to increase. In images 124-145, the bulk
liquid at the bottom is in contact with the top corner meniscus, resulting in a thick
continuous ﬁlm (ﬁgure 5.3). During the condensation portion of the test run, ﬁlm
thickness greater than 10 µm suggests that vapor could condense on the liquid ﬁlm
in addition to the bulk meniscus resulting in ﬁlm drainage due to gravity. Accurate
modeling of condensation in the experiments and subsequent determination of the
accommodation coeﬃcients would require a precise value of ﬁlm drainage rates due
to its inherent dependence on the interfacial mass ﬂux. These drainage rates could
not be determined using experimental data. However, during evaporation, the ﬁlm
thickness drops almost instantaneously to a value lower than 2σ (7.4 µm), shown by
horizontal dashed lines in ﬁgure 5.3. During evaporation, the error in ﬁlm thickness
measurement is greater than the magnitude of the measured value suggesting the
possibility of a nano-scale adsorbed thin ﬁlm. Hence, only the evaporation section of
the experiments were used in the rest of this chapter to determine the accommodation
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Figure 5.3: Film thickness measurements during Run 1 using the 10 mm
SS 316 cell
coeﬃcients.
5.4.1 Thermal modeling of experiments
Accurate modeling of evaporation requires the knowledge of the interfacial temper-
ature. The temperature in turn aﬀects the evaporation rate resulting in a complex,
conjugate problem. In such a situation, the wall temperature could be speciﬁed and
the heat transfer from the wall, through the liquid to the interface could be modeled.
Most models assume a constant wall temperature for simplicity. It has previously
been shown that due to the non-uniform evaporation ﬂux in the contact line region,
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there exists a non-uniform wall temperature close to this region. Accurate model-
ing of evaporation requires the knowledge of the wall temperature distribution. Due
to the nature of the experiments, temperature could be measured only along a few
discrete locations on the outer wall of the test cells. In order to extract the inner
wall solid-ﬂuid interface distribution, the heat transport in the sample well must be
characterized.
Dry thermal cycling tests were conducted during the experiments to investigate the
modes and rates of heat transfer from the heater to the test cell. Heat is transfered
from the heater to the test cell by a combination of (1) conduction along the baﬄe
and the sample holder assembly, (2) conduction though the helium transfer gas and
(3) convection through the helium gas (ﬁgure 5.4). The dry test data revealed that
there is signiﬁcant thermal resistance at all solid-solid interfaces in the sample well.
A transient thermal transport model was built to determine the contact resistances
that resulted in the best ﬁt to the experimental results. Once the heat transfer pa-
rameters in the sample well were determined, the inner wall temperature distribution
was extracted by using a heat sink at the interface with a value equal to m˙exphfg.
Here, m˙exp is the experimentally determined bulk evaporation rate and hfg is the
enthalpy of vaporization. The shape of the interface and m˙exp is determined through
image analysis. Details on the thermal model and the determination of the solid-ﬂuid
interface temperature can be found either in Chapter 4 of this dissertation or in Bellur
et al. [20].
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Figure 5.4: Heat transfer paths between the heater and the test cell.
5.4.2 Macro-scale model of experiments
The macro-model aims to capture the evaporative mass ﬂux in the bulk of the in-
terface (where capillary forces dominate) by modeling the transport processes in the
liquid. The low evaporation rates measured in the experiments combined with ge-
ometry of the test cell suggest that the Rayleigh number was well within the critical
Rayleigh number for natural convection and the Peclet number is estimated to be less
than 10−2. The conductivity of liquid hydrogen is an order of magnitude greater than
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that of vapor. Evaporation results in a bulk movement of vapor molecules upward
from the interface towards the outlet in the lid. The heat transport to the interface
is dominated by conduction in the liquid and can be considered quasi-steady. Hence,
a one sided, liquid only conduction model can eﬀectively determine the liquid-vapor
interface temperature from the solid-liquid interface temperature. Since the evapo-
ration rate is low, the system could be considered quasi steady and a steady state
model was implemented with a ﬁxed liquid-vapor interface. A Young-Laplace ﬁt to
the liquid-vapor interface from the neutron images and the location of the meniscus
apex is used to model the shape of the liquid-vapor interface. The inner wall tem-
perature distribution on the side and bottom wall obtained from the thermal model
(ﬁgure 4.10(b)) is speciﬁed as a Dirichlet boundary condition. A Robin boundary
condition is applied at the liquid-vapor interface (equation 5.4).
Qloss = hfg (Ti) m˙
′′
(Ti) (5.4)
where, Qloss is the heat loss due to evaporation, and m˙
′′
is the mass ﬂux described
by equation 5.3. The 2D axisymmetric, steady state heat conduction problem is set
up in MATLAB and evaluated using the built-in ﬁnite element solver. A uniform
mesh with 5 µm triangular elements was used as a compromise between speed and
accuracy.
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Figure 5.5: Contour of temperature results from the Macro-model for Run
2 using the 10 mm Al cell. The result shown here corresponds to the final
converged value of α = 0.58
A contour plot of the results and the boundary conditions are shown in ﬁgure 5.5.
Figure 5.6(a) shows the variation in the interfacial temperature and ﬁgure 5.6(b)
shows the variation in mass ﬂux along the meniscus arc length, starting at the apex
of the meniscus and truncated at a ﬁlm thickness of 10 µm. In the bulk meniscus,
the interfacial temperatures remain fairly constant and close to Tsat which was ex-
perimentally determined from the pressure measurement to be 20.99±0.03 K. As one
moves along the interface from the bulk to the thin ﬁlm region several factors change
simultaneously:
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Figure 5.6: Local interfacial temperature and mass flux along the liquid-
vapor interface corresponding to results in figure 5.5. Zero value on the x
axis refers to the apex of the meniscus. Results for film thickness < 10 µm
are neglected.
(1) The resistance to heat transfer is reduced due to thinning of the liquid ﬁlm. This
results in an increase in interfacial temperature.
(2) An increased interfacial temperature results in an increase in local evaporation
ﬂux (equation 5.3).
(3) The enhanced evaporation results in an increased cooling of the interface due to
latent heat of phase change.
(4) For Bond numbers less than 1, the curvature of the liquid vapor interface is
inversely proportional to ﬁlm thickness. As a result, the increased curvature
causes a decrease in evaporation ﬂux (equation 5.3).
All the above eﬀects are intrinsically related. The change in evaporation ﬂux due
to curvature is usually negligible in comparison to the thermal contribution at high
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superheats and small Bond numbers. In this case, the superheat is low (<0.1K) and
the Bond number is approximately 9.8 and ignoring the curvature eﬀect varies the
local mass ﬂux by up to 10%.
The 2D macro-model albeit simple provides a reasonably good description of the mass
ﬂux along the interface. There are, however, three major drawbacks: (1) Hydrogen
is a perfectly wetting ﬂuid with a contact angle of zero. This suggests that the ﬁlm
spreads inﬁnitely and that a thin non-evaporating absorbed ﬁlm exists. However,
the Young-Laplace ﬁt with a zero degree contact angle generates a theoretical curve
that approaches a ﬁlm thickness of zero at a ﬁnite distance, which is not physical.
If the ﬁtting curve is terminated at an assumed value of adsorbed ﬁlm thickness,
an extremely ﬁne mesh must be resolved. The modeling results are sensitive to the
assumed adsorbed ﬁlm thickness. (2) Without an adsorbed ﬁlm, the problem is
inherently mesh dependent. As the mesh is reﬁned, the temperature peak close to
the wall increases. The integral of the mass ﬂux along the interface is dependent on
the size of mesh in the thinnest region of the liquid. (3) The Young-Laplace ﬁt is
not accurate at sub-micron thicknesses. When the liquid-vapor interface is in close
proximity to the solid-liquid interface, disjoining pressure alters the local pressure ﬁeld
thereby altering both the mechanical stress balance (interface shape) and the local
evaporation ﬂux. Hence, the macro-model is not suited for evaluation at close to the
wall and a secondary model is necessary to investigate evaporation in the transition
ﬁlm region.
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The macro-model is thus used to evaluate the evaporation rate from the bulk of the
liquid-vapor interface and is truncated at a ﬁlm thickness of 10 µm. The local mass
ﬂux in ﬁgure 5.6(b) is integrated over the entire liquid-vapor surface area to obtain
the contribution to the total evaporation rate from the macro-model (m˙mm).
5.5 Transition film model
As discussed in section 5.1, most of the evaporation in a wetting meniscus occurs in the
transition region close to the wall. While the macro-model accounts for evaporation
in the bulk meniscus, the transition ﬁlm model aims to bridge the gap from the
beginning of the transition region (10µm thick ﬁlm) to the adsorbed thin ﬁlm (nm
thick ﬁlm). The diﬀerent regions of the meniscus are shown in ﬁgure 5.1.
The mechanical pressure balance in the thin ﬁlm can be modeled using the augmented
Young-Laplace equation that accounts for both the curvature and the disjoining pres-
sure. Equation 5.5 developed by DasGupta et al. [42], describes the local pressure
jump across the liquid-vapor interface.
pv − pl = σκ+Π (5.5)
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Here pv is the pressure in the vapor phase and pl is the pressure in the liquid phase.
The ﬂuid properties and local pressure in the vapor could be assumed to be uniform
and constant throughout the domain resulting in a change in liquid pressure that
could be expressed explicitly in terms of κ and Π which are in turn dependent on
local liquid ﬁlm thickness.
The geometry of interest has two planes of curvature, one due to the meniscus and
the other due to the radius of the container. The geometric curvature at any location
on the liquid vapor interface is,
κ = (r − h)−1 (1 + h2x)−1/2 + hxx (1 + h2x)−3/2 (5.6)
where, κ is the curvature, h is the liquid ﬁlm thickness, hx is the ﬁrst derivative,
hxx is the second derivative, x is the vertical distance with origin at the liquid-solid
interface.
The disjoining pressure is modeled using equation 5.7 considering only the intermolec-
ular London-Van Der Waals forces [47].
Π =
A
h3
(5.7)
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where Π is the disjoining pressure, A is the Hamaker constant. Typical values of A
constant for diﬀerent ﬂuids are between 10−19 to 10−22 J.
Dzyaloshinskii et al. [50] developed a general theory of Van Der Waals forces using a
quantum ﬁeld approach that suggests that the value of A is not truly a constant but
is a complex function that depends on temperature, liquid ﬁlm thickness, frequency
etc. This requires a complete mapping of the complex dielectric permittivity and
other optical properties for all frequencies of electromagnetic radiation though liquid
hydrogen and is beyond the scope of the current project. Holm and Goplen [65]
developed an alternative model for polar ﬂuids such as water but this requires the
knowledge of empirically determined constants. Wu and Wong [130] presented a
slope dependent disjoining pressure model for non-zero contact angles. In this work,
equation 5.7 is used with A = 5.11×10−21 [70].
Substituting equations 5.6 and 5.7 into 5.5 and diﬀerentiating, a non-linear thin ﬁlm
evolution equation as described by equation 5.8 is obtained.
hxxx − 3h
2
xxhx
1 + h2x
− hxxhx
(rij − h)2
+
hx (1 + h
2
x)
(rij − h)2
+
γ
σ
(
1 + h2x
rij − h + hxx
)
dT
dx
+
1
σ
(
1 + h2x
) 1
2
(
dpl
dx
+
dΠ
dx
)
= 0
(5.8)
Liquid ﬂow in the transition ﬁlm (ﬁgure 5.1) is modeled using a lubrication approxi-
mation of the Navier-Stokes equation in cylindrical coordinates,
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1r
∂
∂r
(
r
∂u
∂r
)
=
1
µl
dpl
dx
(5.9)
where µl is the viscosity of the liquid, u is velocity, r is the local radius and dpl/dx
is the pressure gradient. The equation is solved by applying a no-slip boundary
condition at the wall and a tangential stress boundary condition at the interface. A
temperature dependent surface tension is used to account for Marangoni eﬀects.
at r = R, u = 0
at r = R− h, −µ∂u
∂r
∣∣∣
r=R−h
=
dσ
dx
Upon solving equation 5.9 using the given boundary conditions, an expression for
velocity, u(r), is obtained. The mass ﬂow rate through a control volume (m˙cv) in the
transition ﬁlm region is,
m˙cv =
∫ R
R−h
ρl [u(r)] 2πrdr (5.10)
The diﬀerence in the mass ﬂow rate entering and exiting the control volume is set
equal to the evaporative ﬂux evaluated using the kinetic model (equation 5.2d). From
this balance, the pressure gradient dpl/dx is obtained.
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An energy balance on same transition ﬁlm control volume is,
kl
∂
∂r
(
r
∂T
∂r
)
= 0 (5.11)
A constant wall temperature boundary condition along with a heat ﬂux boundary
condition is used to solve the equation. The heat ﬂux accounts for the conduction
and the energy lost due to evaporation.
at r = R, T = Twall
at r = R− h, kldT
dr
= m˙
′′
hfg
Integrating equation 5.11 from wall, R, to the interface, R − h(x), the interfacial
temperature distribution is obtained.
Ti(x) = −hfg
kl
(R− h(x)) ln
(
R
R− h
)
m˙
′′
+ Twall(x) (5.12)
where, m˙
′′
is evaluated using equation 5.3 and Twall is the solid-ﬂuid interface tem-
perature distribution obtained from the thermal model.
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Equations 5.3, 5.5 - 5.8, 5.10 and 5.12 must be evaluated numerically between the
adsorbed ﬁlm region (had) to the start of the bulk meniscus (htr). The third order
evolution equation in the thin ﬁlm requires three boundary conditions. The mass
balance requires an additional boundary condition that may be speciﬁed either at htr
or had. In order to obtain the thermal boundary conditions (Twall(x)), the thermal
model must be used. Evaluating the thermal model requires the knowledge of m˙
′′
over the entire interface. However, it has previously been shown that 60-90% of the
evaporation occurs in the thin ﬁlm region close to the wall [43, 47, 53, 65, 106, 108,
127]. Hence, the thermal model is initially evaluated with the assumption that all of
the evaporation occurs in a 1 mm region close to the wall as previously described in
chapter 4. This assumption is relaxed in subsequent iterations but the change in the
values of Twall the resulting value of α were both < 1%.
The computational domain size, i. e. length and thickness gradients of the transition
ﬁlm region, is not known a priori. One approach is to set the value of had and the
corresponding ﬁlm thickness derivatives so that a shooting method may be used to
evaluate the ﬁlm proﬁle from the adsorbed ﬁlm. The proﬁle is matched to a speciﬁed
bulk curvature at an arbitrary length from had [53, 115, 127].
This method involves iterating on three parameters (had,h
′
,h
′′
) in order to ﬁnd a
feasible solution. In order to match the bulk curvature, researchers in the past have
“tuned” a combination of had and its derivatives and/or slip length [25, 53, 56, 71,
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98, 107, 127]. Even if a matched curvature solution may be obtained, the resulting
initial conditions have a great potential to be non-physical and/or non-unique.
Recently, a method to integrate the evolution equation starting from the curvature
region and ending at the adsorbed ﬁlm region has been demonstrated by Akkus¸ and
Dursunkaya [2]. This approach begins with an initial value of mass ﬂow into the
transition ﬁlm region. The set of equations describing mass, energy and momentum
in the transition ﬁlm region (equations 5.3, 5.5 - 5.8, 5.10 and 5.12) are evaluated
until hx = 0. The ﬁlm thickness at which hx = 0 is presumed to be had. Because
the evaporative ﬂux is zero in the adsorbed ﬁlm region, the initial mass ﬂow of liquid
must completely evaporate as hx → 0 along the transition ﬁlm. This constraint serves
as an additional boundary condition. If the ﬁlm thickness and its derivatives at the
thick ﬁlm (htr) are known (experimentally measured), the correct mass ﬂow into
the transition region is determined iteratively. This alleviates the need for guessing
multiple boundary conditions at the adsorbed ﬁlm. The local mass ﬂux obtained
as a result of the transition ﬁlm model is integrated over the interfacial area of the
transition ﬁlm region to obtain m˙tfm.
The methodology proposed by Akkus¸ and Dursunkaya [2] was used to evaluate the
transition ﬁlm model. Using htr = 10µm and the values of the derivatives at that
point (hx and hxx) determined from Young-Laplace ﬁts to the neutron images as
initial conditions, the transition ﬁlm model (Equations 5.3, 5.5, 5.6, 5.8, 5.10 and
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5.12) are evaluated in the direction of reducing ﬁlm thickness until the local value of
hx reaches zero. Figure 5.7 shows the ﬁlm proﬁle obtained as a result of the transition
ﬁlm model for a 10 mm Al cell containing hydrogen evaporating at 121.3 kPa (Run
1) with α = 0.58. The value of α chosen corresponds to the ﬁnal converged value.
In ﬁgure 5.7, the origin corresponds to the solid-liquid interface at a ﬁlm thickness of
10 µm. As the ﬁlm thickness reduces, the modeling results deviate from the Young-
Laplace ﬁt, which is valid only in the bulk meniscus region. The inset of ﬁgure 5.7
shows the model ending in a non-evaporating adsorbed ﬁlm while the Young-Laplace
ﬁt ends in a zero ﬁlm thickness. Once hx = 0 is obtained, solution is terminated. An
adsorbed ﬁlm thickness of approximately 70 nm is observed.
The adsorbed ﬁlm thickness obtained is sensitive to the model of disjoining pressure
used. The adsorbed ﬁlm thickness also varies with the experimental test conditions
and the geometry of the test cell but lies between 50 nm and 80 nm for the set of
conditions simulated. Further work is necessary to investigate the eﬀect of diﬀerent
disjoining pressure models and the experimental conditions on the value of had.
5.6 Computing the Accommodation Coefficient
The value of evaporative mass obtained from transition ﬁlm model and the evapora-
tive mass obtained from the macro-model are both dependent on the accommodation
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Figure 5.7: Solution of the transition film model for a 10 mm Al cell
containing hydrogen evaporating at 121.3 kPa , α = 0.58.
coeﬃcient. The algorithm shown in ﬁgure 5.8 is used to determine the value of α
in that results in a total evaporative mass (sum of masses from macro-model and
the transition ﬁlm model) that matches the experimentally determined bulk value
(m˙exp). The value of α is initially assumed to be 0.5 and the macro-model results are
truncated at a ﬁlm thickness of 10 µm. The transition ﬁlm model is then evaluated
starting 10µm and terminated at had using the methodology described in the previous
section. The value of α is varied until the condition m˙tfm + m˙mm = m˙exp is satisﬁed.
Figure 5.9 shows the mass ﬂux distributions from the coupled multi-scale model and
liquid ﬁlm thickness along the interface. Interface length equal to zero corresponds
to the apex of the meniscus. Moving along the interface away from the apex, the ﬁlm
thickness reduces as shown in ﬁgure 5.9. The macro-model results are truncated at
10 µm and this also serves as the starting point for the transition ﬁlm model. The
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Figure 5.8: Algorithm flowchart
mass ﬂux proﬁle is continuous and smooth at the matching point (htr). The coupled
solution exhibits a peak in mass ﬂux in the transition ﬁlm region, as expected. At
ﬁlm thicknesses close to had the mass ﬂux quickly drops to zero. Figure 5.10 shows
the variation in the value of m˙tfm + m˙mm with α. There exists a unique value of α
for a given set of experiment conditions.
A sensitivity analysis was performed to investigate the eﬀect of initial value of α = 0.5
on ﬁnal value of α. It was found that the ﬁnal value is insensitive to the initial value
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Figure 5.9: Combined local mass flux values from the coupled multi-scale
model for a 10 mm Al cell containing hydrogen evaporating at 121.3 kPa,
α = 0.58
of α if the initial is lower than the ﬁnal value. If the initial value is greater than 30%
of the ﬁnal value, then depending on the root ﬁnding method used, the algorithm
may not converge.
5.7 Accommodation Coefficients of LH2
The value of the accommodation coeﬃcient was determined for cryogenic phase
change tests of liquid hydrogen. Test runs listed in table 5.1 were analyzed and cor-
responding accommodation coeﬃcients were determined (ﬁgure 5.11 and table 5.2).
Both the Hertz-Knudsen and Schrage forms of equation 5.3 were tested. The only
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Figure 5.10: α vs m˙tfm + m˙mm for a 10 mm Al cell with hydrogen evapo-
rating at 121.3 kPa (Run 1).
diﬀerence between Hertz-Knudsen and Schrage expressions considered here is that
the kinetic pre-factor 2α
(2−α)
in the Schrage from of equation 5.3 is replaced by α to
develop the Hertz-Knudsen form of equation 5.3.
The uncertainty associated with α is due to a combination of uncertainty in temper-
ature and pressure measurements, imaging uncertainty in determining bulk evapora-
tion rates, and numerical error in the model. The dominant factor in the uncertainty
of α is due to the temperature sensors used in the experiments, which was ±0.25 K.
This uncertainty is at least two orders of magnitude greater than all other sources.
The general trend in ﬁgure 5.11 indicates that α decreases with saturation vapor
pressure. This trend is in agreement with data published by previous researchers for
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Figure 5.11: α vs Vapor Pressure for LH2
evaporation coeﬃcients of water [89].
Variation in α due to size of the test cell is within the measurement uncertainty, as
seen in table 5.2. This suggests that the new methodology accurately captures the
eﬀect of bulk curvature and the contact line length. Comparing the results for the
10 mm SS to the 10 mm Al cell, it is seen that with the given uncertainity, there no
evident material dependence in the value of α. Since hydrogen is perfectly wetting to
both Al 6061 and SS 316 and there is no change in either the disjoining pressure or
the bulk curvature if the cell size is kept constant.
There is good agreement with the Hertz-Knudsen and Schrage forms of equation 5.3
at lower values of α, which indicates that the eﬀect of drift velocity increases with α
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Table 5.2
The determined values of α for all test runs with hydrogen
Test Cell Pressure (kPa) m˙exp (g/s) α - HK α - Schrage
10mm SS
89.19 17.16 0.53 - 0.76 0.37 - 0.61
121.19 16.05 0.53 - 0.79 0.36 - 0.63
202.46 21.14 0.34 - 0.56 0.26 - 0.47
226.84 76.39 0.11 - 0.33 0.09 - 0.31
30mm AL 121.94 102.8 0.36 - 0.58 0.27 - 0.49
10mm AL
88.29 55.5 0.54 - 0.70 0.39 - 0.56
121.38 55.2 0.52 - 0.66 0.38 - 0.53
201.09 77.12 0.35 - 0.51 0.27 - 0.43
218.92 92.9 0.24 - 0.42 0.19 - 0.37
and/or decreases with vapor pressure. The possible increase in the drift velocity raises
concerns regarding the validity of the commonly used approximation T (a) ≈ 1+a√π
at sub-atmospheric pressures. The Schrage equation is more accurate compared to
the Hertz-Knudsen equation. Hence, for the same value of α, the Hertz-Knudsen
equation may under predict the mass ﬂux.
5.8 Summary and Conclusion
The values of the accommodation coeﬃcient for liquid hydrogen are necessary to pre-
dict boil-oﬀ in both space (large fuel depots in orbit, fuel management for long term
missions) and terrestrial (ground transport of and storage for the hydrogen econ-
omy) applications. In this work, a novel technique to determine the accommodation
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coeﬃcient of hydrogen is detailed. The technique is a combination of experimen-
tal and computational eﬀorts. The experimental eﬀort utilizes neutron imaging as
a visualization tool to measure the evaporation rates under various conditions. The
computational eﬀort is a mix of thermal transport modeling in the test setup com-
bined with a multi-scale model of phase change at diﬀerent length scales.
Accommodation coeﬃcient(s) were determined for hydrogen at various thermody-
namic conditions (vapor pressures, evaporation rates) and test cells (varied size and
material). The conclusions are summarized as follows:
1. If the wetting and curvature were captured accurately, any variation in α due
to geometry or container material is within the measurement error.
2. The uncertainty in α is dominated by the uncertainty in the temperature mea-
surement (±0.25K).
3. The evaporation rate itself has no noticeable eﬀect on the value of α.
4. α decreases with increasing vapor pressure.
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Chapter 6
Summary
Although kinetic theory has been used to describe liquid-vapor phase change for at
least a century there is much discrepancy in the values of the evaporation and conden-
sation coeﬃcients (also known as accommodation coeﬃcients). Even for a common
ﬂuid such as water, the reported values of coeﬃcients vary by almost 3 orders of mag-
nitude depending on the researcher or experimental method used [89]. There have
been many attempts to investigate and explain the discrepancy of measured values
for these coeﬃcients but no consensus has been reached [33, 45, 46, 89, 105]. There
have been no measurements of accommodation coeﬃcients for cryogenic propellants
till date. The values of the accommodation coeﬃcient for liquid hydrogen are neces-
sary to predict boil-oﬀ in both space (large fuel depots in orbit, fuel management for
long term missions) and terrestrial (ground transport of and storage for the hydrogen
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economy) applications. Further, there have been no experiments of “controlled” phase
change with cryogenic propellants. To that eﬀect, a new methodology to (1) image
cryogenic propellants, (2) develop a new protocol for “controlled” phase change tests
with cryogenic propellants, (3) investigate wettability of cryogenic liquids and (4) de-
termine accommodation coeﬃcients for a wide variety of test conditions is presented
in this work.
A new method to visualize cryogenic liquids inside opaque metallic containers using
neutron imaging is described in Chapters 2, 3 and 4. Chapter 2 contains details
on the experimental setup and Chapter 3 contains details on the post-processing
and analysis of the acquired images. Cryogenic propellants have been predicted to be
perfectly wetting but direct optical measurements of the contact angles of hydrogen or
methane were not found in literature. Contact angle measurements of liquid hydrogen
and methane are presented in Section 3 of Chapter 2, Section 4 of Chapter 3 and
chapter 7. The ﬁdelity of the data analysis and image processing was gradually
increased but the error in the contact angle measurement from the best conventional
image processing techniques were ±2°. In 2017, I developed a method to probe thin
liquid ﬁlms with length scales smaller than the spatial resolution using a neutron
attenuation analysis (demonstrated in Chapter 7). This method ﬁnally proves that
liquid hydrogen and methane are perfectly wetting with a contact angle of 0°. I’m
currently in the process of writing a new manuscript focusing on this method, the
results and its implications.
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There was no published work on low temperature heat transport through diﬀerent
parts of a cryostat. Most of the prior work with a cryostat involved a steady state anal-
ysis. In order to obtain high resolution temperature boundary conditions, I explored
the transient heat transfer characteristics in detail and developed a corresponding
methodology to model the thermal transport (presented in Chapter 4). The method-
ology was then expanded to determine non-uniform temperature distribution from
discrete temperature measurements. Lastly, I developed a multi-scale model to ac-
count for phase change (presented in Chapter 5). The uniquely coupled multi-scale
model combined with experimental data allows for the determination of the accom-
modation coeﬃcient. Dependence of the accommodation coeﬃcient on saturation
conditions, curvature and surface chemistry is investigated and explored. It is my
opinion that the 3 orders of magnitude spread of the prior measurements is pre-
dominantly due to the failure to account for the non-uniform evaporation ﬂux and
temperature distributions that arise from curvature, disjoining pressure and other
multi-scale eﬀects.
To my knowledge, this work includes the ﬁrst ever reported: (1) images, (2) optically
accessible phase change tests, and (3) values of the accommodation coeﬃcients of
cryogenic propellants. The author hopes that this opens the door for several advances
in the ﬁeld. Many avenues of future work are detailed below.
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6.1 Accommodation coefficients of methane
Neutron imaging phase change experiments were conducted with liquid methane in
July and September 2015. However, the subsequent analysis of the methane exper-
iments has been delayed in favor of completion of the hydrogen analysis. The next
immediate task is to repeat the analysis described for methane for comparison and
contrast.
6.2 Effect of non-condensible gases
One of the most popular active boil-oﬀ control strategies is to inject liquid helium
into liquid hydrogen tanks in order to cool, relieve pressure buildup and condense
hydrogen vapor. This results in a mixture of hydrogen and non-condensible helium in
the vapor ullage. Additional experiments with a non-condensible gas could provide
further insight on the eﬀect of a non-condensible gas on the thermophysics of phase
change.
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6.3 High resolution temperature sensors
One of the conclusions of this work is that the error in the accommodation coeﬃcient
is dominated by the error in the temperature sensors. Repetition of similar experi-
ments with additional high resolution temperature sensors would greatly reduce the
uncertainty in the coeﬃcients. Any future measurements of the accommodation co-
eﬃcients or modeling of phase change will require precise temperature measurements
especially in the vicinity of the contact line.
6.4 Effect of disjoining pressure
In this work the simplest polynomial expression for the disjoining pressure in terms of
a Hamaker constant has been used (equation 5.6). While this is a good approximation,
it has previously been shown that the Hamaker constant is in fact a function that
depends on temperature and ﬁlm thickness. A complete description of the disjoining
pressure based on quantum ﬁeld theory is given by Dzyaloshinskii et al. [50]. Future
studies could include such non-linear eﬀects into the current modeling framework.
The extent to which the disjoining pressure varies the accommodation coeﬃcient is
currently unknown.
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6.5 Testing of assumptions
Due to the explosive nature of the propellants, experiments could be done only in
an “open” conﬁguration. To ensure closure of the set of equations, the evaporation
coeﬃcient was assumed to be equal to the condensation coeﬃcient as has been done by
many researchers in the past [11, 43, 44, 66, 89, 95, 106, 123–125]. However, the author
recognizes that this assumption may not always be valid. Kryukov and Levashov [81]
concluded that assuming αe = αc “increases the error of evaporation-condensation
strongly”. Badam et al. [10] has shown that assuming thermal equilibrium at the
interface and αe = αc requires altering the accommodation coeﬃcient by an order
of magnitude in order to match experimental data. Additional assumptions include
thermal equilibrium of the interface, neglect of vapor density etc.
In December 2017, I submitted a graduate student grant proposal to NASA under
the Physical Sciences Informatics (PSI) program and the proposal has recently been
awarded. The project aims at an investigation of the validity of the above described
assumptions and the development of a new technique to simultaneously determine
both evaporation and condensation coeﬃcients. This work will utilize data collected
in previous ﬂuid physics experiments conducted on the International Space Station
and will serve as a postdoctoral project.
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Chapter 7
Photogallery Entries
The material contained in this chapter was previously published in the Journal of
Heat Transfer. These are short, rapid communication photogallery entries that focus
on various unique results obtained from neutron imaging. See Appendix A for doc-
umentation of permission to republish this material. The ﬁrst entry is the ability to
use neutron imaging as a non-destructive visualization tool to probe inside opaque
metallic containers at cryogenic temperatures. The second and third entries provide
insight into the contact angle and wettability of liquid hydrogen on Al 6061 and SS
316. The fourth entry focuses on a neutron attenuation analysis to probe adsorbed
liquid ﬁlms of hydrogen whose thicknesses are lower than the imaging resolution.
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The condensation and evaporation of hydrogen under cryogenic conditions is visualized by using neutron imaging at 
the BT-2 Beam Facility at the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST). The condensation and evapora-
tion are controlled by adjusting temperature (20 K ~ 23 K) and pressure (1.3 ~ 1.95 bar absolute). The hydrogen con-
tained in the aluminum test cell inside the cryostat has a large attenuation coefficient due to its large scattering cross 
section. The high sensitivity of neutron radiography to hydrogen allows the visualization of a meniscus and a contact 
line of evaporating hydrogenated cryogenic propellants. The graphic represents the temperature, pressure and corre-
sponding images of liquid hydrogen in the test cell. The test cell is made of Aluminum 6061 with an inner diameter of 
12 mm. The captured images are then median filtered and post-processed in order to find the volume of liquid hydro-
gen in the test cell as a function of time. The condensation/evaporation rates obtained from neutron imaging along with 
corresponding temperature and pressure are used to validate the evaporation model being developed by the authors.  
 
These experiments were conducted at the NIST Center for Neutron Research in the Neutron Imaging Facility and the relevant work is supported 
by an Early stage Innovations Grant from NASA’s Space Technology Research Grants Program (Grant # NNX14AB05G). 
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Contact Angle Measurement of Liquid Hydrogen (LH2) 
in Stainless Steel and Aluminum Cells
One of the key limitations to long-term space missions is to avoid propellant boil-off in a microgravity space
environment. Even with the use of active and passive controls of propellants, boil off is inevitable. Long-term CFD
simulations on propellant behaviors depend on evaporation/condensation coefficients (known as accommodation
coefficients) which are in turn dependent upon the wetting characteristics. Phase change experiments were conducted in
the BT-2 neutron imaging facility at the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) by introducing vapor H2
in 10 mm Al6061 and SS316L test cells placed inside the 70mm ‘orange’ cryostat. Condensation is achieved by
lowering the cryostat temperature below the saturation point and vice versa for evaporation. The high neutron cross-
section of liquid H2 in comparison to both the vapor and the test cell materials allows for visualization of a distinct
liquid-vapor interface. Multiple images are stacked to increase the signal-to-noise ratio and the meniscus edge is
obtained by detecting the pixels with largest gradients in intensities at the liquid meniscus. The contact angle is obtained
by curve fitting of the Young-Laplace equation to the detected meniscus. The contact angle for Al6061 and SS316 is
found to be between 0° and 4°. The uncertainty arises from edge detection, magnification, and resolution limits of the
neutron imaging setup. The test was conducted at a saturation temperature of 21K (1.215 bar). The results from the
neutron experiments will be then used in conjunction with FEA thermal models and kinetic phase change models to
extract accommodation coefficients.
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The control of propellant boil-off is essential in long-term space missions. However, a clear understanding
of propellant cryogenic condensation/evaporation in microgravity is lacking. One of the key factors in
designing such systems is the location of liquid surfaces and the relation to wettability. The BT-2 Neutron
Imaging Facility located at the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), Gaithersburg, MD,
is used to image evaporation and condensation of hydrogenated propellants inside of an aluminum 6061
container. Liquid hydrogen has larger neutron cross-section area than the aluminum, allowing the
visualization of the liquid-vapor interface. The test cell has a conical section that enables determination of a
contact angle with enhanced accuracy. If the contact angle is equal to the angle of the cone, a flat liquid-
vapor interface is expected. The test cell has the cone angle of 10o and a flat interface was not observed.
Using the Laplace-Young equation to fit the interface, the contact angle for hydrogen and aluminum was
between 0° and 4°. The theoretical Laplace curves with contact angles of 2o and 10o are plotted on the
liquid-vapor interface. The of 2o curve is a closer fit as compared to the 10o curve. The uncertainty arises
from resolution limits of the neutron imaging setup and edge detection. More details on the neutron
imaging mechanism and relevant physics can be found from the authors’ other publication of Cryogenics,
74, pp131-137, 2016: doi:10.1016/j.cryogenics.2015.10.016.
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Neutron attenuation analysis of cryogenic propellants
Neutron imaging enables direct visualization of evaporation and condensation of cryogenic propellants in
metal containers such as aluminum and stainless steel. CFD models of propellant behaviors inside the large
tanks have shown that a thin liquid film is formed along the interior surface, but this had not been verified
experimentally. In the present study, neutron imaging is used to study evaporation and condensation rates of
liquid methane inside a cylindrical 10 mm, Al 6061 cell. The liquid meniscus is clearly shown, but the
spatial resolution is insufficient to directly image thin liquid films that may be on the interior surface.
Optical density (neutron attenuation) analysis enables quantitative measurements of these liquid films. An
optical density image is formed by removing the background noise and normalizing the liquid image with
that of the empty cell. Optical densities are then transformed into a liquid transmission thickness using the
Beer-Lambert law. This technique enables measurement of film thicknesses smaller than the spatial
resolution of the imaging system. The above graphic shows an optical density image during condensation
of methane and the corresponding horizontal scan which suggests that a 11 µm film exists on the wall. The
images indicate that methane undergoes film-wise condensation and is perfectly wetting to aluminum.
Kishan Bellura, Daniel Husseyb, David Jacobsonb, Jacob Lamanab, Ezequiel Medicia, James 
Hermansonc, Jeffrey S. Allena, and Chang Kyoung Choia,*.
These experiments were conducted at the NIST Center for Neutron Research in the Neutron Imaging Facility and the relevant work is supported by an Early 
stage Innovations Grant from NASA’s Space Technology Research Grants Program (Grant # NNX14AB05G).
aMichigan Technological University, 49931
bNational Institute of Standards and Technology, 20899
cUniversity of Washington, 98195
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Figure A.7: Permission to reuse material in chapter 7, page 137
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Appendix B
Code
B.1 YL fit.m
% YL_fit.m
%
%
% Script to compute the film thickness derivatives at ←֓
optical limit of
% neutron image data. The script changes and ←֓
dimensionalizes the parametric
% Young -Laplace equation obtained from CA code. Further ,←֓
the profile is
% numerically differentiated to obtain the derivatives ←֓
which is then used
% as an end boundary condition in the evap code
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%% Written: v1 , Kishan Bellur , 06/08/15
% Modified: Kishan Bellur , 05/05/18
%
% Ninja comments!
function [y,x,lamda ,K1 ,K2 ,area ,radius ]= YL_fit(test_case ←֓
,fc)
%% load exp data and calcaulate mean temp , rho and sig
split_str=regexp(test_case ,'_','split');
month=split_str {1};
tc=split_str {2};
run=split_str {3};
v=split_str {4};
sim_path=strjoin (['..',split_str (1),strjoin(split_str←֓
(1:2),'_') ,...
strjoin(split_str (1:3),'_'),strjoin(split_str (1:4),'←֓
_')],'/');
exp_path=sim_path;
if length(v)==2
exp_path(end -1:end+1)='exp';
else
exp_path(end -2:end)='exp';
end
load([exp_path ,'/',strjoin(split_str (1:3),'_'),'_exp.mat←֓
'])
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T_mean=nanmean(img_data.img_s2) -0.2;
rho_mean=density(T_mean ,fc); ←֓
% kg/m2;
sig_mean=surf_ten(T_mean ,fc); ←֓
% N/m
if month=='jan'
if tc=='tc2'
radius =5e-3;
elseif tc=='tc3'
radius =15e-3;
elseif tc=='tc4'
radius =5e-3;
elseif tc=='tc1'
radius =15e-3;
end
elseif month=='sept'
radius =5e-3;
end
%% Inputs from CA code and images
span =[0:0.01:90]; % theta span - ←֓
depends on CA
g=9.81; % m/s^2
bo=rho_mean*g*radius ^2/ sig_mean;
%% Solve Young -Laplace eq
low=0; % guessed max and ←֓
min values
high =1000;
error =1;
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count =1;
while abs(error(count)) >1e-9;
count=count +1;
mid=(low+high)/2;
lam(count)=mid;
[S,Y] = ode45(@laplace_captube1 ,span ,[0 1e-300] ,[] ,←֓
bo ,lam(count));
y_end=Y(end ,2);
difference(count)=1-y_end;
if difference(count) >0
high=mid;
elseif difference(count) <0
low=mid;
end
error(count)=abs(difference(count));
end
y = Y(:,1);
x = Y(:,2);
lamda=lam(end);
%% Plot Non dimensional curve
% figure;plot(r,z)
% xlabel('R_{ND}');
% ylabel('DropHeight_{ND}');
% title('Young Laplace fit in cylindrial co -ord ');
%% Extract Curvature
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K1=bo.*y - sind(S)./x + lam(end);
K2=sind(S)./x;
%% Area
x_m=x*radius;
y_m=y*radius;
for i=2: length(x_m)
area_local(i-1)=pi*(x_m(i-1)+x(i))*sqrt((x_m(i-1)-←֓
x_m(i))^2+( y_m(i)-y_m(i-1))^2);
end
area=sum(area_local);
B.2 alpha finder.m
% alpha_finder.m
%
% Enveloping script to find alpha. Start Here.
%
% Requires the following toolboxes Symbolic Math , ←֓
Statistics and Machine Learning ,
% PDE and Curve Fitting.
%
% Written and modified by Kishan Bellur (ksbellur@mtu.←֓
edu), 02/22/18
%
% Ninja comments!
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%function []= alpha_finder(test_case)
close all
clear
globals = who('global ')
clear global;
clc
global tv acc mdot_i fc
%% INPUTS
test_case='jan_tc3_run1_v1 ';
mdot_i =1.3956e-8; % guess initial mdot←֓
to TFM model (does not matter in the end)
warning('off','pde:pde3DMatrixComputation:BadJacobian ');
%%
split_str=regexp(test_case ,'_','split');
month=split_str {1};
tc=split_str {2};
run=split_str {3};
v=split_str {4};
% Choice of fluid:
% Enter 1 for water , 2 for pentane , 3 for octane , 4 for ←֓
hydrogen
fc=4;
sim_path=strjoin (['..',split_str (1),strjoin(split_str←֓
(1:2),'_') ,...
strjoin(split_str (1:3),'_'),strjoin(split_str (1:4),'←֓
_')],'/');
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exp_path=sim_path;
if length(v)==2
exp_path(end -1:end+1)='exp';
else
exp_path(end -2:end)='exp';
end
mm_path =[exp_path ,'/mm/'];
if exist(mm_path ,'dir')==0
mkdir(mm_path)
end
plot_save_png =[mm_path ,'alpha_vs_mdot.png'];
plot_save_pdf =[mm_path ,'alpha_vs_mdot.pdf'];
data_save_all =[mm_path ,'alpha_vs_mdot.mat'];
data_save_correct_alpha =[mm_path ,'correct_alpha.mat'];
%% Import sat data and exp data and generate curve fits ,←֓
get rate data ...
sat_data=readtable('sat_data.txt');
Tsat_fit=fit(sat_data.Pressure_MPa_ .*1000 , sat_data.←֓
Temperature_K_ ,'poly3');
Psat_fit=fit(sat_data.Temperature_K_ ,sat_data.←֓
Pressure_MPa_ .*1000 ,'poly3');
load([exp_path ,'/',strjoin(split_str (1:3),'_'),'_exp.mat←֓
'])
mdot_exp =0.5*( rate_data.OD_rate_mug (3)+rate_data.←֓
IT_rate_mug (3))*1e-9;
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mdot_exp_error =0.5* sqrt(rate_data.OD_error_mug (3)^2+←֓
rate_data.IT_error_mug (3)^2)*1e-9;
% Y-L fit
[y,x,lamda ,K1 ,K2 ,area ,radius ]= YL_fit(test_case ,fc);
%% Heart of the approach - run Macro model , then TFM. ←֓
Iterate!
acc_loop =[0.4:0.05:0.6];
tic
for i=1: length(acc_loop)
% globals = who('global ')
% clear global;
%
tv=Tsat_fit(nanmean(img_data.img_p_kpa(rate_data.←֓
start_img (3):rate_data.stop_img (3))));
acc=acc_loop(i)
[MM_x ,MM_y ,mdot_mm ,ti_mm ,Results ,thermalmodel ,←֓
mdot_mm_total ,...
tfm_tw_x_fit ,tfm_h0 ,tfm_hx0 ,tfm_hxx0 ,yl_x ,yl_h ,←֓
MM_x_out_cut ,...
tfm_tw_x_cutoff ,tfm_tw_temp ]= macro_model(K1 ,K2 ,←֓
radius ...
,x,y,sim_path ,split_str ,fc ,tv ,acc);
xfd=yl_x(end);
% TFM
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[Tix ,Kx ,DP ,mdot ,sig ,hi ,dpx ,vel ,ca ,mdot_tfm_total ,←֓
mdot_x ,mdot0 ,Tix0 ,x_cut ,h_cut]= tfm_test(fc ,...
mdot_exp ,mdot_i ,radius ,xfd ,tfm_h0 ,tfm_hx0 ,←֓
tfm_hxx0 ,ti_mm ,tfm_tw_x_fit ,acc);
mm(i)=mdot_mm_total;
tfm(i)=mdot_tfm_total;
total(i)=mdot_mm_total+mdot_tfm_total
i
toc
end
%% Extract alphas , plot trend and save ....
max_mdot_loc=find(total==max(total));
total(max_mdot_loc +1:end)=[];
acc_loop(max_mdot_loc +1:end)=[];
tfm(max_mdot_loc +1:end)=[];
mm(max_mdot_loc +1:end)=[];
acc_fit=fit(total (1:end)',acc_loop (1:end)','spline ');
acc_max=acc_fit(mdot_exp+mdot_exp_error);
acc_min=acc_fit(mdot_exp -mdot_exp_error);
acc_mean =( acc_min+acc_max)/2;
acc_error =(acc_max -acc_min)/2;
acc_fit_x =[min(total):1e-9:max(total)];
acc_fit_y=acc_fit(acc_fit_x);
p=plot(acc_fit_x *1e9 ,acc_fit_y ,'r-',total*1e9 ,acc_loop ,'←֓
o');
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set(p(:),'linewidth ' ,2);
hold on
%plot ([( mdot_exp+mdot_exp_error) (mdot_exp+←֓
mdot_exp_error)]*1e9 ,[min(acc_loop) acc_max],'k--');
%plot ([( mdot_exp -mdot_exp_error) (mdot_exp -←֓
mdot_exp_error)]*1e9 ,[min(acc_loop) acc_min],'k--');
plot([ mdot_exp mdot_exp ]*1e9 ,[min(acc_loop) acc_mean],'←֓
k--');
%plot([min(total) mdot_exp -mdot_exp_error ]*1e9 ,[ acc_min ←֓
acc_min],'k--');
%plot([min(total) mdot_exp+mdot_exp_error ]*1e9 ,[ acc_max ←֓
acc_max],'k--');
plot([min(total) mdot_exp ]*1e9 ,[ acc_mean acc_mean],'k--'←֓
);
%a=['\ alpha = ',sprintf ( '%0.2f',acc_mean),' \pm ',←֓
sprintf ( '%0.2f',acc_error)];
%text(min(total)*1e9 ,acc_mean ,a,'fontsize ',12,'←֓
fontweight ','bold ','fontname ','timesnewroman ');
%b=['Exp rate = ',sprintf ( '%1.2f',mdot_exp *1e9) ,'\pm ',←֓
sprintf ( '%1.2f',mdot_exp_error *1e9) ,'\mug/s','\←֓
rightarrow '];
b=['$\dot{m}_{exp}$ = ',sprintf('%1.2f',mdot_exp *1e9),' ←֓
$\mu$g/s'];
text((mdot_exp -13* mdot_exp_error)*1e9 ,min(acc_loop)←֓
+0.05 ,b,'fontsize ',15,'fontweight ','bold','fontname ','←֓
times','interpreter ','latex');
xlabel('$\dot{m}_{tfm}+\dot{m}_{mm} $ ($\mu$g/s)','←֓
interpreter ','latex');
ylabel('Accommodation Coefficient (\ alpha)');
legend('Spline fit','Simulation Data','location ','←֓
northwest ');
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set(gca ,'fontsize ',15,'fontweight ','bold','fontname ','←֓
times');
print(plot_save_png ,'-dpng','-r600');
print(plot_save_pdf ,'-dpdf');
save(data_save_all);
%% re run for acc_mean and plot EVERYTHING!
tv=Tsat_fit(nanmean(img_data.img_p_kpa(rate_data.←֓
start_img (3):rate_data.stop_img (3))));
mdot_i=interp1(acc_loop ,tfm ,acc_mean);
[MM_x ,MM_y ,mdot_mm ,ti_mm ,Results ,thermalmodel ,←֓
mdot_mm_total ,...
tfm_tw_x_fit ,tfm_h0 ,tfm_hx0 ,tfm_hxx0 ,yl_x ,yl_h ,←֓
MM_x_out_cut ,...
tfm_tw_x_cutoff ,tfm_tw_temp ]= macro_model(K1 ,K2 ,←֓
radius ,x,y,sim_path ,split_str ,fc ,tv ,acc_mean);
xfd=yl_x(end);
% TFM
[Tix ,Kx ,DP ,mdot ,sig ,hi ,dpx ,vel ,ca ,mdot_tfm_total ,mdot_x ,←֓
mdot0 ,Tix0 ,x_cut ,h_cut]= tfm_test(fc ,...
mdot_exp ,mdot_i ,radius ,xfd ,tfm_h0 ,tfm_hx0 ,←֓
tfm_hxx0 ,ti_mm ,tfm_tw_x_fit ,acc_mean);
plotting
save(data_save_correct_alpha);
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B.3 const ac mdot.m
% const_ab_mdot.m
%
% Function to import fluid parameters
%
function [a,b]= const_ab_mdot(ti ,fc ,tv ,acc)
[Mw ,R,hfg ,kl ,Rg]= fluidconst(fc);
pv=vapor_pressure(ti ,fc); % partial pressure of vapor ←֓
and saturation pressure in [Pa]
[rhol ,vl]= density(ti ,fc); % liquid water density ←֓
interpolation in [kg/m^3] and molar volume [m3/mol]
a=(acc*(Mw/(2*pi*R*ti))^0.5)*(pv*Mw*hfg/(R*tv*ti)); % Rg←֓
changed to R
b=(acc*(Mw/(2*pi*R*ti))^0.5)*(pv*vl/(R*ti)); % Rg ←֓
changed to R
B.4 curvaturek.m
% curvaturek.m
%
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% Function to determine effective curvature from film ←֓
thickness/derivatives
%
function K=curvaturek(h,hx ,hxx)
global rij
K = (((1/(rij -h))*(1+hx^2) ^( -1/2)) + hxx *(1+hx^2)←֓
^( -3/2)); % curvature
%K = hxx *(1+hx^2) ^( -3/2); % curvature
B.5 density.m
% density.m
%
% Function to determine liquid density from NIST data ←֓
curve fit parameters
%
function [rhol ,vl]= density(ti ,c)
if c==1
% Water
rho1 = -3.175e-3; % curvefit constants
rho2 =1.612;
rho3 =7.987 e2;
M = 18.01528e-3; % Water molar mass[Kg/←֓
mol]
rhol=rho1*ti^2+ rho2*ti+rho3; % Kg/m^3
vl = M/rhol; % molar volume [m^3/mol]
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elseif c==2
% Pentane
M = 72.15e-3; % pentane molar mass [kg←֓
/mol]
rhol =619; % kg/m^3
vl = M/rhol; % molar volume [m^3/mol]
elseif c==3
% Octane
M = 114.23e-3; % octane molar mass [kg←֓
/mol]
rhol =661.2; % kg/m^3
vl = M/rhol; % molar volume [m^3/mol]
elseif c==4
% Hydrogen
M = 2.015881e-3; % H2 molar mass [kg/mol]
rho1 = -1.1238;
rho2 =93.701;
rhol=rho1*ti+rho2; % kg/m^3
vl = M/rhol; % molar volume [m^3/mol]
end
end
B.6 diff eq.m
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% diff_eq.m
%
% Function to solve 3rd order nonlinear evolution ODE
%
function dh = diff_eq(x,h,tfm_tw_x_fit ,acc)
global ti_old rij tv sig_old DP_old x_old stp fc xin ←֓
h_old count mdot_i mdot_x
dh = zeros (3,1); % a column vector
r0=rij;
ti_old;
fc;
[sigma ,gam]= surf_ten(ti_old ,fc); % surface ←֓
tension (N/m)
[mul ,nul]= watvisc(ti_old ,fc); % kinematic ←֓
water viscosity [N.s/m^2]and dinamic water ←֓
viscosity [m^2/s]
[rhol ,~]= density(ti_old ,fc); % liquid water ←֓
density interpolation in [kg/m^3] and molar volume←֓
[Kmol/m^3]
K=curvaturek(h(1),h(2),h(3)); % curvature
DP=-disjoining(h(1)); % disjoining pressure
[a,b]= const_ab_mdot(ti_old ,fc ,tv ,acc);
K*sigma;
if x==xin
tix(1)=ti_old;
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for i=1:50
mdot_flux_local1 = a*(tix(i)-tv);
mdot_flux_local2 = -b*(DP+K*sigma);
mdot_flux_localx(i)=mdot_flux_local1+←֓
mdot_flux_local2;
tix(i+1)=temp(mdot_flux_localx(i),h(1),x,←֓
tfm_tw_x_fit);
end
ti=tix(end);
mdot_flux_local=mdot_flux_localx(end);
% mdot_flux_local1 = a*(ti_old -tv);
% mdot_flux_local2 = -b*(DP+K*sigma);
% mdot_flux_local=mdot_flux_local1+←֓
mdot_flux_local2;
% ti=temp(mdot_flux_local ,h(1),x,tfm_tw_x_fit);
area_local =0;
mdot_x(count)=(mdot_i -mdot_flux_local*area_local←֓
);
dSx=0;
dtx=0;
else
% mdot_flux_local1 = a*(ti_old -tv);
% mdot_flux_local2 = -b*(DP+K*sigma);
% mdot_flux_local=mdot_flux_local1+←֓
mdot_flux_local2;
% ti=temp(mdot_flux_local ,h(1),x,tfm_tw_x_fit);
tix(1)=ti_old;
for i=1:50
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mdot_flux_local1 = a*(tix(i)-tv);
mdot_flux_local2 = -b*(DP+K*sigma);
mdot_flux_localx(i)=mdot_flux_local1+←֓
mdot_flux_local2;
tix(i+1)=temp(mdot_flux_localx(i),h(1),x,←֓
tfm_tw_x_fit);
end
ti=tix(end);
mdot_flux_local=mdot_flux_localx(end);
stp=x-x_old;
area_local=pi*(2*r0 -h_old -h(1))*sqrt (((r0 -h(1))←֓
-(r0 -h_old))^2+stp^2);
mdot_flux_local*area_local;
mdot_x(count)=( mdot_x(count -1)-mdot_flux_local*←֓
area_local);
dSx = (sigma -sig_old)/stp;
dtx = (ti -ti_old)/stp;
end
A=0.511e -20/(6* pi);
dDPx = 3*A*h(2)*h(1)^-4;
c3 = (1/(2* mul))*((r0 -h(1))^2*log(r0) -0.5*r0);
c4 = (1/mul)*(r0 -h(1))*log(r0);
c5 = r0^2*( log(r0) -0.5) -(r0 -h(1))^2*( log(r0 -h(1))←֓
-0.5);
c6 = (pi/(8* nul))*((r0^4-(r0 -h(1))^4) -4*(r0 -h(1))←֓
^2*c5)+pi*rhol *(2*r0*h(1)-h(1)^2)*c3;
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c7 = -(pi/nul)*(r0 -h(1))*c5+pi*rhol *(2*r0*h(1)-h←֓
(1)^2)*c4;
dplx = -(c7/c6)*dSx + (mdot_x(count))/c6;
% saving variables for next time step
ti_old=ti;
x_old=x;
DP_old=DP;
sig_old=sigma;
%end
dh(1) = h(2); % first derivative
dh(2) = h(3); % second derivative
dh(3) = 3*h(3)^2*h(2) /(1+h(2)^2) -(1/ sigma)*(1+h(2)^2)←֓
^(0.5) *(dplx+dDPx)...
+ h(3)*h(2)/(r0 -h(1)) -h(2) *(1+h(2)^2)/(r0 -h(1))←֓
^2-(gam/sigma)*((1+h(2)^2)/(r0 -h(1))+h(3))*dtx←֓
; % third derivative
%dh(3) = 3*h(3)^2*h(2) /(1+h(2)^2) +(1/ sigma)*(1+h(2)^2)←֓
^(3/2) *(dplx+dDPx); % third derivative
count=count +1;
h_old=h(1);
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% pause (1)
end
B.7 disjoining.m
% disjoining.m
%
% Function to determine disjoining pressure
%
function DP=disjoining(h)
A=5.11e-21;
DP=(A/h^3);
end
B.8 externalHeatFlux.m
% externnalHeatFlux.m
%
% Function to determine L/V interfacial BC in macro ←֓
model.
%
function Qflux = externalHeatFlux(region ,state)
global k_fit radius_mm tv acc
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fc=4;
[Mw ,R,hfg ,kl ,Rg]= fluidconst(fc);
[a,b]= const_ab_mdot(state.u,fc ,tv ,acc);
[sigma ,~]= surf_ten(state.u,fc);
Qflux = hfg*(a.*( state.u-tv)-b*( k_fit(region.x./←֓
radius_mm).* sigma));
%Qflux = hfg*(a.*( state.u-tv));%-b*( k_fit(region.x).*←֓
sigma));
end
B.9 fluidconst.m
% fluidconst.m
%
% Function to set fluid parameters
%
function [Mw ,R,hfg ,kl ,Rg]= fluidconst(c)
if c==1
%water
Mw = 18.01528e-3; % Water molar mass [kg/mol]
R = 8.3144621 e0; % universal gass constant [j←֓
/(K*mol)]
hfg = 2.258e6; % enthalpy of formation in [←֓
j/kg]
kl = 0.679e0; % water thermal conductivity←֓
in [W/(m.K)]
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Rg = R/Mw; % gas constant [j/(kg.K)]
elseif c==2
% pentane
Mw = 72.15e-3; % pentane molar mass [kg/mol←֓
]
R = 8.3144621 e0; % universal gass constant [j←֓
/(K*mol)]
hfg = 361e3; % enthalpy of formation in [←֓
j/kg]
kl = 0.111; % water thermal conductivity←֓
in [W/(m.K)]
Rg = R/Mw; % gas constant [j/(kg.K)]
elseif c==3
% octane
Mw = 114.23e-3; % octane molar mass [kg/mol←֓
]
R = 8.3144621 e0; % universal gass constant [j←֓
/(K*mol)]
hfg = 339.8e3; % enthalpy of formation in←֓
[j/kg]
kl = 0.11; % water thermal conductivity ←֓
in [W/(m.K)]
Rg = R/Mw; % gas constant [j/(kg.K)]
elseif c==4
% H2
Mw = 2.015881e-3; % H2 molar mass [kg/mol]
R = 8.3144621; % universal gass constant [j/(←֓
K*mol)]
hfg = 441239; % enthalpy of formation in ←֓
[j/kg]
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kl = 0.103; % thermal conductivity in [W←֓
/(m.K)]
Rg = R/Mw; % gas constant [j/(kg.K)]
end
end
B.10 kTix.m
% externnalHeatFlux.m
%
% Integration postprosessing to calcualte K and Ti ←֓
mdot_evap
function [Tix ,Kx ,DP ,mdot ,sig ,hi ,dpx ,vel ,ca ,←֓
mdot_tfm_total ,mdot_x ,mdot0 ,Tix0]=kTix(X,h,r0 ,Tv ,←֓
tfm_tw_x_fit ,fc ,mdot_i ,ti0 ,acc)
[M,R,hfg ,kl ,Rg]= fluidconst(fc);
mn=size(h,1);
Xx=size(h,1);
Tix=size(h,1);
Kx=size(h,1);
DP=size(h,1);
sig=size(h,1);
a=size(h,1);
b=size(h,1);
mdot=size(h,1);
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Hx=size(h,1);
hi=size(h,1);
dpx=size(h,1);
mdot_sum=size(h,1);
area_sum=size(h,1);
vel=size(h,1);
ca=size(h,1);
mdot_x=size(h,1);
% calcualting K and Ti mdot_evap and making plottiong ←֓
variables of the same
% length
Xx(1)=X(1);
Hx(1)=h(1,1);
Tix(1)=ti0;
%Tix_next=twall(X(1));
[sig(1),gam]= surf_ten(Tix(1),fc); % surface tension (N/m←֓
)
[rhol ,Vl]= density(Tix(1),fc); % liquid water density ←֓
interpolation in [kg/m^3] and molar volume [Kmol/m^3]
[mul ,nul]= watvisc(Tix(1),fc); % kinematic water ←֓
viscosity [N.s/m^2]and dinamic water viscosity [m^2/s]
Kx(1)=curvaturek(h(1,1),h(1,2),h(1,3)); % curvature
DP(1)=-disjoining(h(1,1)); % disjoining pressure
[sig(1),gam]= surf_ten(Tix(1),fc); % surface tension (N/m←֓
)
[a(1),b(1)]= const_ab_mdot(Tix(1),fc ,Tv ,acc);
Tix0 (1)=ti0;
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for i=1:500
mdot0(i) = (a(1)*(Tix0(i)-Tv)-b(1)*(DP(1)+Kx(1)*sig(1)))←֓
; % mass flow rate
Tix0(i+1)=temp(mdot0(i),h(1,1),X(1),tfm_tw_x_fit);
end
mdot (1)=mdot0(end);
Tix(2)=Tix0(end);
area_local =0;
hi(1)=hfg*(a(1)+b(1)*(DP(1)+Kx(1)*sig(1))/(Tix(1)-Tv));
dpx(1)=0;
vel(1)=mdot (1)*rhol;
ca(1)=mul*vel(1)/sig(1);
%area_sum (1)=0;
% disp(num2str(mn));
mdot_x (1)=(mdot_i -mdot (1)*area_local);
for j=2:mn
%Tix(j)=Tix_next;
[sig(j),gam]= surf_ten(Tix(j),fc); % surface tension ←֓
(N/m)
[rhol ,Vl]= density(Tix(j),fc); % liquid water ←֓
density interpolation in [kg/m^3] and molar volume←֓
[Kmol/m^3]
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[mul ,nul]= watvisc(Tix(j),fc); % kinematic water ←֓
viscosity [N.s/m^2]and dinamic water viscosity [m←֓
^2/s]
Kx(j)=curvaturek(h(j,1),h(j,2),h(j,3)); % curvature
DP(j)=-disjoining(h(j,1)); % disjoining pressure
[a(j),b(j)]= const_ab_mdot(Tix(j),fc ,Tv ,acc);
mdot(j) = (a(j)*(Tix(j)-Tv)-b(j)*(DP(j)+Kx(j)*sig(j)←֓
)); % mass flow rate
stp=X(j)-X(j-1);
area_local=pi*(2*r0 -h(j-1)-h(j))*sqrt (((r0 -h(j-1)) -(←֓
r0 -h(j)))^2+stp^2);
Tix(j+1)=temp(mdot(j),h(j,1),X(j),tfm_tw_x_fit); % ←֓
interface temperature
hi(j)=hfg*(a(j)+b(j)*((DP(j)+Kx(j)*sig(j))/(Tix(j)-←֓
Tv)));
% coefficents for dplpx
c3 = (1/(2* mul))*((r0 -h(1))^2*log(r0) -0.5*r0^2);
c4 = (1/mul)*(r0 -h(1))*log(r0);
c5 = r0^2*( log(r0) -0.5) -(r0 -h(1))^2*( log(r0 -h(1))←֓
-0.5);
c6 = (pi/(8* nul))*((r0^4-(r0 -h(1))^4) -4*(r0 -h(1))←֓
^2*c5)+pi*rhol *(2*r0*h(1)-h(1)^2)*c3;
c7 = -(pi/nul)*(r0 -h(1))*c5+pi*rhol *(2*r0*h(1)-h←֓
(1)^2)*c4;
dSx=(sig(j)-sig(j-1))/stp;
mdot_sum(j)=sum(mdot);
area_sum(j)=area_sum(j-1)+area_local;
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dpx(j) = -(c7/c6)*dSx + (mdot_sum(j)*area_sum(j))/c6←֓
;
vel(j)=mdot(j)*rhol;
ca(j)=mul*vel(j)/sig(j);
mdot_x(j)=( mdot_x(j-1)-mdot(j)*area_local);
%area_local=pi*(2*r0 -h(j-1)+h(j))*sqrt((r0 -h(j)) -(←֓
r0 -h(j-1))^2+stp^2);
% area_sum(j)=sum(area);
%
% mdot_total(j)=area_sum(j)*mdot_sum(j);
%Tix_next=Tv;
%Tix_next =(Ts+Tv)/2; % interface temperature
% dx=X(j)-X(j-1);
% Xx(j)=X(j);
% Hx(j)=h(j,1);
% mdot_local(j)=mdot(j)*dx*2*pi*(r0 -h(j,1));
% mdotf = mdotf + mdot_local(j); % evaporated mas ←֓
flow rate on integration step
% mdot_fj(j)=mdotf;
% mdot1(j)=mdot(j)*dx;
end
Tix=Tix(:);
Kx=Kx(:);
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DP=DP(:);
mdot=mdot (:);
sig=sig(:);
hi=hi(:);
dpx=dpx(:);
vel=vel(:);
ca=ca(:);
mdot_tfm_total=nansum(mdot (1:end -1).* area_local);
end
% mdot(end)*1.895942730357007e-04
% mdot_evap = mdot_total(end)+mdot(end)←֓
*1.895942730357007e-04;
B.11 kTix.m
% externnalHeatFlux.m
%
% Integration postprosessing to calcualte K and Ti ←֓
mdot_evap
function [Tix ,Kx ,DP ,mdot ,sig ,hi ,dpx ,vel ,ca ,←֓
mdot_tfm_total ,mdot_x ,mdot0 ,Tix0]=kTix(X,h,r0 ,Tv ,←֓
tfm_tw_x_fit ,fc ,mdot_i ,ti0 ,acc)
[M,R,hfg ,kl ,Rg]= fluidconst(fc);
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mn=size(h,1);
Xx=size(h,1);
Tix=size(h,1);
Kx=size(h,1);
DP=size(h,1);
sig=size(h,1);
a=size(h,1);
b=size(h,1);
mdot=size(h,1);
Hx=size(h,1);
hi=size(h,1);
dpx=size(h,1);
mdot_sum=size(h,1);
area_sum=size(h,1);
vel=size(h,1);
ca=size(h,1);
mdot_x=size(h,1);
% calcualting K and Ti mdot_evap and making plottiong ←֓
variables of the same
% length
Xx(1)=X(1);
Hx(1)=h(1,1);
Tix(1)=ti0;
%Tix_next=twall(X(1));
[sig(1),gam]= surf_ten(Tix(1),fc); % surface tension (N/m←֓
)
[rhol ,Vl]= density(Tix(1),fc); % liquid water density ←֓
interpolation in [kg/m^3] and molar volume [Kmol/m^3]
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[mul ,nul]= watvisc(Tix(1),fc); % kinematic water ←֓
viscosity [N.s/m^2]and dinamic water viscosity [m^2/s]
Kx(1)=curvaturek(h(1,1),h(1,2),h(1,3)); % curvature
DP(1)=-disjoining(h(1,1)); % disjoining pressure
[sig(1),gam]= surf_ten(Tix(1),fc); % surface tension (N/m←֓
)
[a(1),b(1)]= const_ab_mdot(Tix(1),fc ,Tv ,acc);
Tix0 (1)=ti0;
for i=1:500
mdot0(i) = (a(1)*(Tix0(i)-Tv)-b(1)*(DP(1)+Kx(1)*sig(1)))←֓
; % mass flow rate
Tix0(i+1)=temp(mdot0(i),h(1,1),X(1),tfm_tw_x_fit);
end
mdot (1)=mdot0(end);
Tix(2)=Tix0(end);
area_local =0;
hi(1)=hfg*(a(1)+b(1)*(DP(1)+Kx(1)*sig(1))/(Tix(1)-Tv));
dpx(1)=0;
vel(1)=mdot (1)*rhol;
ca(1)=mul*vel(1)/sig(1);
%area_sum (1)=0;
% disp(num2str(mn));
mdot_x (1)=(mdot_i -mdot (1)*area_local);
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for j=2:mn
%Tix(j)=Tix_next;
[sig(j),gam]= surf_ten(Tix(j),fc); % surface tension ←֓
(N/m)
[rhol ,Vl]= density(Tix(j),fc); % liquid water ←֓
density interpolation in [kg/m^3] and molar volume←֓
[Kmol/m^3]
[mul ,nul]= watvisc(Tix(j),fc); % kinematic water ←֓
viscosity [N.s/m^2]and dinamic water viscosity [m←֓
^2/s]
Kx(j)=curvaturek(h(j,1),h(j,2),h(j,3)); % curvature
DP(j)=-disjoining(h(j,1)); % disjoining pressure
[a(j),b(j)]= const_ab_mdot(Tix(j),fc ,Tv ,acc);
mdot(j) = (a(j)*(Tix(j)-Tv)-b(j)*(DP(j)+Kx(j)*sig(j)←֓
)); % mass flow rate
stp=X(j)-X(j-1);
area_local=pi*(2*r0 -h(j-1)-h(j))*sqrt (((r0 -h(j-1)) -(←֓
r0 -h(j)))^2+stp^2);
Tix(j+1)=temp(mdot(j),h(j,1),X(j),tfm_tw_x_fit); % ←֓
interface temperature
hi(j)=hfg*(a(j)+b(j)*((DP(j)+Kx(j)*sig(j))/(Tix(j)-←֓
Tv)));
% coefficents for dplpx
c3 = (1/(2* mul))*((r0 -h(1))^2*log(r0) -0.5*r0^2);
c4 = (1/mul)*(r0 -h(1))*log(r0);
c5 = r0^2*( log(r0) -0.5) -(r0 -h(1))^2*( log(r0 -h(1))←֓
-0.5);
c6 = (pi/(8* nul))*((r0^4-(r0 -h(1))^4) -4*(r0 -h(1))←֓
^2*c5)+pi*rhol *(2*r0*h(1)-h(1)^2)*c3;
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c7 = -(pi/nul)*(r0 -h(1))*c5+pi*rhol *(2*r0*h(1)-h←֓
(1)^2)*c4;
dSx=(sig(j)-sig(j-1))/stp;
mdot_sum(j)=sum(mdot);
area_sum(j)=area_sum(j-1)+area_local;
dpx(j) = -(c7/c6)*dSx + (mdot_sum(j)*area_sum(j))/c6←֓
;
vel(j)=mdot(j)*rhol;
ca(j)=mul*vel(j)/sig(j);
mdot_x(j)=( mdot_x(j-1)-mdot(j)*area_local);
%area_local=pi*(2*r0 -h(j-1)+h(j))*sqrt((r0 -h(j)) -(←֓
r0 -h(j-1))^2+stp^2);
% area_sum(j)=sum(area);
%
% mdot_total(j)=area_sum(j)*mdot_sum(j);
%Tix_next=Tv;
%Tix_next =(Ts+Tv)/2; % interface temperature
% dx=X(j)-X(j-1);
% Xx(j)=X(j);
% Hx(j)=h(j,1);
% mdot_local(j)=mdot(j)*dx*2*pi*(r0 -h(j,1));
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% mdotf = mdotf + mdot_local(j); % evaporated mas ←֓
flow rate on integration step
% mdot_fj(j)=mdotf;
% mdot1(j)=mdot(j)*dx;
end
Tix=Tix(:);
Kx=Kx(:);
DP=DP(:);
mdot=mdot (:);
sig=sig(:);
hi=hi(:);
dpx=dpx(:);
vel=vel(:);
ca=ca(:);
mdot_tfm_total=nansum(mdot (1:end -1).* area_local);
end
% mdot(end)*1.895942730357007e-04
% mdot_evap = mdot_total(end)+mdot(end)←֓
*1.895942730357007e-04;
B.12 macro model.m
% macro_model_test.m
%
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% Solving the heat equation/thermal transport+evap in ←֓
matlab
%
% Written by Kishan Bellur , v1 - 02/19/18
%
%clc;
%clear;
%close all;
function [MM_x ,MM_y ,mdot_mm ,ti_mm ,Results ,thermalmodel ,←֓
mdot_mm_total ,...
tfm_tw_x_fit ,tfm_h0 ,tfm_hx0 ,tfm_hxx0 ,yl_x ,yl_h ,←֓
MM_x_out_cut ,...
tfm_tw_x_cutoff ,tfm_tw_temp ]= macro_model(K1 ,K2 ,←֓
radius ,x,y,sim_path ,split_str ,fc ,tv ,acc)
global k_fit side_wall_fit radius_mm
thermalmodel = createpde('thermal ','steadystate ');
paraview_inner=readtable(strcat(sim_path ,'/mm_wall_ ',←֓
split_str {4},'.csv'));
side_wall_y =(0.087 - paraview_inner.Points_0)*1000;
side_wall_temp=paraview_inner.temperature;
side_wall_fit=fit(side_wall_y ,side_wall_temp ,'←֓
linearinterp ');
%plot(side_wall_fit ,side_wall_y ,side_wall_temp);
%%
radius_mm=radius /1e-3;
y_mm = y*radius_mm;
x_mm = x*radius_mm;
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figure;plot(x_mm ,y_mm)
xlabel('R_{ND}');
ylabel('DropHeight_{ND}');
title('Young Laplace fit in cylindrial co -ord');
height =15-max(y_mm);
r1 = [3 4 0 0 radius_mm radius_mm max(y_mm)+height 0 0 ←֓
max(y_mm)+height]';
r2=zeros(length(r1) ,1);
r2 (1:6) =[4 0 max(y_mm)+height 1000* radius max(y_mm) 0]';
r3=[3 4 radius_mm radius_mm radius_mm +0.1 radius_mm +0.1 ←֓
max(y_mm)+height 0 0 max(y_mm)+height]';
gdm = [r1 r2 r3];
%gdm = [r1 r2];
%%
g = decsg(gdm ,'r1 -r2+r3',['r1'; 'r2'; 'r3']');
%g = decsg(gdm ,'r1 -r2 ',['r1 '; 'r2 ';]');
geometryFromEdges(thermalmodel ,g);
figure
pdegplot(thermalmodel ,'EdgeLabels ','on','FaceLabels ','on←֓
');
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% axis ([-.5 8.5 -0.5 10.5]);
title 'Block Geometry With Edge Labels Displayed '
%% Curvature
K=K1+K2;
k_fit=fit(x_mm ,K,'linearinterp ');
%% Properties - constant for now..
k_al = 30; % thermal ←֓
conductivity , W/(m-k)
k_Lh2 = 0.105; % thermal ←֓
conductivity , W/(m-k)
k_ss = 2.3;
if split_str {1}=='jan'
if split_str {2}=='tc2'
thermalProperties(thermalmodel ,'Face',1,'←֓
ThermalConductivity ',k_ss);
else
thermalProperties(thermalmodel ,'Face',1,'←֓
ThermalConductivity ',k_al);
end
thermalProperties(thermalmodel ,'Face',2,'←֓
ThermalConductivity ',k_Lh2);
end
%% BC - constant wall temps.. for now..
%thermalBC(thermalmodel ,'Edge ',1,'Temperature ' ,21.17);
thermalBC(thermalmodel ,'Edge',3,'Temperature ',←֓
side_wall_fit (0));
thermalBC(thermalmodel ,'Edge',4,'Temperature ',←֓
side_wall_fit (0));
thermalBC(thermalmodel ,'Edge',6,'HeatFlux ' ,0);
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thermalBC(thermalmodel ,'Edge',5,'HeatFlux ' ,0);
thermalBC(thermalmodel ,'Edge',7,'HeatFlux ',←֓
@externalHeatFlux ,'Vectorized ','off');
thermalBC(thermalmodel ,'Edge',1,'Temperature ',←֓
@sideWallTemperature);
% thermalBC(thermalmodel ,'Edge ',1,'Temperature ' ,21.17);
% thermalBC(thermalmodel ,'Edge ',2,'Temperature ' ,21.1);
% thermalBC(thermalmodel ,'Edge ',3,'HeatFlux ',0);
% thermalBC(thermalmodel ,'Edge ',4,'HeatFlux ',←֓
@externalHeatFlux ,'Vectorized ','off ');
thermalIC(thermalmodel ,21);
%% Mesh
msh = generateMesh(thermalmodel ,'Hmax' ,0.1107);
% figure
% pdeplot(thermalmodel);
% axis equal
% title 'Block With Finite Element Mesh Displayed '
%%
Results = solve(thermalmodel);
% figure;
% pdeplot(thermalmodel ,'XYData ',Results.Temperature ,'←֓
Contour ','on ','FaceAlpha ' ,0.25);
% axis equal
% title 'Steady State Temperature ';
%
% [qx ,qy] = evaluateHeatFlux(Results);
%
% hold on;
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% pdeplot(thermalmodel ,'FlowData ',[qx qy])
%%
tfm_start_mm =10e-3; % mm
cutoff=find(x_mm >radius_mm -tfm_start_mm ,1,'first');
MM_x=x_mm (1: cutoff);
MM_y=y_mm (1: cutoff);
if radius_mm ==15
offset2 =0.02;
else
offset2 =0;
end
[~, ~, MM_x_out , MM_y_out , R, unv , concavity , overlap ]=←֓
parallel_curve(MM_x , MM_y , 0.02, 0, flag);
cutoff_out=find(MM_x_out >radius_mm -tfm_start_mm ,1,'first←֓
');
MM_x_out_cut=MM_x_out (1: cutoff_out);
MM_y_out_cut=MM_y_out (1: cutoff_out);
for i=2: length(MM_x_out_cut)
ti_mm(i) = interpolateTemperature(Results ,←֓
MM_x_out_cut(i),MM_y_out_cut(i)+height -offset2);
[a,b]= const_ab_mdot(ti_mm(i),fc ,tv ,acc);
[sig ,gam]= surf_ten(ti_mm(i),fc);
mdot_mm(i) = (a.*( ti_mm(i)-tv)-b*( k_fit(MM_x_out_cut←֓
(i)./ radius_mm).*sig));
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area_local(i-1)=1e-6*pi*( MM_x_out_cut(i-1)+←֓
MM_x_out_cut(i))*sqrt(( MM_x_out_cut(i-1)-←֓
MM_x_out_cut(i))^2+( MM_y_out_cut(i)-MM_y_out_cut(i←֓
-1))^2);
end
mdot_mm_total=nansum(mdot_mm (1:end -1).* area_local);
figure
plot(MM_x_out_cut (2:end),mdot_mm (2:end),'b-','linewidth '←֓
,2)
xlabel('X (mm)');
ylabel('Mass flux (kg/s-m^2');
%
figure
plot(MM_x_out_cut (2:end),ti_mm (2:end),'b-','linewidth '←֓
,2)
xlabel('X (mm)');
ylabel('Interface temperature (K)');
%%
x_m=x*radius;
y_m=y*radius;
tfm_start=tfm_start_mm *1e-3; ←֓
% microns
cutoff=find(x_m >radius -tfm_start ,1,'first');
yl_h=(radius -x_m(cutoff:end));
yl_x=(y_m(cutoff:end)-y_m(cutoff));
% figure
% plot(yl_x*1e6 ,yl_h*1e6)
% ylabel('Film thickness (\mu m) ');
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% xlabel('X (\mu m) ');
% title('YP - cutoff origin ');
%% Temp profile
tfm_tw_x =[y_m(cutoff):1e-6:y_m(end)];
tfm_tw_temp = interpolateTemperature(Results ,ones(1,←֓
length(tfm_tw_x))*( radius)*1000 , tfm_tw_x *1000+ height);
[M,R,hfg ,kl ,Rg]= fluidconst(fc);
tw0=(hfg/kl)*(radius -tfm_start)*log(radius /(radius -←֓
tfm_start))*mdot_mm(end)+ti_mm(end);
if tfm_tw_temp (1)<tw0
tfm_tw_temp=tfm_tw_temp +(tw0 -tfm_tw_temp (1));
end
% for i=1: length(tfm_tw_temp)
% if tfm_tw_temp(i) >=tw0
% %tfm_tw_temp(i)=tfm_tw_temp(i)-ti0match;
% tfm_tw_temp(i)=tw0;
% end
%
% end
tfm_tw_x_cutoff =( tfm_tw_x)-y_m(cutoff);
tfm_tw_x_fit=fit(tfm_tw_x_cutoff ',tfm_tw_temp ,'exp2','←֓
Normalize ','on');
% figure
% plot(tfm_tw_x_fit ,tfm_tw_x_cutoff ,tfm_tw_temp)
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%% test
% tfm_tw_x =[y_m(cutoff):1e-6:y_m(end)];
% tfm_tw_temp = interpolateTemperature(Results ,ones(1,←֓
length(tfm_tw_x))*( radius)*1000+1e-6,tfm_tw_x *1000+←֓
height);
%% TFM IC
tfm_hx=diff(yl_h)./diff(yl_x);
tfm_hxx=diff(tfm_hx)./diff(yl_x (1:end -1));
tfm_h0=yl_h (1);
tfm_hx0=tfm_hx (1);
tfm_hxx0=tfm_hxx (1);
end
B.13 sideWallTemperature.m
% externnalHeatFlux.m
%
% Function to set side wall temperature in macro model.
%
function T = sideWallTemperature(region ,~)
global side_wall_fit
T = side_wall_fit(region.y);
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end
B.14 watvisc.m
% watvisc.m
%
% Function to determine viscosity from NIST data fit.
%
function [mul ,nul]= watvisc(ti ,c)
[rhol ,vl]= density(ti ,c); % liquid water density ←֓
interpolation in [kg/m^3] and molar volume [Kmol/m^3]
if c==1
% Water
% coefficients for kinematic water viscosity ←֓
interpolation in [N.s/m^2]
% and dynamic water viscosity in [m^2/s]
mu1 = 1.628e2;
mu2 = -4.386e-2;
mu3 = 9.797e-3;
mu4 = -9.653e-3;
mul = mu1*exp(mu2*ti) + mu3*exp(mu4*ti); % kinematic ←֓
water viscosity [N.s/m^2]
nul = mul/rhol; % dinamic ←֓
water viscosity [m^2/s]
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elseif c==2
% Pentane
mul= 2.144e-4; %N.s/m^2
nul = mul/rhol;
elseif c==3
% Octane
mul= 5.5821e-4; %N.s/m^2
nul = mul/rhol;
elseif c==4
% H2
mul= ( -1.1292*ti +36.408) *1e-6; %N.s/m^2
nul = mul/rhol;
end
end
B.15 surf ten.m
% surf_ten.m
%
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% Function to determine surface tenstion from NIST data ←֓
fit.
%
function [sig ,gam]= surf_ten(ti ,c)
if c==1
% water
sig1 =1.16e-1;
gam = -1.477e-4;
sig=sig1+ti*gam; %N/m
elseif c==2
% pentane
sig1 =4.78676e-2;
gam = -1.06156e-4;
sig=sig1+ti*gam; %N/m
elseif c==3
% Octane
sig1 =4.78676e-2;
gam = -1.06156e-4;
sig=sig1+ti*gam; %N/m
elseif c==4
% H2
sig1 =0.005272;
gam = -0.0001654;
sig=sig1+ti*gam; %N/m
end
end
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B.16 tfm test.m
% tfm_test.m
%
% TFM envoloping script.
%
function [Tix ,Kx ,DP ,mdot ,sig ,hi ,dpx ,vel ,ca ,←֓
mdot_tfm_total ,mdot_x ,mdot0 ,Tix0 ,x_cut ,h_cut]= tfm_test←֓
(fc ,...
mdot_exp ,mdot_i ,radius ,xfd ,tfm_h0 ,tfm_hx0 ,tfm_hxx0 ,←֓
ti_mm ,tfm_tw_x_fit ,acc)
%%
globals = who('global ');
%clear global;
global phi rij xin tv ti_old count
%% Inputs
% Choice of fluid:
% Enter 1 for water , 2 for pentane , 3 for octane , 4 for ←֓
hydrogen
%fc=4;
%tv=21; % vapor temperature
phi=1; % relative humidity
rij=radius; % cylinder radius
%[M,R,hfg ,kl ,Rg]= fluidconst(fc);
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offset =1e-10;
ti_old=ti_mm(end)-offset;
%% ODE solver with IC
%disp('ode ');
rel_res =1e-3; % error resolution
abs_res =1e-9; % error resolution
%xfd =300e-6;
xin=0; % adsorbed film
xint=xin:1e-8:xfd; % integration range
%options = odeset('RelTol ',rel_res ,'stats ','on ');
options = odeset('RelTol ',rel_res ,'AbsTol ',[abs_res ←֓
abs_res abs_res ]);
count =1;
[x,h]= ode23(@(x,h)diff_eq(x,h,tfm_tw_x_fit ,acc),xint ,[←֓
tfm_h0 tfm_hx0 tfm_hxx0],options); %Solution with ←֓
small perturbation
% blah=ode23(@(x,h)diff_eq_ode45(x,h) ,[xin xfd],[h0 h_x ←֓
h_xx],options); %Solution with small perturbation
% x=blah.x';
% h=blah.y';
%Fixed step solver
%h=ode5(@(x,h)diff_eq(x,h),xint ,[ tfm_h0 tfm_hx0 tfm_hxx0←֓
]);
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%% Trim film tail
h_min=min(h(:,1));
cutoff=find(h(:,1)== h_min);
x_cut=x(1: cutoff);
h_cut=h(1:cutoff ,:);
%%
ti0=ti_mm(end)-offset;
% Evaluate K, DP , Ti and mdot from h and x data
[Tix ,Kx ,DP ,mdot ,sig ,hi ,dpx ,vel ,ca ,mdot_tfm_total ,mdot_x ,←֓
mdot0 ,Tix0]=kTix(x_cut ,h_cut ,rij ,tv ,tfm_tw_x_fit ,fc ,←֓
mdot_i ,ti0 ,acc);
end
B.17 vapor pressure.m
% vapor_pressure.m
%
% Function to determine Pv in TFM (NIST data fit).
%
function pv= vapor_pressure(ti ,c)
phi=1;
if c==1
% % Water
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%Saturation pressure
psv1 =8.169e-2; % Curvefit
psv2 =3.75e-2;
psv=psv1*exp(psv2*ti); % saturated vapor pressure from ←֓
FORTRAN code
pv=psv*phi;
elseif c==2
% Pentane
psv1 =8.626e-1; %Pa
psv2 =3.7411e-2;
psv=psv1*exp(psv2*ti);
pv=psv*phi;
elseif c==3
% Octane
psv1 =4.7682e-5; %Pa
psv2 =5.7845e-2;
psv=psv1*exp(psv2*ti);
% pv=psv*phi;
pv =1.5828 e4;
elseif c==4
% H2
psv1 =7.50512e-8; %Pa
psv2 =6.9137;
psv=psv1*ti^psv2;
pv=psv*phi;
end
end
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